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Chapter 1

A STUDY, OF COMPUTER USE ANDAITER

Introduction

Cotpdters are rapjdly,becoming a doininant,technoTogfCaT forO 'in

American society. It is, An fact. ve y unlikely that the average Amekcan-

CY. IN SCIENCE EDUCAIAN

e
N.

citizen will be able 'to retain'UntauC ed by' t,he'apresence and influence

of this peryasive teChnolpgy inthe y 'art to come.

This trend has not 'gdne unnotice within -the educatilval establish"-

mentand the need for. an appropriate dUcational response has been

.sounded with increasing frequency._ S me go so far as to suggest that

"ignciranCe:Occiiiikters:WiTlreader p ppl,e functionally illitey4te_as

does ignorance of reading, writing
anJUl
arithmetic" (Michael , 1968, and

that educational remediet are imperative.

While .univeragreemeWOn the heed to educate all-students about

computers and computer uses has not been reached, a growing number

eduCators believe that all students shbuld be provided with.:educational

oppOrtunities which will.allow them to become:cOrriputer literate,
.

As the belief in the need to educate future citizens in the operation,

use and impact of computers gains support in .educational circles and

within the pubiic-at-large, it is beComing increasingly 'cleaF-that

science educators in our nation's schools will .be called upin .t8 provid

guidance for the development of computer oriented educational programs,

and courses; and to provide the necessary learning opportunities and

resources. The teaching of .science in American schools has tradititn,-

ally, been carried on for three basic reasons: (1) to prepare scholars

in the various disciplines of science, 12) to provide the background and

training required of individuals entering technological occupations and
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professions .and (3) to provideoi backgroUnd in science and technology

as.a part of the general education of 'the individW for effective
, 4 ''

citizenship. Education for citizenship in a computer 'society is an

important motive.behind,the Current growth in. the Use and study of
.-,

-compUters in American sChoolS. and ai(SUch=,'PlYces computer, literacy.:,
..

.)
r

clearly within the fraMework of science,edUtation
. .

.

.

This re5earCh..project was undertaken In order to p ovide information

which willqe of assistance to 'science educators.responsible for and
r

:interested:in:the development,implemitation and evaluation of educational

progrv s,,,and courses designed_to foster- computer literacy. Since theJ , . .

$ development of, instructionaj: 'programs -designed to promote computer

9. ljtgracy at the pre-college level is in it infancy, we felt it important
# , 1

to collect baAeline data regarding studenfInowledge and understanding

of computers which-could be used to'help".shape effective educational

,

:programs. Just as'no medical doctor would prescribe a treatment without.

first'mal ing a diagnOsis, we believe that science educators need to know

what students know and feel about' computers in order to prepare and

Impleileni effective educational programs.1----:--

In,-addition to providing baseline data.re computer literacy

levels, the proje was designed to determine the relative impact of the

various computing or computer-related activities in schools on the

development of computer knowledge and understanding. Because educational

programs in.this:area have only re OS, been initiated, little is..

:known about the types of instructiona activities used to promote

computer literacy, and perhaps more imp rtantly, about the impact of the.

Various computer- related eXperiences.on students' knowledge,. attitudes

and skills. We were especially interest

spent using the computer within an ed

in'under

ational set

tanding how time

ing affects student



attitudts and knowledge. If, as some suggest, use of the coMputer,as an

instructional tool (computer assisted instruction) in science education

can. produce, as a by- product o» side- effect, students who are computer

literate, then science eduCators can take advantage of thts situation in

designing their educational programs and learning activities.

Our effort to praddce this information involved a number of different

data-collection strategies. In order to identify the typical coMputing.

or computer related activities in schools,we conducted a survey of all

secondary school- (Oades 71?) science, mathematicS;.computer science,

data processing,andbustness edOtatiOn.teachers i n MinneSOta This

survey_ produced responses from over 3,500 teachers and provided a great

deal of useful information concerning t ure and scope of computer

use in science education, and about the ly used methods and activities

.designed to promote computer understanding and awareness. .The results

of this survey are discussed in Chapter 3 and in a recent article pub

lished in the journal Sociology of Work and Occupations. (See Appendix A)

Using the information collected via this survey of.teachers as a

guide, we selected approximately 60 teachers who were planning to include

.computers in their classes and asked them, alo g with their students, to

participate in an extensive effort to determine computer literacy levels

among students. This research involved over 1000 students in an assessment

effort which,began-prior to computer use or-instruction aboui computers

and ended with,post-testing,at,theconclusion of their involement with..

computers. The, results of this rtgoroui assessment pRdram, along with
.

information provided bb the-participating teialers,proilde the basis

for the.analysis and interpretaeron Presented in Chapter 4-of .this

report.

In:addition Othe teacher survey and the testing of sOdents



whin the framework, of their -regular classroom-environment, we conducted

a controlled educational experiMent to determine student attitudes and
, _ _

knowledge of computers within bietOntext of their direct participation.

.

in a science-oriented, computer atsisted,instructiOn experience. Over

350 students participated in". this effort, which:imiolvedeach student

using a:computer-based learning unit on water pollution and a related

testing and,data collection effort in a six-month follow-up study. The

results of,this research are described: in Chapter 5 and in a paper

entitled "The Computer Mystique." (See Appendix B)

Schedule of Project Activities

Figure-1 shows the schedule of major project events. The project

invol'ved two major research efforts -- the field study and the computer,

baied learning experiment.

The field study consisted of three.major activities:

1. A survey of all' 6837, mathematics, science, business education,

corOuter science, and data processing secondary school teachers

in Minnesota's schools'(grades 7-12). The primary purposes

of this survey were: (1) to identify.and determine the nature

and scope oany coMputing activity-and (2) to identify (teachers
0 ,

whose classes could serve to represent various types of'comOuting

and computer activity.

2. The development of computer literacy objectives covering the

following cognitive areas: computer hardware,' software And

data processing, programming:and algdrithms,--,e0Plications,.

social impact, as well as attitude'and value, orientations.

These objectives provided a framework for the Organization and

'development of a test of computer literacy.:
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The development, validation and administration-of a computer

.literacy test calledthe COMputer:.,Literacy lluestionnaire. 'The.

j .

,far. pre- andpost-dristrUetipiiasSeSsMent with' approximately
. 1.

. .

1190secandary school. StudentS in 60_different Classroom's...

test; which contained cognitive.and affective items was used

The experiment in computer learning consisted ofjtWo major, activities:

.1.% The development and testing ,of a completelyiself-contained:

computer-delivered science lesson called APOLUT. This unit,

.dealing with the process of ,water pollution, was used too

.:provide different typessof computerleai"ningrexperiences

during the. exPeriment.:
' .

--COmpletian of:a questionnairety:students'before and after.

,(1

their-06 of the 20W0. minute computer based ,unitan water.

pollution. andithen again six-monthS following their experience

with the coMpfter.based unit.

This study was Conducted entirely within Minnesota. Whileit
.

would have been desirable-to conduct a study such as. this dp6,on a-

national basis, it Would have been financially and aperatiOnallidifficUlt.

:Minnesota Was.selectedjor a.number of reasons. firstthe.projectteam

was 'familiar.with computeruse-=in the state and .1-lad developed the contacts

and rapport required to -Fohduct a.school based study.ofthis nature..

Second, Minnesota .schools.have been active in the use of computers tfor

many years and contained a representative Mix of" ifferent types of
.

tompUter users and computer uses. Thelevel of computer use was also

.

high enough to ensure that all types of computer.Use and computer literacy

programs would be represented. Finally, Minnesota is quite average when

viewed-in terms of many-educational, geographical and socio- economic.'

factors. (See Table 1) This is important when it comes to attempting



to generalize from the results of the research.'

Table

COMPARISON VARIABLES

(MINNESOTA15.,UNITED STATES VS. OTHER STATES)
. .

' U.S.
MN- Relative

Rank

1) Per CapitaIticome,1975 $4,825 $4,838 .20.0

2) Percent .00 School- Grad, 1976 72.0 67.0 16.0

3) Median School'Years:Completed 12.5 12.5 22.0
. .

4) Percent Urban,, 1976 64.4 73:0 30.0

5) ,"4percent Rural., 1976 35.7 27.1 30.0

6) Percent Black, 1975. 1.0 . 11.5 37.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the gensus,,Statistical AbiraCts
of the 1978, 99th OW" Washington, 1978'..

This report contains a summary of the major project activities; a.

discussion of the research methods, including a.description of the data

collection instruments; a discussion of the.results; and a brief summary

of the major findingi and conclusions.

Chapter 2 of; the report presents-background information on the

concept of computer literacy. It also presents the list of computer

literacy objecttves which were developed and used by the research tea

to Structure theentire reiearch.effort. These objectives are important

because they provide the focus for our data collection' effort as well as

the subsequent:analysiSAnd,ConcluStons,..

::...4"4pter.3 and the article contained in APpendtk A_repOrt on the

teacher Survey: We have chOsen.:io-report on this survey in.::as.epra'te



chapter because of the important inforpation it provided. This survey

was not the major' focus of this research project, and was done only as a,

preliminary step to the collection of data directly from students.

Chapter 4 focuses On what students know and believe about computers

before and after instruction related to computers and/or computer use

and on the-relative III-pact of the various,computing or computer related

activities in schools on the deVelopthent of computer literacy.

Chapter ,5 contains a discussion of the experiment in computer-

,

learning. The results of this; experiment will:' help to clarify the

impact of computer assisted instruction in science education and provide

guidance to designers and users of computer based learning materials..

1 ,

.

.
.

.

_
.

Chapter.6 §UMmarizes the major findthgsWhich emerged from the con -,
,

duct of theJTsearch as well as disaissing some ofthe implications of

what we found_

'The report alSO-contains a number of appendiceS. Some contain the

data collection instruments along with.data.generated by their use

-.0therscOntain reports. of this research which have. already been Published.

in professional journals or released as teChnicaLreport.
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COMPUTER LITERACY: TOWARD AN. EMPIRICAL'DEFINITION

While the term computer litOacy is .rapidly becoming a common part

of the language' of science education, it remains, unfortunately,
\\

defined and vague. At the conceptual level.,. computer literacy provides

a convenient way of referring to a diffuse collection af\knowledge,(

beliefs, attitudes, values and skills; however-,the specific"knowledge,

-skills and attitudes necessary to Oalify an individual-as

computer literacy remains uncertain.

Computer literacy is one df many terms used to denote some basic

understanding of computers. Other terms include computer appreci tion,

_computer awareness,,s;coMputer competency and,Computeracy., Each of ese

.terms, according .to its proponents, stresses different aspects of compute0----,

related knowledge, attitudes and skills; but like computerliteracy,

also lack a clear, operational del"letition.

Literacy is commonly defined as the quality or state of being

literate, especially the ability to read and write. Computer literacy,

building upon this general definitiori, ref to the quality or state of

.

being literate vis-a-vis computers and bf'analogy implies an'ability to

communicate with computers. Computer literacy as we ose the term
lo

\consists of whatever general knowledge, skills, or att tudes are necessary

to "dea with" computers and computer applications': As\such it is a

relativ non-specific, evolving concept.
,,-

Despite the lack of a specific "definition, we belie4 that the

concept of compute". literacy is useful and should be operationalized to

allow for the'assessment of literacy levels'in various populations,

Computer literacy is now a widely'used term which has come to, refer
,

.

,io
17



to the level of understanding a person's needs'to function effectively

a- compUteri Zed society This general definition c
1.1 be_ _further refined

and operationalized.for_research and educational. purposes..
J..

Since. our research was designed to measure computer literacy

among secondary school students and.to: help us better understand' bow

computer- related instruction '.affects knowledge and'attitudeti we were

faced with:the necessity:of developing an operational ,definition of "the

concept which could be-used as the foundation for a measurement iastrumen

Since concepts, in order to be %useful as explanato'ry tools, AUst,be

measured in concrete and operational ways, we spent-considerable time

and effort constructing an operatigial' definition of computer- literacY.,

We have defined the concept of learning irrIthe form of specific' learning
\

objectives and not as a typical dictionary deffntion. We believe that

these objectives represent an important step toward the refinement of

computer literacy as tuseful concept in science educaiion.

We 'must, at the same time, remind the reader that computer Titeracy,

since it is a condition of human knowledge levels, attitudes' and skills,

depends on the, specific role, responsibilities, or .needs

If we arelio.ce'ciuire.'our seitols to produce computer iterates, as many

now propose, we must provide working definitions .o the,term which can

be used to help structure instructional activities. and to provide' the

the indi'vidua'l.

tiasis for student and program assessment. Afterall, we need to know:

where we are going so we can determine whether ,or. not we lia.ve arrived!

What folloWs is,a.brief discutsion.of the mergence of coMputer.

lite cy as an educational goal, a discussion of several common definitiont,

ands isting of the 61 objectives' used as-the.foundation for this

research.



'Computers and Society

During the pest decade, computer technology has come to play a \iery

important,-often pivotal, role in American scientific, business, industrial

.

iand governmental - institutions. to improve productivity, increase

efficiency and service, and-to cope with the "information explosion"

have 'spawned thousands of uses for computers. Our nation, it has been

observed, .has been transformed from an industrial society into an information

society'that relies heavily on, computers and related information

(Bell, 1973). According to a recent government repot, the largest
o

single class of employees in the United States today have jobs dealing,

in thel)roadest sense, with-informationOrocessing..ind communications,

and: i t is well knOwii,Ahat COMputer'technology s influenced. these areas.

extensively (Marc. Uri; Porat, 1977). 46 ad ition.to the many known uses

of airmiluiers;.°1t is eStimatedthatthere-are thousands' of applications '-

of the computer still awaiting discovery. As a recent TIME article put

it, I:amazing feats of memory and execution bebome possible in everything

from automobile engines to universities and hospitals, from farms to

banks and corporate offices, from outer space' to ebaby's.nursery"

(TIME, 1978). To ask what, these applications' are 'would be like asking

wha:t are the applications of-electricity. There is little doubt, it

seems that life in the U.S. and in the rest of the industrial world,

and eventually all 'over the planet, will be'incalculebly-chengedtby
.

.computer3echnologi..

Need for Computer Literacy,
.

4

The widespread use of computers and 'our groWing'reliance on computer

stipported applidetions and technologies have spawned a growing concern

abOut the:level of publio.Pnddrstanding of computers end their potential

-7-



tonsequencet.

In an information7society sUch:as,ours, widespread understanding

compUter technology and.the cOnsequences:of computer use-,and misuse is

necessary, even required,,for public policy-making (Engle, et. al.,

1978). himl the systemic perspective, a lack of understanding and acceptance

of computers can seriously impede the use of computer technology in

solving important problems. Many observers of the roleof computerl

technology in society believe that if the gap between current technological

capacity and the ordinary.person s understanding of-the technology is

allowed to grow too wide, the social and political, as well.as scientific

ramifications, are likely to be very serious (Press, 1974). Special

concern about computers and information systems seems justified because

of their unique and pervasiv.e'features: capacity for information storage

and manipulation, Close association with large bureaucfatic institutions,-

integration into the practice of science, and the potential for delivery

of services directly to individuals (Amara, 1974).

For the individual, 'an'understanding of computer technology is

important because it reduces bewildernient about computers and promotes a

balanced view of the computer's role,in society. Such.understanding

also enables people to use and influence the desigb of computer-based

_social services and to develop informed Opinions regarding computer

applications which have political, economic and social implications.

Donald Michael in The priprepared Society ,goes so far as to suggest that

"ignorance of computers will -render people as functionally illiterate as

does ignorance of reading, writing and arithmetic," (Michael, 1968).

Educational. Efforts Urged.

The growing recognition of the importance of widespread public

13

20



understanding of computers in an-information/computer society 'hat-prompted

concerned educators td urgeithat edueational efforts be launched to

eliMinate, or at least reduce, computer illiteracy. The President's

Science Advisory Committee and the. Organization ft:4' Economic Cooperation

and Development, in the late 1960's, were among the first to recognize('
, 4

the need to educate citizens. (Computers in Higher Education, Report to

the President's Science Advisory Committee, Washington, D.C., 1967, and

SERI - Report Extracts, International World of Computer Education,.

1974).At about the same time, many educational and-scien-.

tific societies also recognized this need. The International Fed6ation

of Information Processing Sdcieties' Working Group,in. Secondary Schdol

Education, for instance, suggested that since-it is important for a41

studerits to understand the nature and use of computers in modernsociety,

teachers of all subjects should have a knowledge of comptiting.-(Computer

Education for'Teachers ih Secondary Schools . An Outline Guide bf the
('

International Federation of InformationsProcessing Societies, Geneva,

Switzerland, 1971). The Association of Computing Machinery's4lementary

and Secondary Schools Subcommittee's Working Group on Computing Competencies

for Teachers has recently issued a similar plea (Taylor, 1979). The.

Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences has also recommended, on

several occasions, the-development of a computer literacy curriculum for

pre-dollege students (Recommendations Regarding Computers in. High. School

Education, Conference Board of'the Mathematic Sciences, Washington, D.C.,

1972) and in 1978,.the National Council of S4pervisors of Mathematics

issued a position paper which included computer literacy for all itizens

in a list of ten basic skills and the National' Council for the Social

Studies, has shown a recent interest in the topic as well
.

,In

what is perhaps the most complete analysis of the importance of

14 21.



computer 1 iteracy., Andrew Molnar concludes that there is:

a national need to foster computer literacy. Further, *if we
are tg meet this need, we must ensure that high school graduates
have an understanding of the uses and applications-of the computer
in society and its effect upon their every-,,day lives., ... A nation
concerned 'with its social needs and economic growth cannot be
indifferent to the problems of industries, wesmust develop a
computernliterate society (Molnar, 1978).

Definitions of Computer Literacy

If one accepts the argument that/all Students need to have sufficient

computer knowledge and skill to function as cont ting Members of .a

modern technological 'society,Nhen the question Of what constitutes
.

sufficient knoWledge and skill becomes an important concern. An early

ort to answer this question came from the Committee on Computer

'Education of the conference Board of the .Mathematical Sciences, Washington,

1).-C. 1972;.. The' committee recommended the development .of at least one ... .

secondary school, course in computer literacy which would, at a minimum,

deal with:. a) the way*, computers are used, b) the capabilities and

limitations of computers, and c) the concept of algorithms and. their

application in,flowcharting and programming.

.
Since 1972, the call for computer literacy for all studentS.has

been heard with increasing frequency. Definitions of computer literacy

have become more prevalent in the literatute as well David Moursund

-offers- a typi cal defi ni ti on,;

Computer literacy refers to a knowledge of the non-technical, and
low-techni-cal aspects of the capabilities and limitations of com-
puters, and of the social, vocational, and educational implications
of computers (Moursund, 1975).

In Great Brictain, Lali Makkar prefers to '1refer to this level of

computer knowledge necessary for all society as "computer awareness."

He states that general education is not making students sufficiently

"computer aware.", Re defines computer awareness as:

15,:
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. .

potsessiOn of sUfficientknowledge.6. .enable inferences,
general:and social, to be madeon the basis.6-F,whatis seen or
heardlabOut computers (Makari1973) .

\ .

Others take a more oriented approach the definition of

computer literacy claiming that computer programming skills are esSentiaq

to understanding how compu ers work and the role oi comput'eWin society.

Minsky, for example, suggests that "Eventually pro,gramming itself will

become more important even than mathematics in early education" (Miisky,

1970). Denenberg.argues. that programming is an important aspect of

computer literacy because it teaches thinking and.problemsolving ski 11 s

(Denenberg, 1977).:

The.emOhasis on programming'skillS as a part.of,computerliteracy

is not universally appreciated. Weitenbaumdecries the teaching of

;

:,

programfningwithoUt:substance or without the teaching:Of Worthwhile
1

applications (Wei baum, 1976). fietakes.:an additional steit(and argues

,
that students. should not be taught about 'computers unless .the3) are

taught abbut the social ,impact and implications of these tools.

Our own approach to the definition of computer literaCy 6as been. to

focus upon the identifitation and definition of substantiVe areas or

dimensions' of computer literacy' ratherthan to construct a nely

While definition useful', our approach is designed to be more helpfUl

'to the classr om teacher and the'educational researcher.

.

The' Dimensio

There are

uter Literac

roadly,defined dimensiOns which are cOmmo

to most definiiions.of doMputer literacy. First, there is.a hardware

dimension: : Knowing the.meaning of basic terMS;:such'as hardware

4and memory are considered to be a MiniMum,level of.awarenet, s,ard

some understanding bf the -Major cbmponents of a computer sytem and:their.

'16
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functions *is ften considered essential. Some awareness bf the hiS'iorical

development of computer, hardware' is soriletimes included here- as Well.
- a

A'second dimension is that of software and data processing, which'
. ,

,often includes Oow1edgre tof how data is processed * computers and the

fact. that he compirters -are instructed by people,who wri teAnstructi ons

in a spe ific computer' languege.., In addition, a-realization that. cOmputers

,
store both e instructions (program) and tne,data wi in the emory.,is

often, viewed s critical..-

Thir*.computer.literacy ,c4n be. saidd to haY6' a programming,alid
. ., ,

,..

algorithm:jirlienstOk. This dimension' may,include the ability .to fol i ow,

. modify, correct,' ah0, develdp expressed, both' as a set of
. . -

EngTish;languageonstrUctions and in*the forM of a .computer program.

, A fourth dimension is that of the application of computers in

society. Computers, are used in every sector of the society: ip

in government,in peOple s homes and i n school . Knowl edge of when

and where Computers are being used and what, makes 'a computer application

suitable :or unsuitable is 'deemed important,-

,.The -fi -fth dimension is imPl'abt, which is different from the application

of computers in that it deals with t.he effects br results of applying

computers. Many i ssues.. are addressed- in dimension .including privacy ,

'-coMputer crime,. computer'.'careers the -itnpact of' computers on empl oyment

etc.' It .is a)so-feit that studenis need to develop a realization of

both the positive .ja,nd negative impacts of computers..

'

The"iixth' and' last dimenticrn is that of computer specific attitudes

and values,. The,premise of this aspect of, computer literacy .is that an

,individual should poSsess realistic attitudes-such as an absence of

'anxiety0 and fntimidation. A negative view of computers could

G.

hinder tne-dOelibment of knOwledge :and.skill's; a positive view fOsters
,

17,,
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learning andsopenness tocompater use.

Computer Literacy Objectives

Tjese were Used:by our research teaM,as

framework'for the development of the'speciM-Inst6ttonaobjectives

rshown in Figure A more extensive discussion of the methodology used
, .

to identify these dime nSions is given in Chapter 4 of this report and in

the February, 1980, issue of .The Mathematics Teacher in an article

entitled "Computer Literacy - What is it?"'. (See Appendix C)

the six '.dimensions wer e established, an extensive list of topics for each

After

dimension was constructed. These toPics were then used as the basis for

the construction of the learningobjectiVes shownj6Pgure:,2. :The

topics-were, chosen after a systematic review of.eurriculumpaterials,.::text'

books, test items', etc. These objectives were developed to help define

computer literacy and as .a basis for the development'of tests and attitude

scales to assess computer literacy among studentg. The objectives that

are designated with an "*" are those that werzl selected for assessment

this research ellfort.

For each cognitive objective, the first digit after the letter

refers to a cognitive level - 1 indicating a low level, generally a

skill or knowledge'of facts while 2 stands ?Or a higher level of undtptandng

requiring some analysis, and/or synthesis. The final digit is merely a

count of items within eachjevel. While nopriority is interided,with

the final digit', there hasbeen'an attempt to place the ideas in

logical sequence. The coding_scheme,forthe affective area, V.1 -
A

is merely for recording pOposes and is not intended to suggest any

priorities or hierarchy.
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COMPUTER LITERACY OBJECTIVES

Figure .2

COGNITIVE

*N.1.1 Identify:the five'major components of.a compUter:'-inpUt eguiPme t,:memocy Unit..
. control'unit,'arithmeltc unit, output equipment:'.

-,

*N.1.3

*N.1.4

,Identify the basic operatiOnof_a computer system.' Input of,data or infogfta.
tion:- procesting df^data or information 7 output -of data.Or informations

Distinguish between hardware and software.

Identify.how a person can access_kcomputer;
1. via a keyboard terminal

a. at site of computer-
b. at any distance via telephone lines

2.: via punched or marked cards
3. via other magnetic media (tape, diskette).

IlecognAzestherapid, growth 16f:computer hardware since. the 1940's.:

:Determine that the basic compOnents function as an interconnected system under
e,contrel of a sioredOrogram,develoPed by a*rSon.

*N.2:2 *Pare. toMputer processing and storage. capabilities to
,the hutan brain Listing';

',some general similarities and differences....

Software and Data Processing (t)

5.1:1 Identify the fact that we communicate with computers through a binary code.

S.1.2 Identify the need for data to be organized if it is fa be useful.

,S.1.3 Identify the fact that information is data 'Which has beengiven meaning.:

S.1.4 Identify the fact that data coded:mechanism forcomMunication. . _

Identify the fact that communicatlon.isthe transmission of information via ceded
.messages..

*S.1.6

.means of aset of pre-defined ru,les
.

*S.1.7 Recognize that a com[iuter.peeds instructions' W.,operate.
.

. :
: ..*S.1.8: Recognize that a Computer-getS instructions from 4, program written in a pro-

granmpriDanguage.'

Identify. the fact that data 'protessing4nVOIVet
the transfarmation of ,data by

. - .

.Recognize that aHcdtputerit.capable.bf Staring a program and data

*S.1.10 ,R2S2.1nize that comoutei-s:oracess.data.,6Y searching,*.Ser:ting, deleting, 'updating,
'summarizing, moving, etc.. . ,

*52A SeleCt an appropriate attribute for ordering of data-for a particular task."

Design an elementary data structure far.a gTven -application (that fs,'provide:.
order -for the data).

S:2.3
.

Design an elementary coding syStem'foragivenapplication:
.-,

Programming and Algorithms (P)

,.

NOTE The student should be able_to accomplish objectives, 1:2-L5 when the algorithm IS .

expressed as a set of EnglishianguagOnstructions.and in the form'of a computer.program,
. .,...

Pit Recognize the definitionalgoritht."

:Follew and giVe'the 'Correct/,OUtput,for aSimple algorithm.



,Given a simple alg6Hthm..exPlAin-What it AccompliSheS ., interpret and genen-
alize). 7, .

T,20,, Modify a simple-algorithm-to-accOmplish-4-new -Tbut-related-task--

P.2.2.

P.2.4 Develop an algorithm for so

Detect logic-errors in'an, algorithm.

.Correct errors.in an.iMpro erly functioning algorithm.

vinga specific problem.

P.2.5 ...Develop an algorithm which can be used-to-solve a set of similar problems.

Applfeations (A)

.

*A:1.1. Recognize sOecifi,cuses
a.. medicine. .

b. law enforcement
c. education--
d. 'engineering
e. business.
f. transportation

of computerS in some of the, following fields:
g. military. defense systems

Weatherpredietion
1. 'recreation

J. : goVernment
k. the library

creative arts
.

A.1,2 Identify_ the fact that there are many programming
partfdUlar,applicationJor business or cipnce.

*A.1.4

*A.1.6

*A.2.1

*A.2.2

A.2.3

Aecognize,that 'thefollowing\activities are'ambhg
tions of the computer:

. :a. information storage an&retrieval,::-
b. . simulation and modelling
c, process control - decision-making
4, computation
e. data processing,

Recognize that computers are generally good at information processing tasks, that-
benefitFrom:.
a.- speed
b. accuracy
c. repetitiveness

languages suitable for a

the major types of applica-'

Recognize that some limiting consideratiOnS for using computers are:
. a. cost
b. . software availability

storage capacity

Recognize the basic features of a computerized information system.

Determine how computers can assist the consumer.

Determine how computers can assist in decision-making proCess.

Assess the feasibility of,pbtential applications.

A.2.4 Develop anew application.

Impact 0)

Slistinquish among the .followingcareers:
a. keypuncher /keyoperator. systemsanalyst
b.. computer operator e: coMputer scientist'
C. ' computer. programmer

Recognize that computers are used'to Commit a wide variety of serious crimes but
especially" stealing money and stealing information::

.Recognize that identification codesi(numbers) and passWards are a primary Means.
for restricting use of computer systems,,of computer programS, and of data files:

,



1.1.4 Recognize -that procedures.for detecting computer -based crimes are not well.
TiVeloped.

*1.1.5 Identify some advantages or,disadvantages of a data base containing personal in
formation' on a large.number ofopeople.le.g., the list might include value for'
research-and-potential for privacy invasion.)

. .

1:1.6 Recognize several regulatory procedures; e.g.,;priYilege toreyiew one's own
file and restrictions on use of Universal personal. identifiers, which help to
insure the integrity of personal data files.

Recognize hat most "privacy problems" are characteristic of large information
files whet r or not they are computerized.

*1.1.8- Recognize that competerization both increases and decreases employment.

*11.9, Recognize that computerization both personalizet and impersonalizes procedures
ITTIelds such as;edutafion.

.
.

*h.1.10 Recognize that computerization can lead, to. both Ireat independence_ and, dependence
..uporione's tools.:

Recognize that While.computers do not have the mental.capacity that hurans do,.
through techniques such. as artificial intelligence, computers have been able
to modify.their own instrUctlo.set-and do many of

intelligence,. computers
processing

tasks that humans do.

*1.1.12 Recognize that alleged "computer mistakes" are usually mistakes made by people.
- .

'1.2.1 Plan a strategy for tracingand:oorrecting a computer related'error'sUch as a
ETTing error.

Explain how computers make-pUblicsUrveillance.More feasible.

*1.2.3 Recognizethateven though a person dott not go near a'computer, he or she is
affected indirectly, because the society is.different in many sectors as a conse-
quence of computerization.

. . .

1.2o1 lain how computers.can be used to impact the dittribution and ,use.of economic
and po 'itical power.

COMPUTER LITERACY OBJECTIVES AFFECTIVE

Attitude, Values, and Motivation (V)

*V.1 "Does not feel fear, anxiety,or intimidation fromcomputer experiencei.

*V.2 Feels confident about his/her ability to use and control computers.

.*V.3' 'Values efficient information processing 'provided that it does not neglect accuracy,
the protection of individual. rights and social needs.

*V.4 ValUet computerization of routine tasks. so freet people to engage in
iiifieT7activities and is not done-as-an end in'itself: '

*V.5 Values increased communication and avallabilityof :information made pOssitile
through computer use provided that'it does not violate personal rightvto.primacy
and-accuracy of personalAata.

V.6 ' Values economic benefits ofOomputerization_for a society.'

Injoy.si and desires work. r play with computersespecially computerassiSted
learn

nand

Describes past experiences with computers with positive-affect words like fun,
-'exertilig,'challenging, etc:

Given an oppertuhity, spends some free time using a computer..



Summary

Thete,Ojectives:represe0 an opera0onal definition of.

-literacy' They are "informational" objectives and,, not intended

to define minimum competencies for secondary school students.

Our society's growing reliance on computers and computer applications

demands that the public come to understand this phenomenon. Our schools

are left with the responsibilitY to develop curricula in computer literacY.

For instructional purposes this is generally understood to refer to the

level of knowledge and understanding a person needs ID function effectively

'in a computerized society. While we cannot previsely define computer

literacy due to its situational nature, it is Tossible bp'define major

components or dimensions of computerliteracy. By developing specific

educators with a framework which can help them organite andimplement

computer literacy programs'. These objectives should help instructors

develoizmore comprehensive and clearly focused instructional computing

'aclivities to help their students understand computers and their uses in

our society.

learning objectives for each of these dimensions, we haye provided

a
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A'SURVEY OF-INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES IN MINNESOTA, SCHOOLS

Since one of the primary purposes of this research effort was to

measure the influence of typical instructionalcomputing activities in

,

schools on the development of an awareness and understanding of computers;

ksyStematic.procedure for identifying these activi'tleS was 'needed. The

Identificatzion and selection of typical activities was atcomplished

through a statewidesurvey of all-mathematics, science, computer science/data

processIng and 6uSiness education.teachers. While the results. of this

'survey have been discussed in n-a recently published article titled "Instruc-

tional Comp'uting: Acceptance and Rejection by. Secondary School Teachers"
a

(sedAppendix A), we have± chosen to briefly describe the survey hire in

order to:report the -complete effoft-dfoUr research -group- While the

baslc purpose of.the survey-Wasqphelp.;us...identiftAnd categorize.

.teaclhers that were teaching about or WithfcompUtersj the surVeyrepresents

one of themost Comprehensive attempts to explore the role of computers

and romputing in science education. , ,c';

.leachers-r-'especially'in new and emerging curriculum areas such as

cOmpUting and:coMpbterliteracy,' have a7verY SignficAnt:influence on 'the

structure. and content. of inStructiOal!prograMs and:40roaches. Ln the
.

absenteof clearly defined models and. approaches or textbooks-to guide
, .

-their coverage of topics,:they.431aYASpetially important role

0,ipingleari'llnIPPOcrtunitieS.';.Mo4 hap Any,:other-Single,group., the

mathematiCs,tedthert., and to a lessen'a4ree the'science and business

education teachers,,, have been the motivating forte behind the introduction

of computers in the secondary school setting: ,In addition to_bringing the

co
(-'

.

Mputerd intonto education'as a tool they have been instrumental in

,9



the design and implementation of computer literacy programs as we know

.them today.

METHOD

A'mail questionnaire was developed and distributed in February,

1978, to "all 6,837 Minnesotia secondary school lgrades 7-12) teachers in

mathematics, science- -arid-liusineis education. The,nades of the teachers

were Provided on nailing labels by the Educiption Data SysteMsSection of

the Minnesota Department of Edusaation and repr-esented the most-up-to-

date and complete list available. These subject areas were selected,

because they hod tile" highest proportion of teachers using computers or

t ching_about computers in their classes.*

The'questionnaire; entitled "A'Survey About-Education and COmputers,"

was purposelybrief with one page for all teachers to complete and a

.second'page fdr-teachers iriVolved in computer related activities to

describe their involv9m6nt. (See Appendix. D) After- six weeks, there-

was-a -follbw-up mailing, and a total of 3,576 questionnaires (52 percent

We returned.

To estimate the degree of bias, comparisons Were made,with all

available statistics'fbr the state population oteachers. (See'Table 2)

Becausebffibial.repords do not distinguish between business education

teacherS'and other:vodifonal-teachers, bUr'coMparisons are restricted

*In addition to this survey, all scHool prindipals-serving schools with
grades 7-12 were contacted and asked to provide.the names of teachers in
their schools outside of mathematics, science, computer science, data pro,-

cessing and business education who were active in teaching with. or'abbot''
computers. The teachers identified through this prOCess (approximately 550)
were contacted msing the same survey questionnalre and responses were
obtained from 250 teachers in areas such .as home economics, 'social studies,
industrial arts, physical education, etc. These.teachers were not.included
in the analys'is from which the various'approaches to computer use identi-
fied because they were not identified through .a census and because:Most
of these areas.are not traditionally included ,in science educatioa.
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-'COMPARISAN-OF-SURVEY-RESPONDENTS.
AND'MINNESOTA DEARTMENT OF EDUCATION STADATICS,

SECONDARY aim MATHEMATICS/SCIENCE TEACRERS

State
Survey Population

Respondents Statistics

Years of Teaching 1 - 10 . 42% .39%

11 19. .39 41,

Gender

20 + 19 20

.100 (2711). 100 (4748)

16%. 16%

. 84 .84

100 (2711) 100 (4748).

_
.

Teaching Areas Math

Scien

Math and Scie

p.

54% 54%

35 - 43

'100 (2711) . 100 (4748):

*:Source.is Minnesota State Department of Education, "Planning
Agency Reports," June 610 1978.._ .

Ii*. The itate'records do not separate. out those that teach in more
than one area. We estimated the number of "math and science"
teachers by "counting duplicate mailing labels. Our survey
asked each teacher to. check all "teaching areas.P ConsequentlY,,
our estimates of assignments to Multiple areas; i.e., "math
and:science" are higher than the official statistics.

to mathematics and science teachers (82 percent of our sample). For

subject area and gender., the.survey and population distributions were

almost identical'. There was slight overrepresentation of younger

teachers, those having taught 10,years or less, in our sample. 'However,

because the overrepresentation of less experienced teachers amounts to

only 3- percent, we have considerable confidence in the representativeness



of the sample.
t)

All of the teadhers,were asked to complete the first page of:the
5

questionnaire; which asked for basic information such as teaching area,

computer training received; computer resources, etc. and for a response

to seven attitudinal statements. The attitudinal data provided:yaluable

information on teacher views of computer use in education and'of the

importance of compUter literacy.

Teachers teaching with or about computers were asked to dbMplete

the second page. 'This info'rmation was used subsequently to identify

typical and representative instructional computing activities and to

establish a list of teachers which could be sampled and asked to par-

ticipate .in the assessment of computer literacy.

CoMputerUse

RESULTS

One of every two (50 percent) teachers in the sample reported that

they had used computers at some time in their classes, but only one-of

every three (33 percent) were still engdged in instructional computing

(see Table 3). The percent of dropouts (discontinued computer users)

for the entire sang is 17 percent and this is a fairly stable proportion

across the subject areas.. Current computer use, .however,.doeS vary'by

subject. -Forty-three percent of the mathematics teachers were currently

engaged in inStructiOnal'ComPiiting but only 19 percent of.the science

teachers and 28 percent f.the_bUsiness education teachets were so in-

.
Type of Computer Use

e ,
Mlle 4 provides.arankingiOf the'computer-reiated activities `con-.

, -

tamed on.page7tWo of:the questionnaire. When tanked on the basis of



Current Computer
Use ,

Discortei:nued
Computer Use 18 14 14 19 4. 17

( 599)

COMPUTER USAGE STATUS BY. TEACHING AREA

Math,
Only.

Current Teaching. Area

Nati, &
Science.

Science; Business
Only " Ed

43% 42% 19%; 28% 33%

(1183'

, .
Never Used
Coin uter

Tptal

67 50
(1794)

100% 100%
( 291) (1038'

= 240.92, P r.000::,

100% '100%
( 648) (3576)

the nUmber of courses in which thrinstructional xomputing activity

occurs, instructional-stmulation is the most frequent activity. Teaching,

how :to operate a terminal, student problem-solving using computers,: in
,

structional games, and the teaching of computer programming, follow closely

behind. Instructional computing activities such as drilli.using the

"computer as'a surrogate instructor" and computermanaged instruction are
,

among the least frequent activities in these disciplines.,

Computer Resources_

One of the questiDns asked of tfie-teachers was whether a.computer

terminal or computer was available for use with their, lasses. Table 5



3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10;

11.

12.

13:

14.

16.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

ASTUDENTANALYSIS OF

19:-..AS A. TUTOR:

20. SCORE TESTS.
.

21...INSTROCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

22. ELECTRONICS INSTRUCTION.

,NATUREAF4OMEUTER USE

RUN SIMULATIONS_,

NUMBER OF COURSES
In WH1CH'THE ACTIVITY

IS PERFORMED.

TEACH TERMINAL OPERATION .

STUDENT PROBLEM SOLVING

STUDENT INSTRUCTIPNAL qAmEs,

TEACH PROGRAMMING

TEACH ROLE AND IMPACT

STUDENT LEISURE TINE.

AS A CALCULATOR

TEACH COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

TEACH.COMPUTER CAREERS

DEMONSTRATE CONCEPTS

TEACH COMPUTER HISTORY

TEACH HARDWARE /SOFTWARE CONCEPTS

% OF .TOTAL

NUMBER OF .COURSES

LISTED

1101: . , 41.3%

1031 38.6%

992 37.2%

991 37.2%

976 36.6%

849 31.8%

932 31.2%

759 28.4%

750 , 28.4%

627. 23.5%

588' , 22.0%

481 18.0%

472 .17.7%

DRILLSTUDENTS 449 16.8%

MATERIALS GENERATION 436 16.3%

TEACH DATA PROCESibtpROCEDURES 5,372 13.9%

328 12.3%

322 12.3%

254. 9.5%

197 7.4%

115 43 %

36' f.3%

Note: On the average, five of these activities were checked for each.
course.

'.1

-*The total 'number of all courses reported is 2668.



.QUESITUNT7-1S-A'COMPUTER .TERMINAL
AVAILABLE FOk USE. WITW.YOUR CLASSES?

Users* ' Non- Users. All

Yes Anytime 18

III

SOmeti Mes 51 45. "47

14O

Don' t Know

o-Res ponse

I

These teachers teach with and /or about computers in at least
one of their classes.:..:.

** Includes teachers,. identified by .pri 0104TS- as being teachers:
Outside: of maihethatics, ,Wence, computer science'es business
educatiOn', and data processing areas who teach With.,:or about

. computers,

.:k4r

shows that X65, peecorit of the teachers 'responding had access to &terminal'

at least s6me of thefAime. The users had considerably greater-access

'(864excent)than did the non-Usery.(54 percent)-. Anothermeasmre of

.the availability' ofcOmputee.resOures wasobtained throUgh a question'
. .

.

relating to availabilitYfor:student use As shown in Table 6,:25' pet.cent

Ofthe teachers responded that in their schools'n6 terminals or coMPUters

were available for student, use, The largest peeCentagetcf.respondents

(38: percent) were in schools. where only,o(leteeminal, orComputer. was

foestudent use,

Computer Training

The teachers were asked whether they had received training about



6 or More

N

QUESTION: HOW MANY COMPUTER .

KEYBOARD TERMINALS,0R. COMPUTERS
ARE AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT USE?

'

Users* -Non-Users _Total

18% 32%,

39 37

2t7

1296

25%

-38

22

2521 .3817

tt

* Teach with and/or about computers

computers or computer use in education) As Table, 7 Illustrates, 72 percentTable
'a

of the respondents indicated that th-6y had received some sort of .training

(including. self-training).' Training was much more: prevalent among the
. .

users (52' Pe6bent) than the non - users: (62 percent).

Anothier question ,dealt with the..geneVal. content of the, training,

received. 'Almost onehalf (46 percent) ,of the :respondents: the question

.had received some Computer progra j;; `g trainsMg through college .courses,

earlp,as many' respondents

computer's in their discipline;

wOrkshops, selflearning., or other means,

12 percent). had received. training in using

see Table 8).



Table 7

J

QUESTION: HAVE YOU RECEIVED TRAINING
(THROUGH COLLEGE. COURSES, WORKSHOPS,
SELF-LEARNING) ABOUT COMPUTERS OR

COMPUTER USE IN EDUCATION7-

Users* Non-Users

62

1294,

-__..

.* Teach with 'and/or about comPuters

I

HAVE YOU RECEIVED TRAINING .

(THROUGH COLLEGS;COURSES, WORKSHOPS'
SELF-LEARNING) J.N THE FOLLOWING AREAS?,

. Computer Usejn your Discipline

Busines:-Data,ProesSfn

Computer Progr:amming

YE*'

42 9;

Survey of Computer in Education .

Computer "scien6e

Other ;4'

* Multiple-responsesWere possi61;e.
. on 3808 respondents.

Based



Teacher Attitudes-TOward'tomputin9.

In an effort
omeasure.the.teacher..!.Sattitudes toward computing,

they were asked to indicate their degree -,of:agreement or. disagreenient

with seven statements. Table 9 and Figure 3 show the responses Of.the:'

:"..i.liters/nonusers to.these.statements.'

The responseSndicated strong support for:the need for general,

minimal 'computer literady - among- secondary schoolrstudents..,.,Eightyfive

percent of the'Tespondents agreed
or:S:trOnglY-agreedYWiththe.statement,

that "every secondary school studenf should have some minima) understanding

, of computers",(Item 1). An even larger'nUmber of respondents (93 percent),

agreed ".every school.student should .learn about-the rol0

that compUtersplay in our Society" (Item 3),

ohlk27.percent:Qhe respondents thought thatevery.secondary

school-Student should be able ta::write a.,'..simple program" (Item 2).,.

Nearly 45 percent'of the teathers disagreed with this Statement, while'

29 percent were undecided.

Two of the, statements (items 6 and 7) dealt with the teacher's

perception of the general value of computers in education. Their

responses show that the teachers generally felt very positive toward,the

use of computers in education. Eighty-seven percent agreed that computers

could bda useful instructional aid in many sybject areas other than

While histoeically the computer has found its greatest

acceptance in mathematics courses, the respondents see its value in other

subject areas as well. In addition, the majority (69 Percent) ,of the

teachers supported use, of computers in education by' disagreeing with

the statement that computers provide more disadvantages than advantages

in education. Only 8 percent agreed with the statement, while 23

mathematics.

percent were undecided.

:73



Table 9

USERS.VERSUS.NONrUSERS,
. .

STATEMENT .

'EVERY'SECONDARYSCHOOL
°,STUDENTSHOULD HAVE
SOME MINIMAL. UNDER- ,

STANDING OFOMPUTERS:.:

USERS

NON

ALL

2; EVERY-SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENT SHOULD BE -ABLE
TO WRITE A SIMPLE
PROGRAM:.

USERS

. NON.

ALLY

EVERY SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENT SHOULD.LEARN
ABOUT THE- ROLE THAT;

:.COMPUTERSJLAY IN/OUR..

USERS

:NON.

ALL

.MY TRAINI.NG .HASADEQUATE-
LY EQUITial.mE TO MAKE

DECISISS-ABOUT USING
COMPUTERS IN MY TEACHING,

USERS

NON

ALO

THE.EFFORT NECESSARY TO .

INTEGRATE COMPUTERS INTO
TEACHING' ISM T4-

EFFICIENT USE OF MY TIME:

USERS

. NON

.ALL'

b. comPO.tli§.. CAN BE ktisE,.-

FUL INSTRUCTIONAL. AID IN
MANY SUBJECT AREAS OTHER

THAN'MATHEMATICS.

USERS

NOR

ALL.

USERS

,NON..

ALL

COMPUTERS PROVIDE. MORE
DISADVANTAGES THAN

ADVANTAGES, IN EDUCATION;

.16

37.

37:

4

.16

12

9

1

1'

18

40

47

29

35

C.SV, c:,

45

9 57

7 53

26 26

30 , 21

29 23

54 _

6, 64

5 '61

17. 47

17 . 23 .

17 31

22 12

40 19.

34 17

0 CY
czt

'51

13' '63

5911';

15

20

51

20
49

29

45

25

32

41

32

15

4

8

42

21

28

3

2
2

1291.

2511

3802

.1290

2509

3799.

1289.

2510,

3799

1287

2494

.3781

1286

.2485

3771.

1288

.2507-

3795

.1279

2500
3779

"USERS"'-..TEACH WITH,.AND/OR ABOUT COMPUTERS

4 3
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An additional attitude statement attempted to gauge whether teachers..

felt- using computers in the classroom was worth the effort (Item 5).

Forty-four percent of the respondents disagreed. with the statement that

"the effort necessany to integrate computers into my teaching is an

inefficient use of my time." Sixteen percent of those who taught'with

and/or. aboutcOmputers lusersl agreed with the statement, while 25

percept'Of the nonusers agreed._

Teachers were also asked to respond to a' statement reflecting th

adequacy of their training related to computers (It=m 4): Forty-four

percent; or near with the =statement

that "my training has adequatelk.equipped:Me.to make dedisions about.

Using computers in my teaching.", Only 22 percent:of.the users disagreed

.With the same statement, while 56 pereentotthe 'non-users. disagreeed..

SiMilarly only 27 percent of the non-users:. agreed that their training

adequate to make the deciSiOn's, while 62'percent of. the users agreed.:

(See Table 8).

SUMMARY

It is evident, from these data_thatteachersstrOnglY'sUPPOrt_MinimaL

understanding of compUterS.and their Societal-role for every secondary

schoof,student,'.that they generally feel positive about theValueOf

computers in education, and that they generaly.feel.poSWve aboutthe

valUe of computers.in.education. terms of.their Ownliteracy

regarding computersmany of them feel inadequately prepared to make

decisions'about using computers.-A comparison of .teachers_ cUrrently.
.

.using orteaching about cOmputers with other teachers shows that UserS'

.see their training regarding cOmpdters in education as m4citmore adequate

than non-users.. Those interested.ip a More complete analysis.of these-.

data are referred to the paper 'contained in Appendix'A.
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. A FIELD. ,STUDY. ON'TE IMPACT OF SCHOOL COMPUTING,
ACTIVilltS. ON STUDENT ATTITUDES AND KNOWLEDGE

Computer literacyJS being.recOgOzed by 'a growing number of educatOrs
a.

at all levels of education as an important educational goal. This, in

:turn, has spawned numerous instructional efforts,designed to introduce _

students to `computers and-to improve student awareness and understanding ,

of computers and of their use, -misuse and .impact. Most of ,thes-e well-

Antentioned efforts are implemented in the absence of a cleat under-
. ,

standing of 'the computer literacy levels.of entering students, with

lit le information concerning the potentjal:impdct of computing activities'

On the development of cOmPuterrrelated Knowledge and attitudes, and

.

without a 'clear statement of the -intended results
-

in.an.atteMpt to help establiiWthvnecessary conceptual and empirical

,

foundation.upon which effective computer literacy. progr ms caTbe7
,

built, we conducted a field study designed to help establish ba'sline

data regarding student compUter literacy and'tddetermine the relative

impact of various instructional computing' activities on-the development

of computer literacy.

ThisstudimaS organized around two baSicjesearch questions :..

What literacy level iif''students both when-they

enter and when they leOefeOtiles,'with-iTIStruction'al..cpmputing

,activities? At those: times, What:dor they,knoW:andJeel!aboUt'

coMpUters?

2. What, are the relativeocontributions of typicalinftructional

computing, activities to .the development of computer literacy?

This chapter describes the methods and results of oar effort. We



3elievethai the value of this &Search-is to be fOund as much in the

definitions and data collection i Itruments as in the a tual data produced.

The Computer Literacy Questionnaire (Appendix E) which was developed to

Measure'student.knowledge and attitudes, has already been.Us.edyi:n Varlbus

parts,of the cOUfltrY tohelr.determine the needforand mpac crf-cOMputer
,

literaCy Programs'. In addition, the objectivesbasedAefini:tion'of

comput& literacy which provided the framework fo'r" the development of

the assessment instrument has been used to heir(' Plan and structure

computer literacy programs in numerous school districts; We trust that

these products will continue to be of practical benefit to classroom

teachers. Also we believe that the baseline data on'student,computer

literacy and the information-regarding the impact of' iniIructional

.activitie. will help tOfirOfide::direCtion and focUsito thiSrapidlY

expanding area of science edUcatibn.

i
COMPUTER LITERACY. OBJECTIVES.

.

.,The AevelOpment'ofa-comprehenslye-set of computer literacy objeC-:

tives was the first step in our,research effort. These objectives,

.

Whiei are` isted in Chapter Two, were developed to provide a structure

for the development of a cOmputer literacy assessment instrument.-A4e

felt that the assessment instrument should be comprehensive and systematic

and that the only way this goal' could be achieved was by creating a.

definition of computer literacy expresS'ed in concrete learning outcomes.

This list of objectives in addition to aiding us in the development of

.'an-aSsessment instrument, provides the:conSwers of our research with

the operational del7nttiOn*-.comp4er literacy. The.,A5,t.e.sSmen:t in:siruMerit

is not simply a loos.e collection of te§t items,but
als4-44

structur'ed.test

X
with specific subt.tests matcheci-to specific leaiming outcomes. This



approach tb the definition and measurement of 'computer literacy is

flexible enough to accomod4e differe definitions,, yet it provides a

functional way,of linking the concept to the measurementof- its various

dimensions. Rather than arguing about the "best" definition of compUter

literacy, an activity which has little practical payoff, this approach

allows us to begin to assess literacy levels and the impact of learning

activities.

We began the deVelopment of the objeCtfves by collecting informatiOn

regarding,current instructional prpip4dms whiCh have computer literacy as

a major goal so that we could examine the complete range of instructional

Programs involving computer use or having some objectives relatedto

learning about computers. A brief statement requesting such information

was published in a number of publications reaching teachers likely to be

using computers. This strategy yielded responses from a number of

educators from across the country host` of thern.provided a course

outline, a list of course objectives, a description brthe topics and the

Content covered,""a statement-concerning the length. of the course or

unit, ::a' description of, the student population -for which :.the `course or

unit was intended and, 'in some cases, a copy of the tests used.

In addition, we contacted all of the institutions identified by

HumRRO as offering high quality programs in this area as well as other

school districts, schools and teachers khown.by the research team to be

,active in the area of mputer use and computer literacy.

These .efforts--prOduced a large collection ofoinstructional materials

,'and course/unit descriptions which were useful in defining the boundarieS

of ,current practtceilik-a-vis computer literacy,: This inforMation also

'helped in identifying the various dimensions of the concept.

Following the,systematic and time-consuming examination of severa



-hundred textbooks, teacher-developed materials, curricOluM..guides,

course:Outlines. and over 2,000 ihdividualiteMs,oa:tentative.list:'

of topics, which we felt reflected the various dimensions of 'computer

literacy, was established. This list was revised several times and

finally trantiated into ,a list of learning objectives whichmore. closely

defined the intended outcomes of compyter literacy. These objectives

were reviewed and revised-a number of times by the project team and

finally sent to a carefully, selected group .of experts representing the

professional computer-tocieties, the computer industry, and the field of

education for their review and criticism._ following this review the

project team developed the final working version: of the objectives.

It is important to note that these objectives are informational:.

objecttves. While some are stated rather specificallY, explicitly

:designating:a desired outcome, for'the mo4,pari they are not "behavioral"
-

but represent guides for ihe,constructionOf test items and for the

Organization of content OHIstruttiohal.prog.raMs Since the data

Collection would involve the testing of secondaryschoolttudents, there

was also a need: to try to reduce the complete' set.to some sMallertubtets

which could be atSeSSed:in:a reasonable' periocrof time. - about 30Minutes:-

1hUsthe list contains-. v number of "coreNOiectivd(Markedmith an

".*") whiCh.represent the objectives usechat,the basis of:our assessment

effort. In general, the experts who reviewed the objectivet sug4etted

that while the core objectives were appropriate for the res6rc tasic,

u

thereTwat a:heed.to further extend andrefinethis,tetto access higher

levels of cognitive skills and understanding We agree the reader should
^.

not attach the notion of "minimum competency" to this core set, but, rather

recognize that this represents a: viable and manageable set for an initial

assgssment of. computer literacy

41.



THE COMPUTERAITERAWQUESTIONNAIRE '
.

Silicethe pritarY objective:orthis.researchwas;oaspss student
, .

knOwledge-andlattitudes and to Measure'LarninggainS assotiated:with

differing'types of classroom experiences involVing'CompUter'andiOr.

computer topics, we needed a comprehensiveand-empirically:Validated.

-measurement instrument which could be used to,gaybe a wide range of

expected learning outcomes.

Efforts to construct assessment instruments and measure computer.

literacy to-date have been limited in scope and are largely unsystematic:'

Perhaps the mostsystematic effort in this area to date was that of.the

'National Assessmentof Educational Progress (NAEP). As a part of the

planning for the 1977-78 assessment of mathematics, the NAEP staff

assembled a group of computer educators to help them define a strategy

for assessing computer- related knowledge. This group spent considerable

time defining the areas of computer literacy to be assessed and produced

a definition of computer literacy with a related set of specific assessment

items. 'Much of this work was never used, however, due primarily to the

lack of time within the.total mathematics assessment effOrt. Our research

team reviewed the NAEP work and b ilt upon it. The NAEP effort was the

most comprehensiVe and systemafi o data and:our efforts complement and

extend their initial work.

Most existing tests of computer literacy are much.less:cOmprehensive o

'systematic than we would like. A number of such tests have been published

in the popular literature oflinStruttional computing but they are not

designed to be comprehensive assessment toolS, nor hN(they been empirically

validated. tis type of computer'literacy test.is useful to the degree

that it helps science educators.or nize the content and scope of computer

literacy or helps classroomteachers construct criterion-referenced

42



tests, but such tests ar'.nOt Very useful to those:interested in doing,

systematic research.

Teacher-made tests of computer literacy represent another effort to
.

.

measure compufer literacy but they are most often designed, tO measure

student knowledge imparted' in conjunction 'wtth a, specific course

instructional unit. While this type of testing was of intere t t us

and numerous classroom level testsAvere collected and'analyzed, it. d

not add much to the develqpment of the Computer Literacy. ,Questionnaire.

Since' a comprehensive .systematic and empi ri cal ly .val i dated computer

literacy. assessment instriiment did not exist, our research team devoted,

ensiVe effOrt to the .06velo.Pment, and yalidation of.such :a measurement

device. The result f this effort was a two-part,assessment instrument
,

which we titled the omputeR Literacy Questionnaire. (See pendix. E)

- .Part ,I of the instrument includes:items used to, form- eight tt.itude scales
(1) Enjoyment,. (2) (3) Efficacy,:., (4) Sex- typing, (5) ..Policy

.-Nts.
cern, (6) EdUcational Computer-SuppOrt, (7); .ValUe). (Social), d (3)

Value_2 (Technical). PartII'.contains.-49 testjtetils Of'fiVe c 9pitive

(11) Hardware, (2) Prograiiiming and AlgorithMs; :(3) Softa4, re and: Data

Processing, (4) ApplicatiOns, and (5), Impact. The subteSt scores for these
five cognitive areas were Combined to produce composite measure of cog-

nitive computer literacy.

The questionnaire represents a major product of 'this research

effort and it is the subject of a separate validation report. (See

Appendix fl.Y..We would' urge the reader at this :point to 'read this report

to gain a more complete view of tik. nature of this measurement instrUMent:..



ALTERNATIVE;' NSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING APPROACHES

Ope third cif the teaChers (1183:) 'responding to our survey reported

teaching one-6Fmore classes which included the use of the computer or some

type of Computer-related subject matter. In total, 266%specificcourses

were reported as including the computer or computer topics in some way:

While each of these courses represents a_ unique, mixture of teacher-

Wined topics and activities, our research plan called for the placement

''of these courses into hOmogeneOUs categories based upon the nature of-

the .instructional cothputing activities involved. Specific,glasses could

then be 'randomly selected to represent _each course category. Four,-

specific categories of-insfructiorfal-cOmputing courses were established:

Programming, Computer. Appreciation, COMputer Studies3' and Computer

-

Assisted Instruc ion. These categories are described elow. (See

also Appendik
.

-PrOgramming (PR)

This :general category:, of (oqrses.tenterecLaround the develOPMent:bf'

knowledge .of computer .systeths **programming skilTS,StOdents were.

exposed -to the elethentary Principles of computer ,science and taught to

,Program. in a ,computer lailguage like,BASIC.

In order to be placed 'in this category, a"Coiirse/unit:

a) Had to contain a prograMthing'emphLis,

Could not include,any significant instructional material on the

role and impact of computers in-society,-
_

Night include arii*other instruttienal4:Computing aCtiVIty.,

Fourteen percent (374) Of..t.hg:2156$courSes identified Met...these

criteria and were placed in this cafegdry. Seventeen.(17) of these

courses were randomly,Sglected totrrepreSeritthiS:tatego

names andthe dfstribUtion of courses Table 10,

44
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17 courses students were ,taught to program in the 'BASIC 'language.

..',Most of the problems that the students' were asSignedYt.O 561Ye were a,
. .

methemati cal nature..' In addition' toprogramming, the students often ran
Ar

game and simulatiOnprograms found on av4i1010-:.COmPUter timsharing system

1ibreri

The first sUtourses listed were devOted totally tcz, computer

topi Cs ,These courses gene-9411Pi'net for 90 hourS bett.ge en pre 7 and -post-
.

testing. The main functierl,:ofcthese courses was-t6.teadh the students

-,to program the computer.'.

The remaining eleven courses in the, programming tategory were all

'mathematics CoUrSes.i:hal included programmihOs a topic. In'Awo of the

:courses, Only five hours werespejif on computer. topics, svthe-toverage

was mdt.:.extenSive., Howexer,-in.Most, of these mathematics c9rseS,..:;1.5720'

,hours were, deVoted to computer -topics, primarily programming.

Tabrel,10

.PROGRAMMING,.

.... Courses .Number

Computer. Science I ..1

i'tomppter.j10ightt -1
T.Compute6PrograMMing:: 2.:.

BeginningAASIC:.
Basic Computer , ':':-.- 1 .4.

Advanced Math 2
Advanced Algebra ' 1,

.,' Math 8 .: ' 1

general Math 9.:: 14-;'
ACcelerated Math 7 1
Algebral :. 2

Geometry 2 . 2
PrObability and Statistics: 1

. 17

As reqUired by the. clasSification procedure, none of these. Courses

-

contained ,:any significant coverage. of the role and impact of computers in

socie ty: In some of the courses, however, brief mention was made of com-
,-

puter applications but no organized effo tOl'nclude such topics wa5 evident.



figure :4: illustrates the'maJor computer topics and:instrUctional
, . ,

aCtiVitet found'inthiS category. ..The topics-ihoWn An the inner:tfr'Cl e

Were taught" in al 1.:op the courses -, whi 1 e those. farthest from the center

(.the outer 'cirde) are topics that were present in only a feW of the
. ,

4; MAJOR TOPICS /ACTIVITIES: PROGRAMMING

; FLOWCHARTS SLIDERULt.

GRAPHICS
(PET)

ENTERING DATA

ORMULA EVALUATION

t''CONOITIONiiLS;

LOOPING

LIBRARY:PROGRAMS'

AUTPUTTINGA5ATA

STRINGS

SUBSCP.!.PTED

VIABLES

HISTORY

Computer Appreciation (CA)

This category. of courses. xeflects aeffort to develop,an.iUnder.'--

standing of :the general use and impact of:CdMputers in Society.' CourseS

in' thisCategory tended: to- emphasize the nop-technical' aspects
_ .

computer' capabilities; the totial. -vocational, educational uses of



computers; public attitudes toward computers; and Miscellaneous computer

applications

In order to be placed in this category, a .course/unit:

a) had to include the role and impact of computers as a topic,

b Could not involve computer programming-;

c) Might include other computer activities.,

This categorywas in effect ,oppostte of the previous one.

Ten percent (267) of the computer. courses identified i the'teacher

survey were categorized, as computer appreciation courses or as

computer appreciation units. Six Of such courses were selected to rep-
,

resent this category. (See Table 11)
1

,--. COMPUTER APPRECIATIOM

Courses
.. , ".,
AdvanceCBookkeeping 1.,

Office EduCation 1

Clerital 1

-Office Practices .1

MatW7 1

Math 8 1,

e major cOilikter-toPicVa0ivttIeS- found:, Wthese courses are

$hoW4 44 Figure '5.j, In: none of therfour business courses did the teadhers:

or- Siddent$ :actually use a 'computer:- Typically, field trips were taken

to businesses that used computers for data processing. Also, the general-
. P

role of kompUters In society (particularly in' business) was discussed.
. ,

The main empha'sjs was'.on' elementary:data procesOng.. In two of these.

.courses the total 'time ..4ent on data processing and compUter:topiCs-was

only 5 hOOrs,'. In the third course over. 15. .hours were spentiOndata. pro.

,

.

cessing topics, with-conSiderable emphasis on Computer use..-

47



In the two mathematics classes, the students used the computer to

:run gaMe and drill practice programs. The teachers also discussed the

history of computers, applications in business, etc., and the impact of

computers in society. The expressed purpose of the computer material

Figure 5

MAJOR COMPUTER APPRECIATION
z.

MATH DRILL

PREPARE A
PUNCHED
PAYROLL
CARD

DATA
PROCESS-
ING CYCLE..

BRANCHING_
AND0LOOPING
CONCEPTS7

SORT/MERGE/SEQUENCE CARDS

FIELD ;TRIP (BANK,
. COMPUTER

HISTORY OF' COMPUTING

APPLICATIONS IN SOCIETY:,
(ROLE & IMPACT)

'CAREERS' INVOLVING
.COMPUTERS

;DATA PROCESSING EQUIP-
MENT OVERVIEW

RUNNING SIMULATIONS /GAMES 7-,-.

FLOWCHARTING OF-ACCOUNTING CYCLE

HOW
COMPUTERS
WORK.

was to prombte students' interest in- 'computers.

NI

BINARY
SYSTEM

- USE OF
PERIPHERALS

'

The ektent of coverage

of-computer topi0 differed considerably between:the two mathematics

courses,- OpeCoUrse,spentoly six hours on computer topics, while the
.

other, course sPent:aboUt 3041bUrS..'
.



Computer Studies (CS)

This category contained courses and instructional units that combined

computer prog amming with instruction on' the role and impact of computers
.

in socie In other words, it combined the two previous approaches:_

programming and computer appreciation.

The exact nature of the Mix-of these,two strands seemed to depend on

''-the background and training of the teaCher: IT-the teacher taught mathematics

or computer science, it was more likely that the learning activities

Would be organized around programming and computer science topics. If

the teacher'was in business education, the-course was more likeTY to

emphasize the social applications and implications of computers.

'Courses in this- category:

a) Had to include -programming,

b) Had to.,include coverage of the role and impact of computers,

c) Could include any remaining computer activities.

Nineteen percent (507) of the computer courses identifie/in the

teacher survey belonged in this ' category. Ten courses were randomly selected

to represent this category. (See. Table 12) The students in all of

these courses receivell_some instruction in BASIC language programming.

However, unlike the courses in 'the. Programming category, there- Was an

organized attempt on the part of the instructor to teach stUdents about

the role and impact of computers in society as well -These topics were

covered with the help of general discussions, field trips,,.jd the

viewing of films about the -role and impactof,computers. StudentS also

wrote sihipfe application programs.



Table 12

COMPUTER STUDIES

Courses Number

Computer Science s 3

Computer Programming 2
IntrodUction fo."Computers :. .2
Data Proceising '` 1 :

Math? / 1

Math 8

10:

.

Figure 6 illustrates. prevalent coMputer topics/activities

found in the courses. ThoSe topics in'the-innerlmost.::circle were found'

in all ofthe courses, with more extensive coverage in the eight computer

courses than in the two mathematics courses. The mathematics .courses

averaged about-20 hours on computer topics,'-while the remaining courses

allotted considerablY more hours

Computer Assisted Instruction :(CAI)

'This. category included 'courses 1,which used computers at instructional'

tools. It did not, as' stieh, inclUde any formal, attempt, to cover computer

topics.' It was included in our research design sinceltchas been sug-

gested that CAI produces some increased awareness:and understanding of

computers, as a by-prodUct. If this is true, then CAI does represent an,

approach to, the develbpment of 'computer literacy.

In order to 4 classified in this Category; the 'course: ."

b

Had to include either ''simUlation, drill, Or tutorial activities,

Did. not involve any programming activities' Or i'hstruction on

social impact-of- computer,

include.anY other computeractiyities.



Figure 6
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Twenty, percent (64j)or.the courses vthe survey were pl aced . i n

this category. Ten of these courses were randomly' Chosen to represent
.

computer asistbd instruCO ovi the field, :Study; the course name's. and
.

. _ .

freqUenci es. are shown. in TabreTa. Six of the courses: are in thOCience;

are.- The studeritt. i n these., courses used the computer to run content

related atioq's.; -Ort115-;',Ond: tutorial programs.
0

The fol lowing 'were frdpently used CAI: programs : IEWTO?'...(EscaPP

frOM-DeVil ' s Island using 4.1eWton',S 2nd law)1 HEATLOS; WhiCh:',,analyzes

home heat: 1 Osse; PAL, which simulates -afbOd chain in a lake '; COMM



Cours5s

Physics'
Physi cal ; Sciende
Ecolpby
Bioldgy- :

ATi tl Matilemati cs
liathenia tits ',7
.4.1athemati cs., general
Social SfiudfeS .

tutorial on.eposyste4 concepts; and ENERGY, which simulates energAtlicy

decision making. The tudehts did not do an.YPrPgramming in these

classes. There wa,sa: considerable range in the number orhours'of class

tithe devoted-to computer use. The smallest' amount of time sperton:''
i

coMputer t pics was 2 ,hours and the largest was 30-hours.

DATA COLLEMON

The field:'studk involved the administration of theComPuter Lifr

dracy Questionnaire (Appendix E) to students in 51 carefully chosen classrooMs.f

The.teachers asked the studentS to complete the Questionnaire either

before or at the beginning of the instructional computing activity and he

teachers readministered the Questionnaire after the computing activity

was4ompleted. As explained in the pyaviobs section, the 9lasses were!

sampled on a stratffied, random 1:1sis from a list of over 2,606.classes.

Classes Were randomly sampled from eaCh.of the :foUr categories.of instructional
)

tompUttng,courses OrograMming,ComputerAppreCiation, Compbteyl Studies,.

and CAI) and each grade level (junior high and seni gh).. Thus,

there were eight.groups of classes from each of'`wi ch aproximateTy 12
7, =

classes were drawn. OUr sampling procedure did not'allow'a teacrier',to

inclUded more than Onte.



The teachers of *the selected courses were contacted to :determine

whether or thepWere (sti teathing the cOUrse descri bed i n' the ,

Teaaiert:$1frivey and to ot4i,n their co,oPeratiOnin' administering' the
. ..

Computer Literacy 'Qtjestionnial re. The teachers were offered a. $50 horiorari um
r

for their participation and?aSked to administer the ROeStionciaire,

-includfng the computer literady teSts it the beginning and at-the end Of

their course,: or instructional unit,,;involVing ,computers. In order, to
:have' a detailed record of. the; instructional process between,;the pre.anth

ost-teSts, t'he pa'rtibipg-ting teachers cOMPleted a weekly log Sheet'

containing infoNation regarding course objectives, computer,ruse;;;;c'omputei

tOpicS, 'materials used, In addition to the log'sheets, the teacherS

comMeted.:a lengthy questionnaire _at the end of ..the,f ield study. (See

Appendix N fOr a dopy-of the log sheet and ,end of course questionnaire. )

The log sheet.s and questionnadres were. used to :determine whether

the classification' of the courses was accurate and to provide 'a detailed
po

Summary of :typical instructional activities-
TeacherS were asked not to look qt the Questionnaire themselves

, .

untilthey had administered4the post-test. The pretes was given to the

students with 'a brief explaaption of its purpose and structions on how

o record their answers. No further reference was Made to the study

until after the, administration of the post -tests The _teachers were

instructed not to adjust the content of their cou se because of the
. study and spot checking indicated that they 'fol 1 owed: this request.

Since a number of teachers had taken new jobs or no longer taught

the designated course, .a, number. classes were, of necessi ty,...dropf)0,

from the sample; Several classes, were reclassified when it became

'apparent that-the attual classroom approach was different from the planned



In iidaftiOn to the classeSInvolving,computer use as topics sever
_

"control:"' or comparison classes Were' tested for comparison, purposes: The
.,4. ' ..'. :?tt:

seven classes' which we cal) "control"-
,

classes did noe, include any computer ,,. '

activities orformal, planned nstruction concerning computers. Teachers

who were'al ready participating in the study as teachers, of "tomputer"

classes were asked to 'also aciniinister the tests at the beginning and end---

ing of another of their daises hot involving

as topics.
,i, .1/ - ''' ..

..-lhe total' sam contained 46 classas' (9g9 students) engaged -i-n'

instructional computing activities. We :wil 1.;"' for the sakA of cOMInunica-

any coMputing activities

tion, call theSe classes "computer classes" even though most do Dot use

the term :computer' in the coutse.-.4tle:

The p;retesting of the students tgok,p1 ace in.lata AuguSt and early"14, ---
SeptembOr'7"197.8.'' Even if the instruc ong,computing activity did .not.

occur diti) ''dater An: the. te*n.,..:the. preteSicing completed :the

of September', Over 1 ;400:.studentSin grades 7-12 were pretested -using
'the Computer Li teraty'Auestiormai re.

Table 14 lists the number of clasSes acid students involved in,,each

of the instructional categories of thcfield. Study: The final sample

Size was 'reduced someWhaVhadaUSe,Soma stUdents- were .:abSent
.,-;.

of ''tree post-test or ha*:-Cii-bpped.,-;ttie !Class or left schOOl .. entir'e'ClaSs

on the day

was drop--) because the computer component was cancelled due to :the'
.

unavai ,-..y of a computer terminal In spite of these attr, ition
'problems, the :testing and retesting as completeck on 1,105 students in

cl aS. ses..

It is our ,belief that the sampl a., of 46 computer cl asses .is 'representa-

ti ve of Hinnesota hig:i School classes with instructiOrial computing



Table 14

_

-..-FIELD STHEri,.. SAMPLE

No . , Of. Subject/tlidenis ,

/:

Combi ned Jr. ; U.S. Sr. H. S. Combined.

,,,,)p 104 ,.101 : 205 :.

19 . k'.:. 171... . 378 ..

o.' -;

Approach Jr.

No.. Ot, Classes

H.S. 'Sr. H.S.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) 5 ..3

PrOrammi ng iO-. , 9 .

COmpUter Appreciation (CA

-:Computer, Studies (CS)

NContro1 (C) 3

TOTA!.. 25 26
,

. 5 - 46 .. .,. 50,.J .96: -..:
:50:

177

',,10

:7

:51.

. igp

123
.. _

649

,.:41

54

457 -:- ' '...liC6,

!:(1

.

components in 1978. While our sttatifieesample of classes exCluded

percent of the'claSses identifiedin the teacher sample, most oftheSe

contained only minimal computer activities. For example, many teachers

indicated that'. cOmmiter. test scoring :as the on compUter related activity,.

in which _their classtwas
. . -

computer classe's..is .fairly close the distribution across different types:..

ofinstructional computing in our sample of selected classes. The distil=

butiort of our sample of 46 classes doet differ '; slightly : in one respect.

The number_ of _programming ol6sses our sample :is,.slightlyhigher th'an,

the relative number of prograMming.:61aSses found in the teacher survey.

r. This is probably due to the, tendency for pro'gFamming 'classes to be more

,

,R,,ermandyt and ,to have continuity from year to year If so,- these courses

_probably have an.eSpecially important role in the "curriculum and perhaps

deserve to be weighted more'in the investigation. In, any event, the

proportion of programming classes in our sample is only slightly higher,

so' the departure is not serious, and we are confident that tht-sample

of 46 classes is generally representative. of claSses employing instrUctional



computing techiques..

RESULTS

The responses of the 929 studentNho had beer exposed to instructional

computing activities; i.e.; attended computer classes., will be reported

-!--first. After summarizing the findings within each of, the five cognitive

areas and each of the eight attitudinal areas, the performance of students

on:.#e "composite" computer literacy,1test Will then be presented.

Following this will Abe the:Comparisons, using analysis of variance,

among the alternativeinstructional computing apprdaches. Finailly, with

the aid of multiple' regression, we ,explore alternative explanations for

r*:the differences we find among 'the aPprdaches.

Cognitive Computer Literacy
... ,

.

The: results' fOr each sOtest are presented in Figure- with the

average; correct, for the subteSticorrespondinT-todach dimension
-.-.

A
,

f computer literacy. 'these data and other data reported in this

section all students are *included .except for-lhose ."control" classes.,

In general , the students-did not seem to understand much about the
0

essential function of 'a computer. In addition most of the students

not-know the meaning of some basic terms, such as hardware and software.

example, initially (at pretest) y 25 percent answered this item

correctly:

35. The physical partS-Af a, computer. are referred to

a) programs:

b) hardware,.
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d) manuals

e) I don't know

By the end ö'f their 'computer' classes, 49 percent answered this ',...question

correctly; t. e. , ,sel ected the answer "b." Even so, the. low performance

on this item indicates that many, if not most, of the Students hacirnot

learned -A basic 'difference between hardware and4Oftware., As sh641. in

Figure 7 and Table 15, the average performance on the hardware knowledge

s,ubtest was relatively low: 3.41' items' out' of 8 items correct' at ,pretest,......

and 4.32 out of 8 items cortect .at. post-test. The hardware knowledge

subtest consists largely of vocabulary and recali.material. The

performance level in this area indicates that many teachers may not give

much coverage to this type of material.

ming/Algorithm

ast .,majority of secondary, school studentS1 Our Sampl e Coul

outer Trograms At the. Initial testing., ,2d percent

claimed to f.fave wr tte!i4'ecomputer program, but less than 0 percent

were able to answer any- of the three.::programming exercises .correctly.

13y.post-testing, however, 0 percent- ,answered at least one programming

erci se Correctly.

petspec-iive; i.e:, an alternative percentage base. If we ,elirai.nate the

These findings should be considered from a differen

non-res orr ents by gnOting those students who answered "I don it . know"
. .

. . .

or.: who lave no response all tbe, average percent correct for the
,

programming. items at pretest was 30 perc and. at post,:tes.t as 45'

percent.
,

The average rformance on all p ramming and algorithmic items

combined,Jwas only 13 percent at pretest but climbed o 27 percent a

post-test: (See Figure 7), While' the rise in programmtng/algorithm
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knowl etigelski 11 assileiate'd with the computer classes was substantial':
f

the post'- test scar0 indicate that the level'. of onderstatiding9Was- still

'relatively low for tire sample-of students .

Student kno edge of 'software and data protessing terminology'was

greater than might be expected on the basis of the findings presented

thus ,far. At pretest, 56 _percent correctly identified the definition of

"computer prograM" and 31 percent correctly identified the definition of
"data proces-Sing." Consider a typical' question in the software/data

42'. Computer processing of data may. involve:

..'prOCesSing

a) searching.

surrimarizin

deleting I

all of the' above

I. don' t

hni ti al ly. (pretesting) 50 ..perCent selected
,, .

by post-testing. 58 percent gave the correct

f: prior knowledge and learning in coMputer,

the .carrect answer,. ari4

response.. throughe combination

courses, most students

.apparently acquired a general understanding of some 'eTeMentary conceptt

f 0-.4e Processing :and,:sOftVaii.- On test' items in this area, students,

.on .the average, answered '51:percent correctly at pretest and' 64 percent
vS'correct at post...test.

1.4

Most students ,enter ,computer7rela,ted course's knowing that,'Co%piiters

are widely used in' mely ways For example., percent -answeted the

fol Owing correctly,:



to.

CoMputer'S have been used to make. more informati Oh- and products,

available to the consumer. (true/false/I don't know).

At:the end of their, comPuter. courses,: 75 percent answered it correctly.

PerformanCe was lower on the more specific qUeStions; 'but the .overall
`

performance in the applications area was .57 percent (correct)7 at pretest

and'642:vercent' at. post-test...

The students generally seemed well aware of tie peryaiive impict of
.!;4.

computers 'society: This--awarehess' .extendsr. to prOblems of .employment}' 'TY

(item ilo.04-ff priVacy (item No. 13) . .., Again, student performance was. 9

lower on the more specific 1-tems.; e. 9,

'10. / Computers are used .to commit seribus crimes especial ly

stealing money and stealing or falsifying'infarmation..'

(ti-ue/fal se/ I don't know).

Only 30 percent 'answered '.'true'r the correct response; at pretest but 44

percent did so at posttest. The overall average performance in!thl.s.,.
, .

area was nearly identical in: leveleto tt)atx.oft, tfle,,,,,4p01icationSA,area.

Computer Enjoyment

The extent to which ra person says they en,Joy or enitiy learning

abottt-torn wuters was measured by a five item attittlde''scale. Like most

of the other attitude oltems , each item required.:#ne of following

responses :

1) strongly ,disagree

2) disagree

undecided'

agree

strongly agree



SinCe.the_Scale score,. for each person was derOed by adding together the

responset' to each of the;five items, the attitude :ranged. fnom a minimum

of 5 to a maximum of 25. A'kbre, or. average :,Score, of 15 would imply'

an elualnumberf,Of agreellientand disagreement responses he. comPuter

enjoyment levet for all 929- students at pretest averaged 18.59 but at

ppst-test averaged 18199. This* ,gain .in attitude is small Wtst4isticallY

significant using the 0:01 level criterion with the t-teit,' e,gain

for all of the measures of, both cognitive and affective coinputer iteracy:

waeystati sti cally si gni ffcafit us i this, criterion. ) These findings
, 46,

indioge that:.110.36- -the, students entering OomPuter classes were general ly,

(*T Ne toward -is, they becalile even mdrepoSitiVe' during

.exPeriences i n computer; courSe'S :

ry GO4Iouter° Anxi et9

Anothet set of five em's, expresSed the OppoSite or ounler attitude
.-

to' enjoyment Tki scale easured th:flevet of7..Stress anXlety one

feets about compu'te'rs , :Large 'values on this kale corresponded to

greater; anxiety; smal ler values to lesser or the .,absence- ofy,ankietY.
.

:UpOl entering computer courses:, the x .anxiety tow II computers was 11.:11.'4°H
_

but afterwards Oat 130t7t:est.) had dropper to The:standard

devitions: in both :instances' was larger. than. 3.25: This indicates a

fairly large amount Of variation in, responses as was typical of all

the. attitude.MeasUre. These data Show 'that despite wide variation in

,computer ankiety; students felt .less anxious about computers by the 'end

-

;withOf vthei exposure r.,tur.sqs ,with i'nstruct?.onal.,computi,computing

40puter elf-efficacy

Wa-OersOn:JeelS confident about 'his/her ability-6 deal with
.

computers,: then hiM/her corflputer sel f-efficacicius Another, Ve



item scale assessed this attitudinal Variable. The average level was

16.52 at pretest and '17.24 at post-test. Again, there was a gain in the

positive direction associated with exposure to -:computer. classes. Even

'after .such exposure the level of confidence in. one's own ability with'

..cOmpufers (coil)P4erself-effiCaCAlwas less than the expreSsed attitude'H.

.toward computers '(computer enjoyment).',

Computer Sex-typingQ

° Five items were i included to the extent to,w4
-gel le'

typed Gomputi ng and computers as a mal e domai hi gh values On

this scale indicate-acceptance 'of'the stereotY'Pe.;c very low-yalUes.'..iadfcate:.:

rejection of the ".omputers are more for 1?Ws/menu-Sex-typing...At

pretest the': average score was..,.30:44',, whi.0.1,dropped.-to ,Y6: 04 b

-test. Thus the computer. course eXperienc'e-OVerall 'had; iioverall ,

. . . ,

4
. .. :- - , ,,.

reducing the erotyping. of. computers asAll ore. for
,

,malAes,.than. for femaleS... ...

Policy Concern, .

This attitudinal variable was designed to meisdre ine.akteht to

which, a person feels concern about the social policy .tss00,such as

privacy and security fhe use.. computers The

r pretest average of this .fiVe item scale .was :18.42,. the post -test

These levelS demonstrated at:the, stUdentS felt considerable concern.

and that this had become, a matter of even -.greater concern by the end .

coniputer courses.

Edutational'COmputer 'SO-port

Another social attitude measured was the ciegrqe to which one

feels positiveloward the inclusion of computers ard, computer courses in

education: The pretest average of 19.09 and post-test average of 19.77



-indicated- strong expressed -support for 'educational computing on, the part

cif!the students.

Social Val ue Orientation-
!=

Each student rated a list of values on three..potnt

1) unimportant.

2) important

3) extremely important

The social value orientation was constructed... as, the sum of the ratings,

on theSe five personal and . .v41 uPS:k freedom-,- wqrld peaCe , I oye

and friendship, and .sel f-respeCt: The pOSsible-range lryvalues Was B. to

1..5".and:the..'Student,aVer:ageat ,pretest:-w4s.:),,382atid.-at.pdSt-test

.13..93".", Apparently most students rated all -the. values set.as

i re-mpo ant.

Technical Value Orientation

Another value.measure was created tiy combinin

0'
foul- technical values: economic growth, scientific

'uot
, ,o i

advancement, and effici c_y. The value orientation- score potential range,

was from 4 to Thd° pre s average was 11..28 and the post-test 11.49.

_Again the values in this cluster were' rally rated as extremely impertant.

Composite Cognitive Computer. Literacy

Because of the diversity -in attitudinal, scales, no attempt was

to construct.` an' 'attitudinal composite score for affective computer

literacy. A cognitive .compOsite was constructed however,, to represcinban-

made

estimate of the students overall computer knowledg All 49 co:gni

test items were combined in-terms'of the total number of correct answers.

The''1composite scores ranged from 0 te49, and as shown in our technical



. . ,
,rep#t on test validation (ARPPodix F.)., the scores were normally distributed

between the two extrefhes. At pretest the average perceht correct on the

composet& was 49 and at post-test the average had risen to 67., See

tigure 7) Table 16 gives not only the average composite 'scores for
.

junior and senior hi gh' 'separately,, but ;also gives the means and standard.:

deviations for both 'pretest and post-test for every class . ',On the

average w:sentor high'Student got eight more..gUestions correct than a

,i'initor- high stiIdert:-..:.(csee,...::;;,-Tabl...e scanning

Table' Sutstantial yariataon among-class, with' 'respect

coMPosite scores. Even within a single type of course considerable

Aifferenc-es occurred with respect '40 coMpOsite scores. both before and

after 'the,..cOmpItem.,-xperience took place., But in Almost all classes the.3. ' 69:

, °

COmpostte. level of computer knowledge went up from .pre- to' post-test:

The, Impact of Different Types of .Instructional:Computing 'Courses

A majbr purpose of the --field study-Was to attempt to' measure the

relative contributions of typical instructional computing activities.

secondary school s to the development of computer 1 iteracy: As described
4 .,.

ire x '4itiduS section,, 'computet courses were categOrized to rpresent
, a

vnigue yet<'common apprdaches to-instructinal computing and the

,development of computdr '1 i,teracy,.

Table 17 reports the pre- and post-;instruction means and 'standard

deviations by type of course (C44,. Programmin9,. Computer Appreciation,

Computer Studi'es and "Control") for the cognitive sutitests: Hardware,

and :AlgOrithms, Soft.Oarp and Data Processing, Applicatibns.,

1.03act, .and the compbsi.tetest., The .attitude score-610r the Enjaypent,.,
<

Anxiety's. Efficacy t Sex-typing , Poi icy. 'Concern;` Educational Computer Support,

(Social) and Value 2 (Technical) ) Scales are presented in Table 13.



...,
-.JUNIOR HIGH CLASSES:-.-

Class Composite -Stores

No : Name Grade Pretest
.

Post-Test

-
CAI -_

_
?

5269
7420,
3257
0784.-
7455

.
Mathematics
Mathema,ties.(SLBP)
Mathematics (Title I)

.

Physical Science
Social StudieS
TOTAL .

7
7-.9
77.9

9
8

.

22
12
15
19
37

104

Y. SD SD

19.1
18.4

,, 12 4
I 7.2
27.4

20.6

5.3
2.4
4,.4
5.6
6.9

7.8

22.0
19.5
16:8
20.1

-31.5
-24.9

7.9
6.7
7.7
8.6
7.4

8.5

P

COMPUTER

APPRECIATION
2043
0837

Mathematics
Mathematics

TOTAL - ,

7
8

18
28

'46

16.0'
,,_

23.3

20.5

'` 6.9
6.6

7.6

18.3
25.9

.;22.o

6.7
7.'5

8.1

PROGRAMMING -3959 .

6528
7590
7759

.0377
0078
5592-
4393
a578
6217

l IAlgebra.
Algebra I
Algebra ;.I
Basic computer-
ComPuter Insighis
Computer Programming
Matherhatics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathemaitcs

TOTAL -
.

C6Rputer Science
Into to Computers.
Mathematics
Mathematics

TOTAL .

t

4
9
8
9"
7

7

7
8
9

8
8
7

12-
lb ' "
16
27
11
29'.
29
24
20
18

207

12/'
r.

20
24,,

1131,

169

,
31.7
27.5

'23:8
20.4
25.1
19.7
21.8
18.8
23.4
12.8

21.4

22.5
19.3
18.0
20.0

19.7

,
4.6

'6:2
6.5
7.0
6.3

.5.5,
6.1
6.2
6.7
6.7

7.7

8.3
6.0
7.0
7.7

7.4

37.3
27.3
28.3
25.1
28.9
23.9
29.5

33.5
11.9

26.27

28.2
31.8
26.7.
25.9

26.9

.

4.3
5.6
7.3

, 6.8
7.3
6.8-
7.4
5.7
6.7

, 5.2
8.9

8.2
5.5
5.7
7.4

7.'2-

COMPUTER

STUDIES
,
-

3843
5255
0501
1620

CONTROL 4245
8232
0002

d'004.

Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics

TOTAL

7
8
8
8

27,,
522
20
24

123

16.0
22.5`.p
19.1

'20.2 ,

28.1

6.2
6.8
5.8-

,. 7..0

6..9

14.2
24.6
21.6
23.7

21.7

6.7
.6-.5
5.9
7.6

7.7

JUNIOR. HIGH TOTAL 649' -26.s, _7.4 24.9 8.5
.

1 Five similar classe,s .taughi' by the same tacher:
2 Two similar classes-taught by the same teacher.

,



SENIOR HIGH CLASSES o.

is.. Class
,,

Composite Scores

No. Name Grade Pretest - Post-Test

X- S SD

CAI 6428 Biology : 10-11 22 23.4 ..6.4 24.4 7 6.5--
4666. Hyman Ecology 10-12 19 23.5 '.8.0 46.3, 7:4'.
2434' Physics 11-12 .6, 384 11 41.6 1.1
0464 Physi cs 12 21' ;24,8.1; 8.0 27.5 6.7
637.5 Physi cs 12. -.33 34.4 ,6 . 6 34..4 9.d

TOTAL 101 28.4 8.8 29.5 8.0

COMPUTER 5741 Advanced Bookkeeping 11-12 14 25.4 7.6 29.6 7.0:
APPRECIATION 1486 Cl eri cal ,Offi de Prac 11-12 17 28.8 6,3 28.3 8.6

2733 4,Officd.Education. , 11-1? :19 27.5 6.6 29.6 5.9

TOTAL 50 27:4 6.8 29.2 '7.1t
.

PROGRAFIMING, '5642 -Advanced Algebra 10-12 27 29 6 35.1, 4.9
50:11. Advanced i Mathematics., 12 16 _38:7; ? i. 3. 38.6 6.0
6191
4358

Advanced Mathematics
,

Beginning Ba§ie
11-12
10-12

13,
- 8

3z..4;i:,
'26.--2;::,..-----9:9;.::;:24.9

',, ,-6 ; 7.,... '37 . 7

.

;4.7
7.1

4927 Computer Programming 10-12 33 29.5. 10.0. ';,35.8 9.6,
2576 Computer Science ,, 10-12 14 26-:1;-..,... -:,9.:2-.:7' .A36.4.°- 5.2
5454 Geometry -,- 10 '19 29':3 7 4.,8 33.3, .. 5.3:-
0999 Geometry , 10 19 ' 28.8 9:0 36.6 .;.8.5,
5783 Probabiliy....Y& Stat. 12 22 36.7 5.8- ,40.'5 .4.4

TOTAL 171 31.1 8.3 36.5 ° 6.9
, .

..--- -,--i.r ,

COMPUTER 7230 Bic Computer Prog. 10-12 12 29,7 5.3_ 2.7 3.9
STUDIES ' 0968 Computer Science 10-12 6 27.5 9:3- 31.3 9.0

6767 Computer Science 11-12 16 24.7 9.5 33.3 '9.9
7617 6..mputer Programming , 10-12 17 29.7. 9.0 34.8 6:8
0719 Data' Processi ng , 11-12 20 26-.4 , 9.2 34 :3. 8.0.
4056 Into to the Computer 10-12 10 15.8 -.' 7:0 5.5 9:9

. ' TOTAL4. 43 81 26.0'' 9.3 32.7 8.3
:. .

CONTROL 7994 Biology 10 23 24.8 7.0 24.5 .8.0
0003 k- °". Intermed. Alg. & Trig. 11 :18 30,5 4.6 31:8 4.7
°opt Recordkeeping L, 11.:- 13 18.2 5.7. 18.8`x' 5:7

TOTAL 54 25.1 7:5 25.6 8.1
, -

SENIOR HIGH TOTAL 457 28.4 8:6 .32.2 8.7

GRAND TOTAL ' :1106 23.7 8.9 27.9 9.3



COMPUTER LITERACY QUESTIONNAIRE PAR1511;
COGNITIVE TESTS

Test-.

CAI
(N72.05)

Pre Post

Hardware." . x .3.24 3.80
(8 items) s.d. 1.84 1.78

Prog/Algorithmsa x 0.64 0.99
(5 items). s.d.' 0.93 1.12

Programing

(N.378)
Pre Post

3.35 4.44.
1.76 1.81 -

Software & DP 192 . 4.51'
(8 items) 's.d 2:48 2.42

Applications x 8.79 9.32
_(15 items) 3.02- 3.01.

-
x 7.70 8.16
s.:d. 2.91 3.09

A,

Composite 2e30 z6.78
(49 items) s.d. 9.06. 9.56

CourseType

Computer .Appre-
ciation (N=9-6T
Pre

3.40' 1.60
1.62'.. 1.,74 .

6.83 "1.90 D.51 0.53
1.04 1.27 0.71 '.0.63

4.56 5.66
2.16 2.23

8.56 9.96
3,24 3.10

7.77 8.90
2.87 2.83

4.03 -.4.67.
2:14. :IP; 2.04

8.54 8.98-
2.78 ' 2.91

7.58 8.4T
2.58 _ 2.72

Computer Studies
(N=250)

Pre Post

-
"Control"
(0177)

.Pre Post

-3.18 4.84 3.24
.1.68 1.56 1.45.

0.44' 1.12 .0.36
0.65 1.10 0.56

3.56 5.08 3.62
1.93 2.14 1.92

7.85 9.41 7.90
3.15 2.79- 2.69

6.74 8.34 6.51
2.86 2.67 , 2.68

3.24
1.53

0.47
0.55

3:89
2.08

8.10
2.82

7.15
2.91

Combined
1"57-11)

Pre Post

:3.38
1.71 .1.79

4.15

0.60 1.21
0.87 1.20

4.02 4.94
2.18 2.29.

8.47 9.33
3.09 3.01

7.31 8.31 ".."
2.87 2.90

25.76 30:86
9.31 9.57.

24.06 26.1.9
7.95 .8.17

21.78 28.78 21.62 22.86
8.58 8.05 .7.49 '`8.06 .

23:78
8.87

27.95
9.30

r.
7).,

a The 3 Programming items at.the end of the COmposite.Teit here optionhl and- ,were attempted:iby?aboUte0-percent
.,,of the subjects.

:

it

The test scores were first analyzed:tOlietermine-whet'her 0.110t:

learning peairred; .e.g. ; change frokyre.7 to post-test significantly

different from zero? Table 19'.COntaina summary of.the t- tests on gain

,'s ores for eombined-j unior and seni:or.r,hi'gh school.: students:

. First examininT,Only-theco'gniqve.area comparltOnt, we found' 25 of.-
. .

the-30:ttests.::to be:.statisticajly.sfgniftp These were

distributed across all types df courses bUtjhe M6jOrityocturred in

conjUncti,on'with CAI, :Programming, and Computer Studies where all 18 t-

tests were g'fghitic4ni.

Table 19 also contains a summary of the t-tests on the gain scores

associated-with the attitude scales. The results indicate significant

(p < 005) gains in 19 of 40 _t-test Fomparisons with the majority of

these (13) occurring in the Programming and Computer Studiet type of



fable18

COMPUTER ',LITERACY. PU,EST1 ONNAIRE PN11',"1,
AJT11(IDE'SCAI,ES,...-

:Coursg-;:type -

Computer Appre-
ciation (N.96)
Pre' Pos.t

Scale, CAI Programmin_g
,ii
, , (055) ,. (N=378).

Pre - Post Pre Post.

Enjoriit x 18.15 18.99 18.70' 18.72
7 ... s.d., 3.63 3.96 3.89 ,4.42
" N 185 .366

. -. .... _,

Anxiety" : - ic 11.14 11.18.''
s.d. 3.21 3:59
N ,, 194

10.72 0.,.;:10.24
44

369 :

Efficacy -x" 16.32 16.70 16.74 -.17.42
s..d. 3.23 3.33 2.98'. 3.53
N , 195'

'Sex-typing x 10.99 10.77
s.d. 3.34 3.36.

196

18.34 18.61
.' -3.13 3.11

197

;Policy .

COricern*, s

162

9.92 9.44
3.27 3.16

365

18.45 18.84
2.84 3.34

363

Educationalx 18.95 19.32 19.30 20.12
Computer s.d. 2.59 3.11 2.85 3.08
Support N 193,

Value I x . 13.92 13.95
(Social) ) s.d. 1.29 1:37

N 201 ,

13.78 13.87
1.55 .1.44

362

Value .2 '11.23 11.24 11.24 - 1.1 ; 53
.;(Technical )s:d',",' 1.79 1.94:1, 1.82 2:01

8

3.42
17.88
3.88

90

12.29 !--11.68
3.14. 3.12

93

Computer Studies
TN,250)

Pre Post

"'Control' .;.. Combined
-ri-0177)7 (N=1106)

'Pre -Post , re, .Post

19:11 19.83 : )ke.86" 17.47
3.90 '-'3.78 . 3.45 3.70-

241 161

11.22 9.91 , 11,75: 11.52
3.34. '3.36 3.06 3.'27

240 162

15.76 16.41 16.57 17.66
3.02 ,2.96

10.29 10:07
3.30 .3.29

.96

18.65 . 18.80
2.82 2.83

95

19.20
2.23

13.91
1.32

19.36
2.35.

94

14.17
1.22

93

11.41 :11..53
. .1.82 ;1.82

93-

18.30 18.76
3.63 4.11

"0043

11:21 10.684
3.39 3.46

15.75 16.39 16.'.36 41, 00
2.95 3.64 2.93 3.05 3:134 3:43

244 167 1062

'18.84. 10.27 , 10.2'.' 10.40 10.42 10.08'
2.87 3.26 3.08. 3.35 3.19 3,29

241 1071

18.34 19.13 18.22 1827
2.97 3.16... 2.94; _3.39 .

239 171

14:87 19.73 18.12 18.48
Z.54 2.98 2.71 2.89

246 170

,
' . .... . :

. .

't. . .
a.: Ai y ,scales have 5 items except f e 2' which has 4. See Technical Report for a .de's'cription of the scoring. Procedure.

.b.*--lrioMplete data resulted in differ

13.80 13.93
1.31 1.52

248

11.34 11.61
1,99 1.88

243

13.54 13.56:
1.54 1.63

173

10.83. .1.,1,:314$

:172'

18.39 18.77
2.94. 3.23

10652.,,;

18.94 19.56.
2.69 A.3.02

1069

13.78 13.87
1.43 1.47

1077

11.21 11.42
1A6 1.95

1077

Ws for the various Scales. Number of missing-cases can be obtainea"by subtracting
the row, entry froM the N indicatedwith.each:column heading. .. . .

... ...
.d. Negative gain means less anxious (lower sex StereotyPii(g).

courS'es; At the level of thetotal sample, the gains are= significant'. for

all of;the. eight, attitude scales (see bottom row of Table 1,9).

Following this analysis, the gain stores were subjected to analyses

of variance contrasts td determine the relative impact of the various

types of court-es. The statistical procedure incluftd one way analyses

of variance (ARQVA's) on the :gain scores,.with the type by courses as
6

the experimental or independeqt variable. In addition to ANOVA, all

gain scores were analyzed using the STUDENT-NEWMANKEULS (SNK)::kocedure

.:a,sOmewhatconserVative:procedure for,makijig all pairwise comparisons



Table 1

Course Type

-Ccip4e(Assisted Instruction (pi0e

Programmingl(PR)

ComPUter'ApOreciation (CA):

CoMpUter- Studies (CS)

.!tonirol",(C)
,

. : -

ENJ

SUMMARY41rt4ESTS ON GAIN SCORES, PRE-POSTa

Attitude.ScaTes° (part 1)

ANX EFF SEXR. POL EDUC

Cognitive Tests and Composite° '(Pert- Ii).

-V2- I PSALCOM.
X.

Combined. yX x

.

x

.x
X

.... .. ,.
a. The check mark:A(X) entry indicates that theNaip:w.as'signifIcantly different frOm.zerotwith pIL.040:4hd:in'all cases. '-

are positive. gains except where noted. ,-: : ''
.

. .
, f, ...b;.. The codes are ENJ-Enjoyment,-.Aa-AnXiety, EFF-Efficacy, SEXIISek-.typing, POL-Policy ConCermi EDUC Educational .COputor

Support,, VI:Naluelrl (Social),N2-Values 2 ATechnical). :i.:. : '. %
. ,.. .

i

_

c:':'Ihecode*7aii H-Hardware, 1P-Programming!and AlgOrithms, S-Software and Data Processing. A-APPlicatOns, 1-1mpatt, and
CO(1,;Compasite.: ';., ,; :

d. Negatiye gain, hercejes$ anxious. , '- ..

e:' Negatiye.gain; henCe less,V6role stereotypilig.

-.1 :'4.

t t'
.-,

-.!'.

.''among . al 1 categories when the cells are of unequal-sizes . Tables 20 .toy

24 report the -results of this analysis on the cognitive, .subtests and

Table reports the 'composite test results. All the ANOVA'S 'were.

'statistically significant and the SNK results were geneAlly

across the.cognitive subtests with Computer' -Studies and..Progi^4mmi.

producing more:gains in computer knowledge scores:. tAl,. CoMputef

Appreciation and !'Control.". Except 'for *the PrOgramming and Algorithms

ubte'st,;.!he.:Ofnputer Studies approach, demonst--rated :higher gains than
,

the other approaches, or types of computer courses. The .categOry of

courses 'titled .Programming was. Signifioantly higher. than 01 other

course types on the Prograrprning and. Algorithms subtest aSCi-sto be:

expected: \ (See Table 21).

o

If-one contras the relative gains fit*, al ternati.ve types of computer

classes using' the overall,- composite score (Table 251; the cencl



.Tabl e 2

YSIS.. OF RARDWARE TEST (8 terns
BY CPURSE.TYPE

f

CoUre Typ

Computei Assisted Instruction (CAI) 55
. Programming (PR),- 80

Computer Appreciation (CA) .21
cOIPPter. St lid itS (CS ) 111 . 66

,

'.',.tontrol (C) , . .01
%TOTAL .77

SOUrce

ANOVA

-;-

d.

1,70
1.60

'1 :63 :96
1.77 250";'!
142 ,

1106'

Sum of .; . Mean
df Squares SqUare F Ratio

Between Groups 4

Wi thin Grokip.&., 1101
TOTAL . 1105'

":;.1.-, '

; 85,0174 31. 787,6
;2944:6755 2.6745 -4 .:
3284.7450 6

:STUDENT -N EWMAN- UL Procedure

Ranges, for 0:05 .19velb: 2.81 .3: 33 3 65 '3.870: ),'
Homogeneous' Subsets' ;-
Subset- 1 i i

.;,, .: ZrauP. C CA i, '.
ficii...n ; .01 z

w*.
.21
. .-.Subset 2 ,

Grbilia, CAI
-Mean .,,,5: ..;,. .

::..., ,

Subset' .3
.

Group.' . (AI . ,Pil.;...
Mean .55

Saiset: 4 C y,_.
Group. CS
Mean I. 66.

F

.:0000

.o ,'.

.A4-71V-
!,

...

"-means' and S to hundredths.
b. The ranges,are . tabulatabulai valtieS1 1 ir.:value act.0 ly comparecT pith.

'Mean (J )41011.(I.) is' 1, 7201*Range*S4rLq/NR)+1. NW.)
c The 'mcshns of the first and last it.A, di ffer by l ess than the

critical, value 'for. a subset..of f t ".

71 so



tabje t'2

. 'tAIN' SC7REi RC!

Course Ty.pea
.

, t,. ''
, _

EY515'0F pROGRAMMING'ANDALGORIT1JM&TEST.
items), BY COURSE,: TYPE :--..::,. .. .,....;,1..,.,.

X -, v...CL:
.., ., -

;35. .90 205
1.07: 1.29. 378:' 'S

,02 .,: .71
. 96

68 250
Al .., 177

.60 : ...HOS:. i. ,.

Computer. AssistedInstr'lic.tion (CAI
Programming (PR) 1,
Computer Appreciati,on(CA)

`Computer StudiOs (CS)`.
'Conti-OP' (C)

TOTAL

inovA
' :'..,

.

, .
-....

Sum of (Mng,ro
Source 4f i : .Squares' ,,..,...t.:...:-Sstivare. " Ratio F Pi-Obk

Between Groufis 4. 173.7524 ,---'43.4381 39.8947..
14i thin GroUps 1101 ' 1198.7901 ' 1:0888 .

.0000

-. TOTAL 1105

o

.

STUDEf4T-NEVIMAN4EULS:Procedure.

Ranges for 0.05 level : 2.81; 3.33, 3.65, 187
Homogeneous SubSetsc:
Subset 1 . t:

Group 1,;s CA : T 7
oMean .02 .1-1

Subset 2 '
Group , ,CAI
Mean .35 .

,,Subset 3

14iiii. .68 ...

. Subset.::4
Group "PR ,

Mean 1.07

d--a. means an SI 4-.-'s. are rounded to hundredths . ' ', ,;:"*. .. .b. The rattges4 are tabflar: alites.- The vb-lue actifally compared faith'
ftean(3)-Mehn(1) :is .7378kiango,Sql--t(1/N(1)41/41(J))'.

.- 1

. The means:of 'the first and la:,tgrOups difife; by less than:'the -.
Critical, value, for,,a subset oi4''that sic..-. ,: -".,.,-



GAIN SCORE ANALYSIS or SOFTWARE MD DATA PROGE.SSTING TE .

',(8 items)

Course Typea,

BY'COURSE TYPE'

s.d..

As?.
trt.it

f.? N

Computer. Assisted .InStruction (CAI) .59 2.47 205
Programming (PR) a. 1.09 1.98 378
Computer Appreciation (CA). .64 2.12 96
Computeit.Studies (CS). 1.51- 2.09 250

"Contra-V' (C) .28 1.83 177
TOTAL .92 1.106

Source

Between Groups
Within GFotIpt
TOTAL

ANOVA

Sum of. Mean
df Squares Squa7re F Ratio -' F Prob.

50:5355- 11.5447 .0000,
4.3774

4 202.1419
1101 4819..4784.
1105 5021.6201'

Itanges 'for 0.05 level
Habogeneous Subsetsc:
Subset l '

Group' C

. Mean .28
Sutiset

Group "CA PR
Mean( 1:09

Subset. '3
Group.' CS
Mean

STUDENT-NEWAAN-KEULS Pi:Ocedure

_
:.

e 2,81, 3..13, 3.65, "3.87

c.

means. and s.d.'s are rounded to hundredths.
The ranges are:tabular- valUes.' The: value actually comPared with
Mean(J)-Mean(l) is 1.4794*RANGylOrt(liN(I)4/1(J)),

.

The means, of the ihrs.t.-; and last groups differ by less than the
critical halue fort a"sutiset of that site '



Table 23 .. '...

.GAIN SCORE ANALAtS OF APPLICATIONS
(15 items) BY COURSE.'TYPE

Co ;arse Typea

Computer Assisted Instruction
Programming (PR).
Computer, Appreciation (_CA)
Computer Studies (CS).
"Contr.:91" IC)
TOTAL

(CAI) :53
1.00
.44

1.56
.20.

.86

ANOVA

s4d.. '' N
ar7.5 205

4"."42 378
2.53 96
2.56. 250
2.38 177

'1106

Sum of Mean ,
Source df Squares Square F io F'Prob.:

,'''...
Between Groups ' 4 247.1531 61.7883 9;,8744. .0009'Within Groups 1101 6889,4039 6.2574'
TOTAL 1105 ' 7136.5570

7 'Tie
STODENT.IEW1:1AN-KEULS Procedure'

Ranges 'for 0.05 levelb: 3.65, 3.87
_Homogeneous -Subsetsc:'
Sutiset 1

Group -C CA CAI
Mean .20 .44 .53

,,Subset 2
-

Group CA CAI PR
Meari. .44 .53 1.00

Subset 3'1'.
Group .CS
Mean 1.56

0

means .and s ' s are rounded to, hu'iidredtps..,b The ranges are: tabular, values. The value actually .compared with-Mean(J)-Mearf(I) is 1.:7688*RANGE*Sqr(1/N(I)+1/N(J)). .cro Thd means of the' frrst,and last groups differ by less than thecritical value for a subset of that -size.

to,

74

A



Table

GAIN 5CORE ANALYSIs OF IMPACT TEST
113 .1 tems.) BY "COURSE, TYPE

Course Typea-,

'Computer Assisted- Instruction (CAI) :46

Programming (PR) , 113
Computer Appreciation (CA) .82

.Computer S,tudies (CS) 1.59
"Control" (C) .64
TOTAL 1.01

*Souree

Betvmen upt
Within Griougs.

, TOTAL ."

'Atiovit

2.86.

2.21

,2.50
2A6

Sum of , Mean
,Squares : Square. 1.F hal-Jo""

4 . 178:.6304 . 44. 076 .5465
1101 r:. 5.9176 ,..:

1106 6693.942

STUDENT-NEWMAti-kEULS Procedure.

.:.::Ranges

fo r:0. 05 levg'1
bA

2,8,1;3 :3 3, 3,6. 6,.3.47
.aomogeneOUS Subsets

=

,

-Group.. CAI ., C .. :CA

... . Mean,: '. :. .46:7, .64.. . .82
-''.',".Subset2 q?'.

.

:Group-, -'. ' C. '. CA pit ,....

:.Medan .'.- . .64 L. ....82 1.13
;Subset 3!f!.:: ./

'' : GroU0'...: : :. CS

Mea% T 1..41:59 :,

444-. .
. x.:4 -4 an4 ,:.S : 4. 's are .rouWaed .t0. hundredths...-

b. The' 9nges are tabular val Os. The_ value actually. compare4:yith
Meaia10-Mean(I) is 1.701*PANGE*Sqr4(11NM+1/N(J)). '.:.,,-

t:. The mezhs--of the fifSt and laSt groups. dfffer by'tess. tban the .,

. Pritical 4z10e for a Subset:,6f that.,.size::.



GAIN SCORE ANALYSIS 'OF tOMPOSITE TE5T-COGNITIVE.
. (49' i tems.) BY COURSE.' TYPE

r.'
Corse Typea .

1=. :

s.d.

Computer Assisted Ins tructiOfi reCAI) 2.48 7.20 .205
ProgramMing (PR) .. 5.10 6.01 378
Computer Appreciation ICA) , 2.33.. . 5.12 ;.96
Computer Studie (CS).- --...,

71.144.

6.32 250
--. 1!Control",(C) . 5.39 7127

TOTAL ,. 4.16
: y .1106

ANOVA

Sini`OT
Source dt SqUares Squa F F Prob.

Between Groups 4 11830.7981 1207.6995
Ili.thin Groups'. 1101 .41737.2526 . 37.90'85

1/0TAL .1105: 46568.11506 -

STUDENT-NE410N-KEULS1 Procedure;
.

Ranges ft ' 0; 06.1evel .: 2;81,,, 3.33,,'1..65,.. 3.;87"'
,: HOmogenod A. StibsetsC:-<.--',

Subset .1-".-

.
. Group

Fear, .1.24
. sSUbset" 2
f: GrAu0 , -..FR

Mean 5,,10
Subset ,3

r-'75uP.

; 7.

wr.

314583, . 0000'

:'''.. i16
ii-" Cp 1 .,

.-7,-.,2 2 - .,5; t ,is:'. -, .'4''. 41:4;;:--...".t;,;,,c.,: .:*t..;.."=" '-',4, ,..:, Summary
::,;,,...c-:::7".- o' PR >1;.C.ISiC

..M>PR,T;CISIC

as

, a: means and s.A. ,; ,rei.rounded to hundredths
b. The ranges are Olar value virtu' 1.y compared with

v;i-1.1ean(J)-Me (j))The mpans'Of Are rs.,t and ,lastogroUpsudiffeptk less than the ,critical Va..1,1) subsetof.that size.
4



similar to subtest results. As' shown in Tail) le 25, the:students in the

Cc:touter Studies0,,prises',advanced the most, with an average..` performance

f
gaiit-ctf 7' points (on the 99 item test), which means that at post-test

7 more items were answerecrcorrectly than at pretest. The student i
. :

klilrograrnmitig courses gained 5.1 points, which is statistically higher

han i$,,,the three remaining categories: Computer Appreciation

the "Conti.... Ol" group; Theie three groupings of students gained`. ontyabi)4,

two pointi,` OP the average.

.1 The attitudinal, contrasts among the different types of course2*,

approaches-_i s_summarized in Table 25ratherthap presented in the, form.,

of- imeilitiple tables .'", As 'shown,. very few significant differences were
:4found tmong-the:a4 ettl ie varialule contrasts acrosS-the different' approaches.

nificant con s'.',OotUr end. only for the computer anxiety dimension.
.<";

Wi respe e... ; r aIcid.ty-,fthe Computer Studies courses had., ....
.nifiantly ive gains. than the othei-iypes of coui;.ses.

4
:,:.',...:5,

.9-,,. 4

-This- means ;nap the _Students ill tonipUter StudiesNiNurses experienced a-.
- ,, -4

reater- re.dbctionin computer Om ety than, students I-Tr-Other, types Of.
,-. . 4

,..:.,' Vj . i 4 .'... ,courses. (-see Table 18) -The next largest, reduction i n computer, xiety.

wat found in the Computer ApprXijtion courses, followed-by-the Programming.

courses. Although students in the Computer Appreciation courses stowed

reduction in Computer anxiety. than those i no the
s

gramming courses, it should be noted that the Progr tudents

Atrted and encted with-less Comp-Liter anxiety-
.' V 4

'ln 74 j

`large.- This° relatively low level °of com Fier anxigY:among students in

the. Programming courses is due mainly to recuitinent factors. :Student

entering 'both the ProgramminglInd the Ccimputpi Studies coui-ses"tend to.

change.iuSt was.:InOt.

5"have a conSiderably. Owers,initial, as well as finy, level Of .computer

anxiety; 'Students in. CAI courses experienced no change in colnputer.



TO1 e 26

ATTITUDE SCALES MEAN"GA11,iS BY COURSE,TYPE:
SUMMARY OF ANOVA AND STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

,,/ . I. .,. I,. . .
.

l',... STUDENTAttitude Scale ANOVAa l ":01IDEA , 3 MEANSb 16IFIAN4KEDLSri

oyment Combined .0284 CAI 5 :C) CS) CA.> PR, . n.s..d:,..
...:

AnXietyc. .;.CoMbined - '.:6008' . cs). cii, PR> C CAi ;

Sei-typing..

n:sA.

Educational .4'
oMputer,,Support ' Combhed .s.

Vai4.1 (Social) Combined n.s..d:

.

Value 2 (Techni cal ) Combi,ned

. ,

a Pfobability 1 o6yels are ven for F ratios significant at
,

. Means are. ordere4-for sti gni fi:cia4nt ANOVA tp, -r.i.05).. Note. that, ,
approaches",are de,signed as CAI-Computer Assisted4InstrUCtion,
PR-Programmtng,;447Sokiiter Appreciation., and C-05ntrol:. -,44),

.. 'Note that lower -store- implies less anxioui:e., .gip: 1 :' -,
.



anxiety frOM Oretest:.ta:post-test.,:,

.4..
Examining all 46 computer, classes (courses 'including some computer:uSe

, 7
, .

a n d / ot 4 topics) as a whole, we fouhd statt.stically Significant improvement .on:.,

all the cognttive and-affective indicators of computer literacy. Sig-

';-nificant mprovement a+gd occurred on some 'of these indicatorS ,_for

stU4enti in the.'"tOntrol" clatSes.' This should:.not be interpreted :as

.

:..OmplY.4 matter, of.learning from testing and retesting. ;Some- students

4,0 the "control!' classes might well- have been concurrently taking .coMputer

.,,courses learni ng about computers on .their own: It is al so possibl e

that a teacher given t 00a ure of their recruitment of A "-control" tclas

Mighthavp uninpeniialb% expressed attitudes about computing that influenced

students'. In light :of these potential 'influences, the aPktive and cog-

,

nitive gains for the "control" classes are not of major concern.

Close inspection of the average' attitudinal and performance leyels

on dimensio 'j".1.4 °type eft6 _computer course (Tables 17=19), :as well as

the gain Store anilyois (Tables--20-26),.dermin§trates that,
6

- different outeornei'Ir. as o'Ci'ete-d With :differen typ 0.
4 .

exPerences . Some- findings are expected-, -th ramming
ti

produces the greatest `gain in the.pAgramming/Algor:ithms sdipeAsIon

(.rIble 21). qome ,..findipgs .are- .surprising; .g. ,, the students in

rses. using, CAI made setatisti allysignsignificant ..improvement§ .oh`-v-al 1

five cog

Although

areas

iye subtests but only one attitude scale, computer enjoyment.--
'

their knowledge -gain was quite widest, wa consistent acrosp,, -

er--1 iteracy:i S:.despttethe fact oat in-

nOt,amajor objective; n.°.moSt inst nces,7 not .even a minor

The s 04007Ap*Off. of CAI 'AS. a, mode Q f instructional CompUt



StV1 unresolved iS the que tion of what underlying factors: con-:
.1 .

ter-:-qteracy: ,Nthougll.ye know

that certain types of coursesi-e.g Computer Studies,:. yield g'rea'ter

tribute most to the production of

increments in computer literacy than d her types of courses, it is

not knoWn -from' the data preiented thus , ferrtiat it is about these courses
.

./ that-causes these results.'.1:Some:plossible explanations are that these
o

.7' 4

courses simply spend more time..on computer topics-; or -that their access:,,
I

to the computer ivbetter, or that these courses tend tb attract better

students,: that these courses 4 ctfave-better-teari- To begin; '
,.

, 4

.

. . '01''ITii r

explore' these questions' we asked the teachers to describe their courses

by estimating (1-): the number of hoUrsiiti; average student ha access
I

to a computer. or .terminals, _.(2) 'the total lumber of Class sess ons of`'

ttre and- -(3) the` total number' of:'cl ass s es silOns: deV4ted cOmputer

/- topics. The 'averagCouinber of ,cl ass sessions.'devoted,,to. computer toOqs

calculated for..'each-..course tyPik arid presented' in Table 27.
. .

,6.
cursory examriation of these: data reveals considerable variation

course'.kyle,' especially 'Whenejunftfr., and senior hi gh school level s
. .

,

distinguished The'bifferences in time on :co -input topics 'corresponds:.
.

Youghly::_to. tile differe gatin: sCoi-es. among the different course.

ypes,-,as described in the previous section.. -Thus, th t

ning gai01.are merely a function of '';time on task ". T,.o pursue this

further, a multiple regression was performed on the data in, which the
. e

post-test-composite scgre was predicted from the pretest composite score

as'wel l =es a series of course related variables (Table r.) To examine

the effects of the different types of courses, 'four _dummy v,ariables (x2

to x5)- were created to specify -Me presence or,absence of each-course °

, type for e ch student... These course type 'variables wer errt /into

the regression model first, after which the ssroam iableS,viere



Table

,,,304ks;

.

NUMBER OF CLASS SESSIMS OF. EXPOSURE TO COMPUTE
AS EUilttATED BY TEACHER FOR ACTIVITY TYPE AND SCI

VI ''.,

....., High

Computer, $tudi,es z 21.7
SD 5.6

3,.iN** 169-

PrograrmInc, x , 17.7 27.5 22.2
SO 11.'7 17.5 . 15.3

t. N / 207 171 ' 378 ..-

Computer x 16.6 1,4 8.7
-Appreciation SD '13.3" 2.3 12.0

N 46 -50 96

T P S

,LEV 1.*

Both
enioC Junipr &
High Senior High."
54:8' 32.5
0.4

113.6.
8.8
104

7.4 13.1
8.1 8.85
101 205.

4.4
SD 3 12:6"

'649 -:

* Teacher estimates wgreforAhtclass. as-a wfiole, not for.

**,the-"N" fs' the numbe'r of studentt, in ei,,ch categolxit,

entered-Intothe equitio . All of the course type variables had statistically

osSgnifi.tant torttributions_to the explained variance 'which means that,

they, all stpara 7y.preditted relatiu gain in composite score knowledge:

Illiery;the classroomi-variabtes, includi § rs devoted to computer
--- ,- . ;,

topicg;"*'' ix"k), were. added to ge reg. ressfon equardri4 the e1 of co tribution

of the courlse(typeables, as measured fly the magnitude of the
-

oeffitienti, was reduced bnly slightly.- f:This filnding means that3the t

differences. an? g- the. cour5e tYpeq. :cannot -all' be in,, terms of
,. . 0

.

---.--,-.7.--- on letas,.'. d the -access tbil it, of computer terTnalS, and the (length\ Y . J
.

of the course If all o predictive variance in'ti-me on:task" had .

. --.341--been associate rwlth di ffere -.between course types , then vri-abl-e- x7 ,..
, , ,

..



-

STEPWISE. REGRESSION* PREDICTING POST -TEST COr,PUTER,
LITERACY. SCORE FROM.PRE4ERM SCORE., APpROACftTYRO "

° . CLASS. rrmE VARIABLES

!iI.:''(N.= 1,106) as
, ----------____ L .

S3mple Standard-/
. .,

Correlation ind
with Y 8 Vo

Xl- Pre Term
,Composjte. - -

ComputerteraCy.
.Score.. "'-'";.

X2. Computer AsSiSted
Instruction.

X Comput Studiet

-X4 'Proar mmin9

X5 CoMPUter.:
Appreciation

!4.;

Xktho,;,-off6Tv4s.

5i,,,e14omputer "l'opics

X7 ." No. ofAoUrs
Computers/

- Terminals Avail-
'. able to Students

X8 No. of Class
Sessions ofCourse

- .74 .75

umulative
R2

.71 .sp

.10' 2.3 .11**'.

6.0

4.4

2.8

.58

.60-

.60

cOR
. . ,,

es ,t0re entere erarchitally..as"f011ows: ",e.,X1,.:-;IP.r.e -ext %.
. ,

,;tertcy)'was entered first; .X2 to X5. (aPoi'oaqtviA6S ) ?j werei.-

red as`- a. block second; X6 to X8 werefentei7ed-4s a bl!dcK.:last.,7,

. , .

P °4?4(91 ,..

': ' ' ,' ; [.. -.:-,

the nwtelf;sif, houe_sn comp ter topic woulta not -have: ade a significan

contriliutibn to th.e relgressp,n model The fact that it did indicates//
that within the differeit ype of cot eir\coutses4 sdme o Variation

in perforMance gams, cafiiliAttrsibut to vari tlon in time on computer

*topics; The significant copttibutiong of the _Rurse y es .....indlgate if; at,

the special features of these: a pro-ac h es con

.
learn ilfg,tanoh

regression model as veiti gated' bmtlirrot r '
11'

t



same variables were i nCl uded bile a reverse r1erarchy was imposed: the
.

. .

classroom vertables:-(57-x8) were entered f t-ancLthe course type.

variables were entered last. The addition of the course type variables

prOduced only minor reductions in the contri6ution of hours on computer

topics, )c6. This could indicate that features other than resources and

computer topics contribute, significantly to the effectiveness of each

approach. These other._ features could be school resources, curriculum,

teacher effectiveness, teacher and student attitude, student aptitude,

and other Student characteristics, UnfoftUnatelY, we cOuld'not
_ : , .

the recuitmen4 or ent/ey'prOtess into theSe Courses; tonSeqUently

cannot identify.the extent, to which the attributes which the studen

brought with them as they selected these courses affe d the'qutcome,

the study. It is our assessment, however,4that not all. of the variance

in.the acquisition of computer-learning can be,exOlained by such st ri dent

,

factors: There is also considerable evidence that instructional strategies
. ,

and teaching make. a 'difference and that these 'contribate to the

relative gains i n omputerAiteracy fOund among differbnt types of

obur'ses.:

gig

CONCLUSION

_ ,;

Substantial': computer 1 arming ocCues,in. quite different types of

i nstruct Iona cipmputi ng *environmept5 r 'findings;,.dOCument Statistically_

significant gains i

iteracy.

bote a ffe cti ond Cogni ti've dimensions of computer

. '

A)though tudentS.:--learn a lot a. computer 1.n secoridarY:tchool'
P...

computer Court t; tivy .often: 1 dave these.tlaSses.without betoming computer
\ ..

,,literateilt compreherOye sense of therm . The average performance

, . :.4.1-...

iha3; comp

Dir

tivd computer literacy test_was,.einkt27.9 or

4".



57. percent correct:

Contrasting, the major-typeS,:of,compfuter coUrtet, We foUnd those

classified'as Cotnputer Studies rodUce relattvelY:greater imprOVements

'tharLother course types . Even so; a ter 'compl etingihesecOurseS the.-

a, ent perfOrmance onl or 59 perCent.Corrett *
_

r analysis showS,th

how. muoystime they devote to

acquisiticin.of computer liter

"

t.the teachers do in the classrooth.and

:ter topics does make a difference on .t

acy. T d te 1 y a ccess thee full _impact

of instructional computing in secondary schools, ecessary to g

beyohd the comitsite measures to examining course objectives and perfor

on specific dimensions-. This analysis has shOwn that despiteconsidera

heterogeneitY 'fh patterns of student khowl edge , cognitfte

is.-rather limited' among most secondary stude.a1

4

ce

,01 ratY,§'

:r

: .

.y.





Chaptet? '5

AN EXPERIMENT IN 'coMpire.R..LITERACX
AS A tti)NSEQUEN&E OF CAI

Computers are used with increasing frequency to .eliver and enhance.

instruction in Science. :.The. impact-of such experiences on studentshas
.r

not yet been extensively investigated. In:particular, there is n'o.,data,

on what students "(earn; or do not learn 'about computers Several

studies have examined the effect of comOter use upon attitudes toward

computers , .but tgew studies have assessed the ifipact of compute

cognitive computer literabr, student-Inowledje 'about .Com

We desjgned an experiment' investigate thd impact of a brief computer

ruction .(CAI) experienc on the .attitudes, bel i eft, nd,

knowled of different types of students. A '5-30 minute sci ice unit
;

on wate pollution was admthistered.to' .4pproximately..350 Stutients -by

APPLE I I-. miCro-icornputers Corn' r+).son of -pretestS with , . -.t-tests and
4. , .tests .six months. later feveal some- important Impacts of a brief exposure , \ ..dit

, , ; .' A ' --1. '' - .to CAI for4sciende instrucion. - -
7, A

a
V-

Reseir$h on the Impact 'Of
41c.A

3 4.V
'1?

While some prefer to restrict the term CAI te;siiiiiiIe 11
'g ,.. 4

s'essiOns,'_others use tlid term more c 5,m:preflensixelyi to encpmpass ,any

delivery of instruction- by a coriputer. Wei accept the brOader-d i sition
of. CAI and :if- should* be noted that e CAI unit ievelope kSoez"61

rac

inclildet sithUlation, tutorials, a estin liS well a-S-St a-a, : r ,drwa

Presentation'of text. This broad View of -.CAI .is conistg'ht 1.,
: .

definition assumed 'in' most reviews of esearch, on CAI. (cf.' Thoma 1.979;

Edwi.rd, et. 1. , 1575; Jamison, et. ., 1 4)%

8H

t

e



g,.: Trir tiort. pursued in most CAI: research is h wtmt.tch: gainsin- ,.."..t..4,1.'

t-', ,--,,pr-4,
achieverfien f zom CAI -as -compallof .tct.,. a. stria i Orfil fo

.,.' .11A5-: r'--"
7,

large share ot .frtrts research has concentrated n CAI as replaCement for. .

4:......1-
traditional- teacking:, Reviewers of this research have generally Concluded

.itiat theref',S:nO i

.
.

--,ctear-evdence that CAI produces greater a ieverient(44,,,sji.,,,

. . .

(Jamisori,:.7et,.-,;10-. , 1974-; Edwards, e.t.- al*. ,"1975). Furthermo , Kulik; ..

et al . , 19'0'). did a, meta evaluation of':research.on college I eve CAI arid,7 7: , :)- _- t, .., .' : . . . , ,

concluded that course coMpletion rates ,we slower ',when- CAI- -replaced
fl ,

traditional' instruction.

CAI. which is designated to supplement other f4rms of instrUction has

generally resulted in significant gains ins achievement (Edwards, 'et:.- ;!,

.

1975i Thomas,-*T..- The researcn2 on the use of CAI', to-supplement.science

teaching has% reported significant .-atti tirde''achievement ..gatns.; these. studies

include biology progimp.(BrOderi ck , 1 9741 , phySi Cs laboratory -siMulI' 1

. . . . .

ti,on (Hughes, .1%74) and,-Ialgebra classes (Morgan and Riehardson, 1971) .:

All of these situationsl'involVed repeai4d use of the >comPuter. during :the

course pro'grata. Nene' of the in-Vestigations examined ,the' effects of 'a

single, brief CAI experience:
%,

".The te?retical .explanations°for the educates uctivity

.'CAI are general TY-presumed to4be "(1) motivational 3 provernents,

reinforcements .dlue to drill and practice, or (3) improved .time

. ...

utiiiiati-bn. A minter of studiei *hoe found that 'students exPos,ad to

.

.i. . . ,

;..; CAt .express crseawd i.nte -in both the coMpuandser te subject

-,,
matter-0o zck. 1974;. Bukoski and Koroilg ,- Crandall', 197.,).

a

- Other' rese tiers have noted that such attitudinal shifts do not occur.

when stu-deht experience Considerabl e stress resulting from making`liany

choice'
0 .

rori (Mathi,_19 0) when ,students have relatively little

over Selecgon of-4probl ern. and learn 'ng- activi ti es' .4.(Fisher-;* et. . a1 y,k 1974



This suggests that- maivational and performance outcomeSare affected by

the student's sense of self7efficacy.(Hess and Tenezakis;-1970)-and
. r.

anxiety about tbe,fearning situation (Sieber, O'Neil,-and Tobias, 1977).

Our primary interest was in` 'the learning_ofcontent_that_i's _incidental

to the instructional situation. Specificially, we want to know whether

or not students will learn'about computers-when they are. exposed to CAI

material totally unrelated to computers;.e.g.,'general science or 'water
-

pollution. ObViously, some learning can'oCcumat the'behavioi.al level;_
the student might not. have previoutly.know6 how -to. operate a

computer terminal. Our conCern howeverv4as.0-th learning in the affective

.

and cognitive' domains If.the CAI lesson.has an entertaining or autotelic

.

aspect, as.suggested by Moore (1980)* comprehensively incorporates.

systematic instructional design principles, (cf. Ellinger And Brown,

1978), -one would expect student affective respons'es to CAI to be positive.

Indeed many studiesje.g., Brown and Gilman, 1969); (Murphy and Appel,

1978) report that students/are favorable if
N.

mot enthusiastic toward CAI

after exposure to it.- This type of instructional evaluation has not yet

been applied to CAI which only involves a single, brief exposure, It is

our belief thatthe situational features of the CAI; e.g,,use-of multiple:

modes of communication, interactional_styles,'and system functioning"are

important in producing positive affect: These system features may.

be more important than the 'clOck" time of CAI exposure. Co6sequently,

we selected two such features: (1),presence/absence of system failuke

and (2) -presence/absence of enhanced graphics, and builtthem into our

experimental design as controlled factors or treatments. Our prediction
.

'wasthat the presence of enhanced. graphics would result In'greater 4ps.

in positive affective states and that system failure would.result,in

negative affective states.

87
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Although previous research has not attempted;` 0 OWr Whet
/,

e

-or not CAI, produces cognitive computer literacy; i.-eerrl

,

and awareness; it would be reasonable to expect. it $

____to_produce thi effect-is the positive affective/moti

the student vis-a-vis CAI. This attitude could/motiv

.0owl6Oge
, -
oli.,pne mechanism

t.

ate. of

lent to

ant as
be i,more ttentive to computers both during computer usep

-. -
well. I creased attentiveness and purpos/eful informaticiftTe

as a consequence of increa
/
sed interes

4
t in C

.
.

inquiry may be sparked/by a situation which

may well occur

Motivafion for

avior
..4; "4

14'444.4'

resolved questions, unexpected fee/ lings, or new challenge§.

et' SIn order to test these hypotheses, a number of-affectiye 9"` gr1itive

scales and tests were adapted for the computer literacy'scipn 1e,rning

experiment.

immediately

brief 15-30

These attitudinal and knowledge tests were AdministereV".'

before and immediately afier each student spent time wil0,4,

minute CAI package. 'They programmed p6ckage is describe.

4

THE INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGE ON WATER POLLUTION

Since the research/plan was to construct a typical science lesson

that could be delivered by the computer, the topic of water pollution

was selected and a computer simulation program called POLUT was redesigned

to deliver the lesson on an APPLE II microcomputer. POLUT was originally

the next section.

, .

developed as part of ;the Huntington II 'project at the State University
.*

of New York, Stony Brook, New York. The following major changes were

made to the POLUT package: (1) The new package, which we call APOLUT,_

is totally self-contained in that no written materials are necessary and

no instructor intervention is required. (2) The lOsson begins by presentin. "

a textual iiitroduction to4h5Nwater pollution principles underlying the



model; three of the first few displays are shown in frame 1. (3) FolloW-

pig the introduction,- a series of four test questions are administered

as a "review "y of the material on water pollution just presented. (See

Frame,2) These four test-items, plus-six-others, were admintstered as a.
-

single competency test after the student cOmPleted the unit and had left

the computer. (4) The simulation portion of the APOLUT lesson is

restricted and focused than the original POLUT mode. APOLUT contain

two speCific simulation exercises: one totestimate the maximum water

temperature at a given dumping rate before the fish will die (Frame 5),

.1and the other to estimate the maximum dumping rate at a given temperature

before the 'fish will die (Frame 6)1 The earlier POLUT program alloweeNt

several more, parameters to be ;et,by the student; furthermore, the

student was not given a specific exercise by the computer. (5) While

\

POLUT prints a time series graph,, it AS not originafly designed to take'

advantage of interactive graphics. APOLUT uses such features as selective

erase and animation. Color irs also sometimes used to provide contrast.

(6) The package is written in,APPLESOFT BASIC for the APPLE II computer..

The APOLUT package was written as five separate programs ari'd stored

as a linked 'series on a floppy diskette. The-package can be loaded by

simply typing the following: 6, ctrl-P,, and\the RETURN key. Then the

I ;

program is automatically loaded and begins toproauce text for the

student. (See Frame 1). :At-the end of each full screen of text; qUes-:

tions, or graphics, -the program waits until the, student presses any key.

As soon as, the 'key is depressed, the program erases the screen and con-

-5- I
. tinues immediately. .,The RETUN key does not.have to be depressed until

th'e last two exercises, at which time the student,is told to strike the

RETURN key after entering a number. To avoid the possibility that the

student might press the RESET key, the APPLE II computer was slightly

89'
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FRAME 1: The firsi'two'displays introduce. the APOLUT
package. The third display appears later but
is,included here to illustrate the use of line
drawings with textual materials.
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FRAME The first, display shows the beginning of ttist
exercise. The next two displays shows how a student
tries to find the correct answer by successive guesses
of the appropriate teMperature.level. The 'list
display shoWs how the which is swimming icross
the top of the screen, stops. and. turns :into a skeleton.
if and when the D.O. level goei below 5.
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New York City. This was made 10 response to an
unreasonably- high .dumping rate estimate from the student,



modified. The RESET key };,as jammed so as td bp' inoperable for the

student; otherwise, :the exPeriment. was run'-,on' a standard, unmodified

APPLE ILmicrocomputer with a sjngle disk, 48K-ofRAM-memory,--and a

small color TV monitor. The program paCkage is written entirely.,in high

'resolution graphics so. that text can be accented with underlining and

special drawings.

=

The five programs of APOLUT package are structured, as, follows:

1 - .The subject-11a et: s introduced and .the. essp'ntial concepts
. ,

. .

-Some graphical representations :are ,inClUded 'for

clarification., tSee Frame 1)

- The student .is asked four questions. based upon the:content of
. . .

program 1 Feedback is given tothe Student' s,response with

a brief e(pIanation of why: the answer was incorrect.

7 (See Frame;-2). The responses are recorded ;by the 06,gram for

a 'ber

- Graphics are:presented to show the dissolved oxygen level 4f a

,;lake over time, when water temperature and dumping "rate are

varied.. It is expository in that the student does not choose

any of the .Conditions or rates. (See Frames ,3 and 4

- The, student is asked to ind the largest sewage dumping rate

that would avoid. the dea h.of fish in a lake. The water

temperature is 'a consta t, and successive graphics are pro-

duced to illustrate th= dissolved oxygen level over time.

the "enhanced display" version of the pro'gram, a swims

across the'§creen as he graph is being plotted. If the dissolved

oxygen level drops, be ow the minimum level, the fish becomes a

skeietOn and 'no longe moves. .(See'Frame 5)

- This program is simil to program 4 except that the dumpi
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rate is-held constant` while the water temperature is selected

by the student. (See Frame 6)

,

Although the packag is broken into five :programs, they are chained and

appear as one continuous program to he student. The APOLUT Unit can be

completed in ten minutes although some students took as long. as 30 'minutes&.;

The average oompletion time was about 20 minutes.

Data Collection

The students who served .as subjects for,this experiment...were ran-,.

Aomly selected from the ninth and eleventh grad s of a single'high4
.

school. A high.school was selected in an urba , nearly-suburban, area

'of he'Twin,Cities. The site was chosen in pa t because it contained
.

i:brod representation:of socio- economic and ethnic groups. The simple

METHO

random samp e of 340 Students was takenfroM.a list 6f all, , ,ninth and.-.

.

\eleventh gy de students,- We also hopedlto bbtain'apprOanately
equal'.

numbers o stUdent's-for-eaCh-SeX nd each level Of pri4y; exposui7e.to0

computers. Table 28,demonSfe.atet t at this was. satisfactorily accompli0e.11

Table 28

DISTRIBUTIONS Oft THE MAJOR COVARIATES:
SEX, GRADE, AND COMPUTER EXPOSURE

7.Pf
,

,,, Prior Exposure'
-,Seit: Grade td Computers , y:

.... 1.,,, . . '
Male' ; 53%. 9t-ir-:7=-. . .:'49% ' ,LOy . 57%

',

'Female 47% llth.-..

I
51%.. , High 43%-.5

Total 100%.

The experiment was administered tàrper computer

room. Dividers were .placed between thei-rour"APPLEta-',ebrilputersystems

that were used simultaneously. Students were,calfout of class four
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t a time to participate in the. study. The entire session, including

pre- and posi-testini, took lesi than an honk, thus coinciding with a

single-class-period. A paid laboratory assistant was trained to admin-

ister thp experiment and ,supervise the recruitment' of 'students. The

administration of this procedure was scoMpleted during a two month period

in the Spring of

.

The Follow=up Study

'Approximately six months later follow-up testing was conducted in

the, same high school. ,In :October, '1979, the beginninvbf the next w.

school.year, a brief questionnaire was administered to all tenth and

twelfth grade students in an attempt to assess the long term effects

of the experiment. Several of the questions on-the,questionnaiiT asked

abaut earlier participation in the study;.,from the responses to these

,Aliestions we were Ole' to determine if they-had taken part in the exPer-

'Went, the remaining Students who'Were notlexposed are used as a control

,group. For reasons of confidentiality, the students were not asked to

give their names on, either' he test used in the experiment or the follow-

tip test. Consequently;' it is not possible to identify long term changes

at the individual level. The analysis of the follow-u ,data is done

entirely at the group ,level:',

Experimental Design

A two bytvio factorial deiign was used to introduce two treatments:

a planned malfunction and enriched ,display.. Slightly more than 80,

subjects were randomly assigned ta each.of the four'cells. The mal-

function- treatment consisted of a simulated system failure about' two-
,

thirds of -614 way through the lesi-on. At a predetermined-point.in the

9



lesson, 54st after.a:Oudent had entered a number in response to a
A

,questiO M.the computer, the screen was blanked out for two seconds:1

POO .characters.: e -then; printed along the bottoM and the toplaf the

scree after w ,hich the scree-blanked -again except for. a'Jlashing-
.

cursor. At this point they computer Viould not respond to any .entry on
-

the k d except a special code which only the labotatoriassistant

knew. When the.:5fudent called fOr assista6ce from the laboratory,--assist7

)
ant,.h.e. acted surprised and went over.. to try to help'the student subject.

At that point the laboratory assistant said: I-.;don't know what happened.
-.

but I think- I can get it back to Where you left off." The assistant.

then rapidly typed several keys while looking back and forth frorri the

screen to the,keyboard. He eventually entered the special code and the

pogrammed'lesson resumed at the upoint in the lesson where the malfunction

occurred. The assistant thmitsked, Is this-where you left off?" Thy
student resaondeekand then continued with 'the computer unit.

The enriched display-treatment contained three features related to

the communicabilitkof 'th'e program., The fea res,were: 1) Animation

with a littlefish swimming across the top of the ,screen during the

simulation of dissolved oxygen change. Whenever the dissolved. oxygen

went below the danger level, the moving fish stopped and turned into a

skeleton. 2) A multicolor mosaic was drawn on the videO screen by the

computer at the very beginning of the session. The drawing took 30

seconds to complete, and,the pollution tutorial begarrimmediately after

the drawing was .completed; .3) Cole was used to differentiate lines in

graphs when two lines were displayed. simultaneously- Thisfeature was

used in two displays about midway through the lesson.



SCALES AND TESTS.

Tie following fndicators were created from the pre- and post-

questionnaires.

-Prior exposure computers. An.index was created from the follOw7

irp,three questions:.
.

1). I have used computers in school.. (64 percent answered "yes"

,to9thiS question,).

I have taken. a. course about computers
-. ..(1,...pecent:anSwered

es.

3 -I have written computer programs. (47-'percent:answergdPyeS,4'

A "yes" response. to any two of the three questions constituted "high

expOsure" while all others were 'Considered :"low exposure." The pattern

of responses these thrie questions was. tested. for unfdimensionality

-,and cumulativeness by performing a Guttman scale analysis. An unusually

high fit between the model and the data was found; the.three questions

'produced a coefficient or reproductibility of -95 and a coefficient or

scaTability Of .83. As reported in Table 28, there were443 percent

classified as "high exposure. Almost all of.these students (93 percent)

said they had written coMputerprograms and only .5 percent of thtse

"saidclassified as "low 6posure"
)

said they had written programs. Thus, self-

reported programming experiece is the primary criterion of the exposure

index. The level of exposure is slightly higher among, our subjects than

the average Minnesota high school. (A statewide assessment of computer

literacy in April, 1979, found 35 percent of all.Minnesota 11th grade '4

students claiming to have written computer programs.) Thus the level of

exposure in our sample is only slightly higher than the state average

and both the experjenced and unexperienced are well represented. Almost

100
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. -

all pridrApoture to computers ilgd been via teletypes to remote. time-

sharin sYstems. Two students had previously used the APPLE II system'

but th dents were dropped from

'Pollution Test.

A ten item test on the content of 4 APOLUT lesson was constr5d

for post-test administratiOn. Four of tne.items(we're administered vide ;

.CompUter as part of the. APOLUT package. The test,items are a combination

of true/false, multiple choice; and completion type. As reported in

Table 29,.the'reliability,of the test was 71 at pOst-testing,

Table .29

It4

i.. SCale
Description

". RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF SCALES AND TESTS

Alpha Reliability Alpha Reliability Test-Retest,
Pre Test Correlation.Post .

Pollution Test.

Computer Awarenes.

# 2

.68

.71

.69

--- '. .

.82

Computer Mystic* .624 .52 '.63,'

.Computer Enjoyment
.437 .84 ..76

Computer Anxiety, .67 .73 .64

Computer'Self-Efficacy .70 .72 .70

.

. .Self Esteem .71 .75 .84

State.Anxiety .74 - .80 .36

LOcus of Control .59

.

SI

No. of Items

10

10

5

Computer Awareness

Ten items were picked from the Minnesota Computer Literacy Tests

.(Anderson, et. al., 1979) to determine if ,learning about computers miriht

occur from a brief exposure to CAI, Items were selected thA dealt with
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-elementary:concepts or perspectives that could-conceivably be affected

by a single .coinputer exiaorience. .Most.of the'items.are.classiffed as

.
.

'software or social impact in emphasis however, some are considered

applications and hardware items., We call this stibtest "away ness"

rather-tban literacy because it does not encompass the.comprelensive

gamut of topics. subsumed under our'definitiort of computer literacy.7,The

computer awareness test had a reliability of .68 and'.69 at pretest and

post-test respectively (Table '29). The test retest, correlation was .82.
-

-Computer Mystique

Four of the ten items in the computer awareness test were treated

as.a separate test &well. se four,items., which are the last four
.

items listed in Table 30, all ma e statements exaggerating the broad

capabilities of computers. The sum of the "true" or,Ocorrect responses

to these four items is the scale score. A reliability of .approximately

.60 was ntained for this measure, which though relatively low is not

very low for a test of. only four items. The tendency to inaccurately

:exaggerate the capabilities of computers has been dubbed "computer,

mystique'.' in one of 'our earlier reports (Anderson;.:

Computer Enjoyment

Five-items-were-used_from a previously construCted:attitude scale,'

to measure general attitude toward computers. Specifically the scale

assesses the degree to which persons report they enjoy-computers or

enjoy learning about computers. The scale reliability is high (.84 and

.87) for a scale with only five items. The test retest correlation from

pre to:/post-teat was .76.



Table 30

PERCENT CORRECT FOR EACH. COMPUTER AWARENESS QUESTION.

:FOR PRETE5T0POST TEST; FOLLOWUP AND CONTROL

1. Use of computers in education
always result's in less .peesonal
treatment-of students. '

True, (False)*, Don't Know

. .

2. Using, computers can free one
to do more creative tasks, but

: this may lead to more dependence
upon macHines.
(Trge); False), Don't Know'

3. COMputers are,liot good for 67%:
tasks that require: spee'd
accuracy, (i ntui ti on ), repeti on.

True, False, (Don't Know)

4. When in operation, a coMputer: 57%
(Follows a set .of instructions ,

written. by people),e), .Thinks jut
like a perSon, Recalls answers
from memory, Translates .data '

from digital to analOf code,

Pt

.-Post . 6 Mo.TestTest --Later':

(N.340)'. '(N=346) (117=210

37%. .._ 43% , . 40%

72% 67% 75%

Don't:Know

5. If your charge account bill
has an error, it wall' probably
caused by: Breakdown of the
'comptiter,. (Mistakes made-by
people), Poor design'of the-
omputer, General weaknesses of
achines, Don't Know.

6. The computer must .have two types 50%
. pf information to solve a
problem: The pr.oblemland the
answer, The.name of the. rograiri
and,liser number, (The data and

instructions),. The name of
the program and your name,.
Don't Know

: Control

TN=7.163-7 .

'35°C

68% 77%

48% 67%

57% 63%

57% 62%

75%.

. 68%,

57%

50%

57%

7; Computers help .people- make.. .33% 33%
decisions by prdiriding. correct
answers to any questions:
-True, (False), Don't Know

)3. Computers help people make
decisions by telling them: if'
their problem is importa t.
True, (False), Don't Kno

,

9% Computers are able to thin
in every way just li ke people.
True, (False);.Doil't-Know.

.

10. Some have good and .

bad feelings like people.
True; (False),-Uoh't Know.

- 44%..

53 % 53 %,: 61%

71% 72% '81%

,

71% _70% 79%'.

* The correct answer for each questiOn is enclosed ih parenthesg.

60%

80%

80%
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Computer Anxiety

The level of anxiety or stress that a respondent attributes to

computers is measured by this five item scale.- Larger values\ on this

variable correspond togreater levels of anxiety about computers. The-J

reliability of this scale at pretest was .67 and at post-test .73.

Computer Sel f-efficacy

The extent to which.a person feels cgnfident about his or*\her

ability to deal with computers is the underlying concept for this scale.

The reliability was :70 at pretest and :75 at post-test., The test

retest correlatio-n waS' :70.

Self Esteem

Using selected items from Rosenberg (1965) scale, we developed a

five item measure of one's overall self esteem: The reliabilities are

e.

t.

aver .7.0 and the test retest correlation is,.84.

State_ Anxiety

,

Temporal anxiety or state anxiety was measured using the Speigle-
,

berger short scale of 5 questions (see Sieber,1 O'Neil, and. Tobias,

197)). This scale has been used extensively in educational research and

attempts to:measure Undifferentiated; temporary discomfort or anxiety.

The reliabilities 'are fairly high (.74 and .8) but the 'test retest

correlation is low, (.36)%

Locus of Control

Eight items were selected from the Nowicki and Strickland (1973)

test of internal (vs. external) locus of ,control. The items. are scored

a
in the \direction of,gre ter internality; i.e':, higher 'scores represent

likelihood of attributing events to sources- internal to the individual.



he reliability. was .59 and it was. measured at pretest only.

RESULTS

Looking first at the question of how much science- learning can

be produced -from a short CAI lesson, Figure 8-and Tables .31 and 32 show

that students at pbst-test, on the average got 7 out of 10:items right.

The unexposed control group answered less than 3 items correctly, which-

iS a performance level that' could be ,prSduced by chance alorie. While

the performance level, went down to about 5 040q 10 at follow-up; this

level is still nearly twice that of the control group.,

. -

~Performance on the computer' awareness, test i s' less' dramatic in

° its shifts. From pre- to post-test the' performance remained essentially.

the same -at 5.6 out,of .10 items correct (Figure 9Y. But as reported in

Table:32, the level of. computer mystique actually increased slightly from

pre- to, post-tbst. 06 the remaining computer awareness items, the per-

'formance level would have increased slightly to alloW for the resulting

lack of overall change in computer awarene's's. Despite the lack of an

increase in computer awareness at post-test, the level of computer aware-

ness six months later at foll.bw-up testing was up-, to 6.4 out of 10.

This rise is 0.8 points, which equal to 10 standard errors and thus is

cleariy,a "signifiCant improvement. : At follow-Up testing the Computer

myst4que was ,down to .0.8, which is slightly below the initial pre-test

level but equal' to tile control group level (Table 31). The control' group,

level of computer awareness was 6.:0 (see Figure 9), which is significantly

lower than the expbsed group at follow-up but.higherthan_the pre-test

level. The, pre-;test was six months earlier so this later difference may

be due to incidental learning over the summer period.

The three sCaleslmeasuring attitudes toward computers do not reveal

1,05 115



PERFORMANCE ON.WATER-POLLUTION TEST

-- 2.7

Control
(N = 153).

7.0:

5.1

Post Test
(N = 340)

6 Mo Followup
IN = 153)

c.)

1 OG
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Table 31

T4ESTS BETWEEN. CAI EXPOSED. AND NON- EXPOSED GROUPS
SHOWING OVERALL EFFECTS (N. ='369)

Pollution
Test

Compute
"Awareness

Computer
Mystique

. .

Computer
:Enjoyment

C drti 'lir --4,

Anxiety

Computer ,

Self - Efficacy.

Exposed (N=216)

x 5.1

SD 2.1

t-value 8,7**

6.4
SD -, 2.3

1.64.

Control' 4N=153.)

2.3

7 -.0.8
SD. 0.9
t-value'

.

4.53'
, .

SD "; -0.8 7'

t-value 0.9

X 2.0
. 5

SD 0.6
t-value ,-3.55**

3.4(
SD 0.6

t-value 3.1*.

Self- 3.7
Esteem SD 0.6

t-value

* 4 0.05; ** P c .01

197 117

3.3
0.8

2.3
0.7

3.0
0.7

3.7
0.6
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Table 32.

o

KNOWLEDGE 'AND ATTITUDE CHANGE OVER TIME

.1

Six Month
c'''ale I Pre Test' Post Test -Followup

Pollution 4-Test. -SD
-test

Computer
Awareness

,

5.6
2.3

-test 1

Computer
Mystique

Computer
Enjoyment

0.9
D 0.8
-test

3:5
SD

t -test .

Computer 3-c 2.1
Anxiety SD , .0.6

t-test

Computer
:Self-Efficacy

Self
Esteem

SD

t7test

3.3
0.6

3.7
SO 0.6
t-test

' State 7: 1.7
Anxiety SD, ,,,A,s

, 1 t-itst -'
.6

:,
+ The number with n parentheses is one standarderror of thepost Test .x. :

g ,

7.0 5.1
2.2 2.4

(.08)+

5.6
2.2

1.23 (.08)x_,

0.8
1.0 0.9.

3.31f (.06)

911**

9.1**

3.7
0.7

(.05)

1.9
0.6

-7.4** (.04)

1.5
0.5

5.96**, (.03)

6.4
2.3

3.4
0.9

2.0
0.7

3.6 3.4
0.6 0.6

,(.,. 04)

3.8 3.7
0.6 0.6

3.5* (.04)

* P 4.05
** P< .01
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Figure

PERFORMANLE ON 'COMPUTER AWARENESS TEST

6.0

5 s

Control Pre Test Post Test

-g 6

64

4

6 ma";.'

dramatic dif:ferences (Figur 10)'.- Nonetheless, the shOtt _term or immed.--

iate impact. of the CAI exp Hence was a significant reduction ifi computer

anxiety and signfcant inc eases in coMputer enjoyment and computer

efficacy (Table 32). ,.After 's s these changes diminished for all

three attitude measures but especially for the enjoyment scale. The

exposed groupe after six months; was significantly less anxipus' about

computers (p .01.) and more sQlf-efficacious about computers'. (p <.05)

than the control grouP:.

1'09 to



COMPUTER ATTITUD'E SCALE. COMPARISONS

...

':Enjoyment

Compu'ter
tfficacy
. - .

1 Computer
Anx;tetje

. The two treatment variables, Malfunction anc enriched did

not prbduCe sa gni fi Caht; main effects nor interdctiory effects on computer
4

aWarenegs.7.o'r.the computer attitude scales With one exception: computer

lf-efficacy. While Computer se'f-effiacif was slightly higher at

-o.post -test than at pre-test fdr:those experience :amalfUnction, the're

was a, significanfly,,higher gain-',for hose not exiperi,encing a malfunction.

ATables 33,a d'A34).- The.gresence 6r..a sence of enriched display, how-
, .

ever, di d/n .resut in a di fference the 'gain .of computer sel f-

,:efficac/: While. there 'were no si gni f,-i-cantinteraction effects (see

Table 33), there',were .signifiOnt Main effects for sex, grade, and prior

expoure. rep6rted in Table '34, the level. of computer" self-efficacy



5 WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIAriCE. OF .CBANGE (GAIN)
IN COMPUTER SELF-EFFICACY FROM PRE TO. POST TEST

' ft,

.s.
Source of Variation' SS DF MS F . Prob.
A. -Malfunctio. 0.73, 1 0.73 ,3.65 .05

B. Enriched Displaly p,. 00 0.00 0.00 . ' ' .98

CY-Sex 9 .66 ;.. 1 1.60 ' J 738. .01

T. Grade 1.31 l 1131 6.59 .01

E. Exposure 1 019.; 5.44 .02
, ,2 Way Interactions 2.79 1.39 .18

3 Way Interactions 0.447 10' L0.04 0.22 .99
4 Way Interactions 1.33 0.27 1 033 .25
5 Way Interaction 0.18 1 0.18 0.88 .35

Residual -60.07- 300 0.20 1.53 .04
Total 69..55 331

J'



Tabl e 34

COMPUTER SELFIEFFICAC.Y PRE -TEST. AND GAIN SCORES BY TREATMENT
4, VARIABLES, SEX, GRADE AND PRIOR EXPOSURE (N = 340)

Pre-Test

SD

Malfunction

No MalfunctiOn

Gain Scores1
X (SD)

.28 (.47)

12 (.44)

Enriched Display (.46)

No Enriched Display .23

Mal e' 3.4 (..62) .17 . (.45)

Female (.55) .30 ° ,(.45)

170

170,,

183

157,

3.4 (.61)

3.2 (.58)'de it

( .49)

.29-.' (.43):

Prior Exposure tow 3..2 ....(.58)

Prior Exposure High 3.5. (1.58)

.28 (.46) .120

.18 '1.44) 160

3.3 (.60) (.47)
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was more likely to go up for females, than for final es, f r llth grade

students,than for 9th grade2students, and for those w th .115w prior

'exposure as compared tothose with high prior exposure. These

di fferential gains are partial ly explained by the .1 evel of "computer sel f-

efficiacy brought into the situation at pre-test. The pretest means

reported. in Table 34 show that at pre-test, males had higher.computer

self-efficacy than females, grade 9 students than grade 11 students,rit)

and higi prior exposure-5tudents compared to low prior.. xposure students.

Thus the groups wish the lowest initial ''efficacy scores experienced the

'highest, gains during .4fie,_Course d'f the experiment.

The planned malfunction, while not leading to changes.in general

attitudes toward computers, did affect specific perceptions. Subjects

were asked what .they thought caused the breakdoWn: "something in the

computer system, something you, dicifiby'd-idn't do, some combination of

the computer system and you As- reported in Anderson, et. -al.. (1979)

42% of the .students blamed themselves, 26% blamed the computer and 32%

said it was both. The'stud6ts who experienced a malfunction also tended

to generalize from this single experience' to other.sistuations, as can

be seen in Table 35. Even after six months, the students who had

encountered the system failure were"riore likely than the other students

to anticipate othercomputers to fail.

Science Learning.

The-results definitely support the claims that brief CAI module

is effective for science learning. The students who were exposed to

the water, pollution program retained much of the learning even six

DISCUSSION
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. EFFECTS OF MALFUNCTION UPON RESPONSES TO THEQUESTION: SUPPOSE
YOU GET A JOB WHERE YOU HAVE TO WORK, WITH COMPUTERS. WOULD' YOU

EXPECT THE COMPUTERS YOU 'WORK WITH 10 HAVE BREAKDOWNS: VERY OFTEN,
FAIRLY OFTEN, FPIRLY 'INFREQUENTLY; VERY INE,REQUENTLY?*__

Malfunction
No

Malfunction
All Exposed
Students

`very or fairly often 30% 13% 22%

fairly infrequently 43% 44% 43%

very infrequently 27% 43% 35%

100% 100% 100% %
(108) (108) (216)

*Data are b ed on the.,:survey six' months afte-r the experiment.

N = 207'

_ .

months afterward (Figure 8). The students also.voluntarily described

their feelings to the laboratory assistant; typicaT comments were: "This

was a lot more fun than'I expected." and "I wish that I could take all my

courses. Tike that.", Only 'a very-few students said that they thought it

was "dull" or "too long." The generally positive response of the students

probably is largely a consequence of 'the novelty of the systeM'and the

game-like character of some of the material. On the other hand, the

APOLUT unit did not allow many'student choices nor did it allow students
e '

to branch back through the material. Fisher (et. 1975) and

others have warned against lack of student choices in'the design.of

instructional thus the generally positive results.oftni5

experiment, in both the affective and cognitive areas, is especially

impressive.
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Computer Learning

Previous research and theory are-not-instructive with regard to

.,!whether or not we should expect computer literacy to improve as.a
;,

--sequence-of-a-brIef7eximure-ta-CAL Nonetheless .we hypothesized kEhat

such learning would occur on the basis.of increased motivation and

attentiveness. The data presented in Tables 30 td 32 and Figure .;9 reveal

that computer learning definitely did occur but that it was not evident

until six months after the learning situation. Six.months later the level

of computer awareness was .up and the level of computer mystique.was down.

This 1S in direct contrast to the pretest findtngS that immediately after

the learning situation computer mystique wasjip and gomputer awareness'

was unchanged. The individual test items (Table 30) confirm that most items

follow these,trends. It would appear that exPbsure to CAI became a trig=

gering event which led students to either seek\out new, relevant infor-

mation about computers or made them more receptiveto available infor-
,

,..)I tmation.

Most of the students had previously been exposed to at least a

minimal format instructional computing but it had consisted mostly of

teletype access to a large, remote computer. e experience'of spending

time /with a microcomputer that not only aske uestions and disphed

information but also rapidly drew graphs and color pictures not surpris-

ingly had an eye opening or "gee whiz" effect on many studentsN Perhaps

the combination.of novelty and 'power" produces a sense of.:awor

amazement, b high:school students in,an age Of high technology are not

easily duped by gadgetry'. Consequently we presume that this sense of
.

compute7rmystique created by the brief coMputer lesson left the students

withan.agitating-question bout what computers really can-and:cannot
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43. Such an issue could well have. been the motivating force behind the

increased computer awareness. they expressed six .months

Attitude Change

While the computer-learning situation left students with a

slightly'higher computer.mystlque and more favorable feelings about

computers in general, the level of expressed stress and anxiety

(measured by "State Anxiety" scales) was significantlylower as was

their computer-specific anxiety. "Possibly; an encounter with a "magical"

microcomputer is coniforting because'it makes things 'rel'atively simple

and structured for the student. Or perhaps it is simply a matter-of

relieving fears ethe unknown. Whatever the reason, the reduction in

computer anxiety and the confidence in dealing with computers (computer

self-efficacy) persisted.over a six month period (Tables 31- 32. This

is especially significant .in liglit.of the fact that the level of

general attitude toward comMers.(computer enjoyment) did not persist.

In the six month follow-up study, the level of computer enjoyment is

not significantly different for the.experimental,and the control groups;

but there is a significant difference forcomputer anxiety and computer
1

self-efficacy. SiX months later, those students'who spent only 15 ,,k

Minutes with the microcomputer - delivered APOLDT.luson were less anxious:

abOut computers and more confident of their own computer capaCity than

students who did not experience the brief...CAI lesSOn on the-microcomputer.
:- #

.
.

Effects of Enriched Display

None of the attitude.or knowledge indicators included in the study

demonstrated an effect due to enriched display. One cannot conclude

:from this that graphics and color make no difference in CAL The -enriched
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display, as described in a. previous section, consisted of an animated

fish, a multicolored mosaic, and two-color tithe -series graphs. It

would appear that we were presumptuous to call-these features "enriched

displays rather-than graphical -gimicks.-- -Actually, the-Situation-is--

more complex than appears on the statistical surface. For one thing,

the color displays on the, APPLE microcomputer often have less clarity

and readability than the white-onblack displays. Secondly, the added

animation slowed down the online Plotting' of dissolved oxygen levels

over time.- ,The supposed visual advantage of an animated fish swimming

across the screen slowed the simulation/graphing activity down by a few

seconds. Thirdly,and perhaps more importantly, the animated fish had a

peripheral role in the instructional material. -If the dissolvd oxygen

level got, dangerously low, the fish stopped and turned into a skeleton,

but the graph illustrated this :condition anyway. All of the supposedly

enriched features were unessential to the instructional process. , The

animated fish might even have detracted the student from the primary. °

content of the lesson. Thus :the enriched features of color and graphics

may have the potenital. to produce affectivie and cognitive advantages

but likewise they may result in communication disadvantages as well

Our failtire to find statistically significant results due' to "ehriched

display" is probably a consequehce of multiple effects which cancel

-each. other out yielding no particular (or only trivial adyantage) for

instruction.

Effects of Malfunction

Like the "enriched display" treatment, the "malfunction" condition

seemed to produce relatively little effect on general attitudes and

knowledge. The major exception to tfiis conclusion is the finding that

'11
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asdifference-1n computer self.- efficacy resultedifrom the malfunction

treatment.; Those studenta,encountering amalfOction'wereless likely -.
,

than other students to increase their sense-of computer self-efficacy as

-aconsequ nce-of-their'CAI qxperience., The difference between those

encounteri a malfunction and those lacking 'such,a treatment was sub-.

stantial wft respect to their sense of efficacy (Tables 33 and 34),-, and'
-

this effect p rsisted afterward, at least until the six' month follow-up

testing.

With the exception of computer self:effichcy, the malfunction

introduced into the experiment would seem to be rather.trivial in its

impact. The system failure which we introduced Was minor.in that it

was rectified within a matter of minutes and no information was lost.

If the students had had to restart the lesson or if they had not been
,

able to complete the unit, the attitudinal effects might have been much'---.

greater. Nonetheless,*the computer breakdown left many students with

revised perceptions of themselves and computers. The ambiguity inherent

in the supposed malfunction ledmany (42 percent) to blame themselves for

something they didn't do. No wonder we observed a reduction in computerC):,

self-efficacy. The minor malfunction episode seems to have resulted

in less trust.in computers as well as in their ability to deal with

computers. As reported in Table 35, the students encountering a breakdown

are more likely to expect computers generally to malfunction:

CONCLUSION

While the positive impact of cOmputer based learning hds been pre7

viously substantiatedowhen students' spent Considerable. time with

computer, thii study 'demonstrates that both affective and cognitive

benefits can' accrue from even a very brief (15-2G minutes) 'encounter with



CAI. While thlis ,f nding is impressive and higly favorable with respect

to .QAI, it m t be/ evaluated within the context of the experimental

environment. IForlthe most part, the experiment simulated a typical

labbrator'or cla sroom environment. It should be 'stressed that while

`students. we e told they were free to discontinue the experiment at any

time, they ay have felt constrained by the novelty of the situation and

.the labbra ory assistant nearby::`.-,Students takihg'.the. APOLUT. lesson.

,Under different instructional conditions 'might react differently: For

instance, if the students expected their performance to affect-their
, I

course gr4des.;- they,'might react, more negative:1.y toward the CAI experience.
I

Nonethel ss, the 'faVorable stUdent,comfnents and the-statistical results.

of the ttitude scales s\uggest that CArtriOdules such as APOLUT have

potenti 1 for many .classroom situations'.

E en if the students' had not learned what .the_ CAI lgson attempted

to: te eh them, our experiment indicates that they .learned something'

, about computers. Computer literacy. apparently is the by-product' of,

di fferent types- of 'computer -expeei ences What is most intrigui ng' about

.the,microcomputer,481 experien"-ce:we studied is that the `mystique of-'the

,technology seems to,spawn-a search for information about- what computers

cancane and cannot do. Even the Students who previoUsly' had:worked with

computers, and could write .programs succumbed to the 'magic"-of the micro-

comPiter-.. The graphical-- wonder;of the lively, coi3Or. screen evokes :

":

attitude ofawe Perh4.ps:-the jolt of such ,a quasi,;4,eligious encounter,:,

provides the,motivation to learn the fact behind th.4.-;:bnii.sual situation,

The major. outcome of this experimental research. '14 rogresS' toward ."

a Methodology, for unde4tandihg the human response to information

technology. .iiariy attributes- of persons, computers, and person;- computer

',relationships have' been identified, measured-,° and fo-und to interrelate



. .ih complex ways., It is impossible to say that microcomputers have no

impact. The transition from the traditional, large- scale;,, timeshared

'computing to new forms of small-scale, personal .computing,involyes muc

more than smaller circuit boards and lower prices.
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A.growing concern for the public's limited understanding of computers

has proMPted many. uter experts and educators to*propose programs to,

help. eddtate futurecitizenS: The need.. for theSe instructional efforts

is grounded:in'the belief that,cfitizens of a society in which Computer

area dominant technofOgical force must becomputer therate in order

to benefit collectively and individually from computer technology. In

this sense, computer literacy provides a reservoir:of public acceptance,

understanding and support upon which computer applications can be built.

::or the individual, computer literacy makes it possible to deal effectively.

With coMputers and situations involving computers.

While computer literacy, in general terms, is the ability of an

individual to deal effectively with computers, it is not possible to

precisely define the specific knowledge,-etttgudes and skills one, needs

in any given situation-involving,c0WA.ers Oil,computer supported applica-

-,.--tions, As a result;_eacatIonaLstratigies designed'to create: or improve

computer literacy are extremely diverse and often ill-defined. This

research project was conducted.in order to help provide a conceptual.
-4

framework for those interested in the development of computer literacy

among secondary school:students1 Rather than attempting to develOP a

uniVersaL absolute definition of-computer literacy, however,. we have
.

.

outlined the components or dimensions of compUter:literacy jn,broad

:and expressed theM in the:form of-learning objectives. These

'objectives, in addition to provfding.a framework for our assessment

computer literacy among secondary school students areAestgned to assist

in `the creation Of meaningful educational programs. *The:Objective have been
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dissemingted,to these audiences via several different publications in

cluding The Mathematics Teacher and a soon to be, released monograph pub-,

liShed by the National Education Association and it is already clear.that

they are beginning to serve one of the purposes for which they were

intended.

Our examination of instructional computing and teacher attitudes

toward computer:: leads us to 6nclude that while:there is strong

teacher support for computer literacy:-this.sUpport does not often man-

ifest itself as a specific classroom activity or program tb improve

computer literacy among students. Whil,e some teachers, often on pheir

own initiative and with minimal guidance and support, have developed in-

strUcticinal programs dealing with the uses and applications of computers

in society, such programs are relatively uncommon.

The survey. of teachers and the subsequent analysis of the data

shows that while the availability of computer equipment is important,

teacher training and attitudes toward computing and computer literacy,

are most critical in determining teacher involvement with instructional

compu'ting. We sense that many teachers feel ill-prepared to meet the

challenge of computers-and of computer 1 iteracy, Many of the - science

and niathematics .teachers surveyed admitted that they did 'not feel adequately

prepared to deal with computers. While this admisiion May simply reflect

the quality of their computer-related education and training, we suspect

that it reflects a more fundamental lack of awareness and understanding

of coMputers. Withbut computer literate teachers;',;instItuctional activ-
__ s.

"ities to help students become. computer literate are likely to be poorly

de5igned,and ineffective or, even worse, may be inaccurate and misleading..

This research'effOrt resul:ted in. the development of comprehensive



ancrsYstematic tests. of various components of computer literaql-,..

The"-resule.\.Of the analysis Orthese,testsNali.date the*instrUmenL

1)3Strum ent,has already servedas-:thei$asiS for.dther:atteMptsto measure
-,

computer literacy at the secondary school level and we trust that it

will continue to be of .use:to classrooleachers.:0&;researchers,
.

.

JeStdai4.collected frowover.100b students ..sUggestS. that. computer
. .

amongSecondari School students is 0ite low and that knowledge
' f

..is.unevenly diStributed across the .several .dimensions of _Computer. lit

$tudentsenter'inlasset.invOlving.the computer,for the.most part

are not able, to Clearly demonstrate that they, understand computers, the

uses. and, applications of computers in soc4ety, and the potential effect

of computers upon-their diily. lives. Generally speaking, their knowledge

of the less technical aspects of computers and computer use was greater

than the more technical features of'computers.

Unfortunately, this situation does not improve dramatiCally after

iRitruction involving coMputers.. While students do leave courses whic

include instructional computing activities and computer topics with a

expanded 'awareness and understanding of computers, the increasejs not,-

While student.knowledge is undeyeloped, attitudes toward computers
. I

are generally quitePositiNe.:.44hfS is' befOre and after courses

inVolving.tdmputersand'comeuter topics. 1.
,...

-

Our.research revealed that' teachers use computers ln the 'claSsroom:,

ty of different ways and that they-folloWa ri

,iktheir 4 tempt to create. computer literacy among -.students:` `While

thes different approaches and strategies pr'oducesome signifiCant
. .

.studentlearning. about Computers the mOrecomprehensiYeapproaChes pro.-



duce the most gain in. performance across all the dimensions of

literacy. Courses and units which included computer prograMming, as well

as an examination of the role of computers in_sotiety, p9Ouced the

greatestgains. Some improvement in computer awareness and knowledge was

Outer.'

evident in courses or instructional- units which used-the computer in a

relatively minorWay. COmputer assisted instruction, for example, produces

a small Improvement computer literacy even though such learning was

not the Oritharyreason for computer use.

Because computer use in education (computer assisted instruction)

is oftenconsidered a vehicle for the development of computer literacy,

We conduCted a controlled experiMent to help identify this impact. The

experiment confirmed thdt-both cognitive and affective learning results
, -

from involvement in a relatively. brief CAI lesson. The experiment also

demonstrated that these computer literacy impacts occur des ite minor

variations in syst8Mrfeatures.

Perhaps the most important outcomes of the research project are-the

e '*
tools (objectives, tests, ,etc.) whichiave been designed and the oPPO-

tunities for further research which are suggesteiLby the findings.. Many

features of current educational processes have been identified, measbrO,

and found to interrelate in complex ways._ The acquisition of computer.

knowledge is, a diverse and multi-faceted process. Additional resd'arch is

needed to isolate and contrast specific instructional computing techniques.

For example; microcomputer based mathematics drills could.bP coMpare0

with drillS on:remote 'terMinals to determine. whether or not'thereate. ,

,differences in incidental learnlngi especially unlearning of:combutermAhs..

Such ongoing researcn should not disilade educators froM. develop107'

curriculum materials :and developing improved learning prograMs. Research

and development on instructional processes must be initiated ,in order t

keep pace with the rapidly evolving of computing.

a
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THE COMPUTER.MYSTIM

Mysterris the social reality which gives rise to.that which societie

consider sacred.- If, as Ellul (1974:142) argues, "technique denies

mystery a priori,"*.then a-technologically dependent.society may shift its

sense of the sacred. Indeed, one such cultural evolution that has

occurred is an adoration< of technology even to the potnt of attachipg

mystery, magid, and a sense of the sacred to teChnique itself: This per-

sPective, which we would describe as a technological mystique, is epit-

bmizedkin attitudes toward the computer andits role in society, The

-compyte more than=any other technology evokes a sense.Of awe and mystery.'

No other machine has ever been so central to the control of social

systems. ,No other machine ha5 imitated mental functions so extensively-.

The computer can tirelessly process information at vch incredibly rapid

speeds that it is'often described as not ofilyhuman-like.but superhuman.

Furthermore, no one knows the future boundaries of computer power; we

have few guides for guessing how close to Of beyond human capability the

computer will evolve. It,is no wonder that'well informed people approach

this new machine_ With a qUati4eligibUs-attitUde;.acceOting myths_Phith

erroneously extend, the capabilities of actual cOmpOtersystems...
0-

.WeAefine the computer mystique: more precisely to be an orientat

to computer technology based upon beliefs that it can perform functions

that in fact it cannot perform. The computer mystique inCludes, but is

not limited .to, anthropomorphic myths that computers have emotions

and intuitions. . More basically, the.computer mystique encompasses any

assessment of .a computer system which overestimates its tpal capability.
-

This conception pf the computer mystique implies both cognitive and



- 2 -
affective aspeCts; i.e., both a collection. of myths and an accompanying

. . .

feeling of fear and awe., For instance, jokes.al ut computers,etten

bine myth with fear (Anderson,.197B). My s have historicsally been

intimateliconnected to the mysterious an' the sacred., anAhe substances .

of,m.ytnologies is generally liminal which means that they clarify.an

identity or a transttion (Turicer,-1968). The liminal identity issues
posed by the computer are questions as to the dictinctions between,

computers and _people. Mal inowski ,.(1925), Jung (1.953), and El iade (1964

maintain that mythology always contains an element of truth .dr reality..
",'The "truth!' contained in mythology can he,,discovered by4xaminin§ its

social and cultural' context. -The "truth',,,Lin compUteri'my:/thologles.
in the-inherent incompreilensibility: and complexity of computer systerns

such that it is impossible to belfree of speculation -regarding the pre-
.cise power of computer systems. Weizenbaum (1976) expands upon this point:

Our society's growing reliance on computer systems that were
initially intended to 'help' people, make analyses and decisions,
but whiCh have long since both surpassed the understanding of .
their users and become indispensable to them; is a Very serious
development. ..Decisions are made with the aid'of, and .:some-times entirely

.

by, computers whose programs no one any longer'
knows explicitly or understands.' (p. 236)

Thus it is not possible 'to dismiss the computer -mystique'a,s simply a

matter of ignorance. To-some extent the frystique is a consequence of

real complexities in the computer technoligY and real mysteries regard-
,

Mg its 'future. Anotber. source of the mystique is dssensuS. among. the

experts; e:g, highly: respected computer- scientists such as 1allhael
. 4

976) describe Vie computer as "thinking" and "Smart, while most

computer.,,sCientists abhore such metaphors.

One of the serious implications of. the computer mystique is its-,
aSoci ati on, with 'power, and, authority. "Blind faith" in the computer may.
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lead to unwitting and-potentiAlly harmful surrenderfof control, to .coMpUter

systems . Dunn and Zinmerman (1979) claim that in- criminaLjustice pol icy

decislon-making, there has been anincrpasing reliance on computer models

and that this has resulted in lbss of.control. and:Interjection of in-
,

appropriate Values.' ;Marshall and Maguire (1971.) °,performed an experiment

which. demonstrated that subjects would ,quite easily accept the Computer

system as an authority even when it is not obviously appropriate to do

Mowshowitz (1976) points out how this' tendency may be a broader

Cul tural tendency,.

The 'belief in the social necessity and inevitability of computer
utilities, databanks, management information systems; and-
sundry computer applications is not ,based on_reasofi alone. ' .It
is the.reflection of S. political faith built into the scheme
of modern history,, with an internal lOgic akin to that por-
trayed in the Theatre of the. Absurd. (p. 314)

Faith, in computer systerris , Which may flow from the-.,computer mystique, must

be considered inlight of its iMplication fore power and control.

The computer mystique is not simply' a toriequericev of lack of educa-

tion. Neither the computer sophisticate nor the computer naive is free

of computer mythology. The mystical commitment and ritual of the "compul-

sive programmerq .(Weizenbau01,:197: .p. 131) reminescent-of the

totemitm that 'Durkheim (1912). studied in Australian tribes.: Durkheim
. .

identifies four olements of,..totepitm::san.uemblem,OFJO4ett of the

emblem, a clan that adopts the emblem% and an assiatiated world view. The

:computer world analogy, is' obvious: the computer serves as a totemistic

'.emblem reveSenting the "magic"' of electronics.; the computer.industry

has .0'dOpted the embleM,even to 'the point of referring to .themselves as._ .

computer people; and as elaborated. by Turkle 0979), the computer

worker uses computer metaphor fti create unique conceptions of the

world Not every" -'computer.. worker' can lole,Called,a totemiSt: of course,
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but totem worship tendencies 'are documented in a variety of sources.

\Schneider (1974), for instance, describes the optiYrTic faith of some

'computen users as follows:

Most people:who have close relationships to computers habit-
yally lunge blindly ahead from one disaster to another, bloody
and happy, sure that success is only one day.or week away --
certainly not more than a month.

The computer naive, in ,dontrast to the computer expert, is best typified

by the child who as ye-Chas not learned that there is a distinction

between a person and'a.domputer robot. The drawings of young children

-show. a natural blending of. human and mechanital\teatures but as children
,

_ .gtow older, their drawings, except in- cartoons,'.depictdomputersWith

fewer human characteristics. 'The childhood fascination with the magic

of the computer may well have some similarity to the magical worlds of-I
''

the "mad scientist",and the "compulsive ptOjrammer."

The conventional wisdom ofcomputer science education seems to say

that the computer mystique is simply a reflection of computet illiteracy;

i.e.,Oack,of education and a lack of exposure to computers.. Our view,

in contrast, argues that the computer mystique is,asocial reali* with

important cultural meanings-, One implication of this perspective,

which is informed by the sodiology of mythology, is that the/computer

mystique is not dnly-related to one's knowledge and maturity but also

telated td'Ane's ittft6aes., bet efs, and,experienceS.

While wedid not.desjgnOudyftetesttheSe'CdntraSting
hypotheses

about the computer mystique, we have data from computet literacy studies

thft bear upon the questions. Even though our indidatorS of thecomputers

mystique -are limited in Scope,- it show` be pos'Sible to aacess whether.

,4r not the concept should be pursued further. TwO of-out,coMpUter:lit-,

-erady studies, one a field study and,the'othet' 4n:experiment, inc1.6ded
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indicators of certain aspects of the computer mystique: Each-research

study is briefly described below.

- THE COMPUTER ,LITERACY FIELD° STUDY

A major objec:tive of this*study was the explication and measurement

'of the,concept of. computer literacy. Tests-of computer knowledge were

devised in five areas: (1) computer hardware,-(2) softwareand data

yrocessing, (3) programming and.algorithms, (4) applications of computers',

and (5) impact ,of-computers. Attitude,scales were constructed, in.eight

, areas: computer enjoyment computer anxiety, computer self-efficacy,

-male seX4typing ofthecomputer,:intensity of concern for computer

policieS educational use of computers,social valueS; and technical

values. These tests .and attitude scales
. are described along with infor-

mation On the relfability and'validity of these measures in a report by

AndersOn (1979b) .

METHOD

4i

The tests'and'scales described above were administered to a sample

secondarY Students (grades 7thi'ough 12) `in:Minnesota

fall of 1978. The sample was drawn by creating a list of knoWn high

schoO1 courses incorporating instruction either...aboUtcomputers orvith"

computers This list was developed by-first surveying all Minnesota

teCondaryschool teachers in mathematics, science or business eduCation.
.

The :,questionnaire asked Whethe'r not computer- related
;,)

courses, and if so, what they:taught from the responses of 3,575. teachers.

Weldentified 2,66a-*co es'involVing ins ctiOnal The'courses.-..
. ..

.

'wereassif4d into the f011owingicitgories.: (1) use of computer as

an inStrUctiona (10 only, (2) **ter programMing,instructiOn,
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(3) instruction in the application of and the implications of computers

without programming instruction, (4) instruction in both programmingand

applications/implications, and (5) miscellaneous. Courses falling into

the first four categories above were further stratified into junior or

senior grade level. From each of these eight strata an equal number of

courses were randomly sampled with, the restriction that a teacher could
. .

be drawn only once. The teachers ofthe courses sampled were asked to-

administer the tests at the beginning of their course or unit of study

and again at. the end of the instructional period. Further methodological

details are contained in earlier reports (Anderson et al,, 1979a; 1979b).

Included in the cotputer literacy test on computer inpact were

three questions.that are relevant to the computer mystique;;. These

questions, along with the districtulon of responses, are shown in Table 1.

he llth grade distributiOns are given separately so as to,compare them

tO tilnorms of the 1979 Minnesota Statewide Assessment of Ilth graders.

This.Statewide assessment.ts a two-stage, stratifiedyandOttatple of

h grade students. A quick cotparison of-the 11 graders from the

-twostudigs shows that the response distributions are very close even

though the students in the 'Computer Literacy Field Study were somewhat

unique in that most students were entering a computer-related course

at the time they were tested. A number of these courses were, in fact,o

elective and/or advanced courses; The cl6Se timilaritY Of the

butions of 11th grade:studeniOn the two sets of data suggests that

the Field Stidy:tample J.*nonetthe7less a representative sample of

high school students in .Mihriesota.

The:three questions pertaining to the computer mystique were, com-.

bined to produce a more reliable measure. Since the correct anti/ter to



-Table 1
.."

'STUDENT RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE:COMOUTER.MYSTIQUE

4%flinn.':St4tewide

The Computer Literacy Assessment. of 11th.
Field Study (N=1401) Graders (N=2535)

Question

Computers help people-.- _

Make iiecisions by pro -

viding correct answers

to Any questions.

Computers'help people

make decisions: by telling

them if their problem is .

iMiiortant.,

,. . . .

Response 11th Grade Only -Grades 7 ,,12,

True 47% 52%., 43%

False* 39 ':;31 '42:'

;Don't know. .
. 14 : '.-:,17 .15

100 100 100

Computers are able to

thinkAn every way just ..

like people. ,

:

(162) (1401)
:. (2535)

True 18

False* 53

Don't know 29

100
(162)

True 10

False* 80

DoW.t know 10

,:100'. 100

-..

Some computers know jOtt -True

False*

DoW,t knew

abobt everything.

-T2

13

-74

13

100
(2535).

:Some cOrtputer.t have good True

and.. bad feelingS just .

like people. Do.rilt know'

42

41

17

100
(2535)

* Correct:Response

11- '

66

:23

100

(2535)

14,E
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each question is "false," 'the number of ."true! answers was :.summed .tr get

t"score-on coMputertlyttique ranging from 6;(no mystique) to 3.1thighest.
d'

,.

_ . .

mystique). The coefficient'of reliability 1j,ing CrenbacWt

found to be .56 for the pre7term testing and .62 for the :'post -term test-

ing,1indicating acceptable internal consistency. A :larger.; more robust

test of computer mystique would be desirable,. but ,.thit analysisAndjcates.

that cautious use Of this limited measure :Ls warranted.

Jh 'order to'tett the hypothesis that one's computer mystique
. .

not solely a function of one's edutation, knoWledg6,, and exposure,

regression analysis was performed with computer mystique as the ,dependent

variable and yam of knowledge; att0i4inal- and backg. mind variables

aS' Predictors. An index of prior.com utel;;.eXpoture was ccjnstructed by

giving a weight of ,"2" for programmin experience; a w ight of "1" for

Rxperience in running but not programming computer progr6Ms; and no

prior experience was coded "O.' The construction of the remaining in-

dicatoit is described in detail in Anderson et al. (1979b)

RESULTS

Both Tables 1s and 2 depict a substantial level of computer mystique

among the high School students in our sample: As many as 52% show

-
evidence of a mystique in their answer to the first question, "Computers

help people make decisions by providing correct answers to any question,"

for example. In total, 64%, give one or more mystique related, responses

to the questions at,the testing prior.to instruction and 56% give one or

more mystique related .responses at theftesting following instruction

(Table 2). While it may be argued that the questions used to measure

the mystique are ambiguous and therefOre not valid, each item had very

high 'discrimination (X di scriminati6n of 58Z). when comparing the upper
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Table

COMPUTER MYST*E.AT PRETEST'AND POST
COMPUTER LITERACY FIELD STUDY -(N=1131)*'

Pre term Testing Post term, Testing

Computer 3 (Hi gh ) 8% 5%
Mystique

2 (Medium) 20 16'

1 .(Low) 35 3

(None) 36 44

TO-td(

*The sample vas,. redilced from 1401 to. 11061 at post ...tertil.testing
because students were abSent, 'had .dropped. class, quit.IyChool or
the OOurse.had been restrUCtured:,to:lejiminate

7116d

(1106) (11.06)



quartile and.the':lower quartiles:171hose-whepenfOrm very well on all

of.the comP4erliteracy tests arelnuch. Moreli*Oly:to get theSe

orrect than those. performing VeryAorly on. all the tests!

As `Table 2:reveals, considerable 'reduction in compUterthYs#404

occu red preto.posttesting as .a result of-instruction. Apparently,

cOmpu er-reTated-instruCtion-, as a whole, produces a reductioh-16 students'

tendencies" -to- to the myths implici ;in our measure: of mystique..'.

While claSsrood instruction, student maturation (as indicated by;i.

grade level-), and greater *nowledge of conipbter-related matters,

Predict lower levels_ of computer mystique (see Table "B), :prior computer
= ':'i'1.°,

. .

,

exposure does not The stepwise regression summarized in Tab10 rejected

prior computer exposure due to. its. insignificaht contributio'n40explained

Variance: Apparently mere-exposure:to computing,' an. accompanying

increase in computer literacy, does little or:nothing-to.change the

. computer, mystique. One might assume that the effect of expoSure is

small'.: because few students had been exposed to computers. This is not

the, case hoWever because 54% .of 'the students in,the sample claiMed

have run programs on.the,computei- and 20%Andicated that they haelwritten'

computer programs, Despite this relativeIY,:high,leve.f.priorexper,

iiehce,.it:produce'crho effect,in prediCting CompOter mYtiqueonce

knowledge, grade, and'attitude effects had already-been.takeft_o4(

,
Three computer literacyiknowled6e:,..tests:: applicationS',_ programming'

lgorithms, and software/data processing,, each explain a significaht
A 4^

amount of ,the variance in the level of .computer mystique. These contriz-
,

butions to explai.ned variance are represented by the BETA weights, the

standardized 'b coefficient's in the regression equation. It is note-

worthy that the test of "knowledge of computer applications" pkiduCed

.15



REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF-. PREDICTORS OF COMPUTER

MYSTIQUE.AMONG MINNESOTA SECONDARY STUDENTS (11.1106

Independent Variable 4-
Zera.,Order

Correlation

. Knowledge.of computer applications -.33

Grade (7-12)

Humanistic Val ue Orientation

. Attitude toward educational comPuting

. Mare stereotyping of computer.

Knowledge of programming and
al gori thums

Knowledge of software and data
processing .

Educatio9a1 Aspiration

12'.= .41; R2 = .17

.* Beta values significant at le*

+. Variables dropped from the regreSslOn
'(1)..prior computer exposure
12)-sex

.. (3) computer :efficacy

(4) compdter anxiety
(5) computer enjoyment..
(6), technological value orientation
(7) .knowledge of computer .hardware

,equation- include
.
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.

.the _greatest iMPact. The teSt_of. "knowledge_of_computer-implications"

might have prodked the greatest' effect, but that test was omitted from

th8 analysis because the items used to'donstruct the test Of Computer

- 12 -

mystitfue were al So uSed. in the,comPuter impact test. It 'suggests that

if one is designing instructional programs tO reduceliiisconCeptibnsD'
about compbter capabilities that the application of computers should be

a major content focus'. Understanding of programming and algorithms also

contributes to Tower mystique, but understanding of software and data
.1

proCessing" has ;a reverse' effect. While the superficial, zero order

correlation of software/data processing knowledge with computer mystique

is negative, the. BETA value is positive. This reversal -could result:.
from Software knowledge being a:significant predictor of knowledge in

one of the-other areas. The positive relationship betWeen knowledge and

mystique isparticularly interesting in that it Seems to support the

notion that "a little.knowledge is a dangerous thing 1. It al so i s_ con-
, 0 -

sistent with qpr original hypothesis that support for the computer

mystique is not just a matter of being uninformed but is also a reflection

_;of cultural meanings. Am*YmbOls.:. Mhatever_the explanation, this patter(

6.r.relatIonshipS deserves further ratiOn.
.)

One. of, .the more interesting indings `analysis are thetpOs-
,.

effects of e st eotyPing of -the computer" and the.hegative.'

effects. of "humanistic 'value .orientation. " The'rnal e Stereotyping Scale

is 42ased.:Upon a Sei-qeS;Jof questions. Concernipg:the appropriateness of

computer Work for both:.sOxes:- Apparently the-tPPOencY:t9' believe in

the'maTe mystique and the computer' mysti0e.are 1 inked. PpSsibly the

link .might be the inClinatjon. to accept ',outside at.ithbrities-.

-

lerpr
etatiOn is notincOnsistent-with the finding regarding humanistic
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_ ori entati on-however .2,-Hi.gher-1 evel s-of- computer-mystique-are-found

among tneseWho,place relatively less value on the following: freedom,
g

world peace, privacy,' love and friendship, and self respect. Those who
.

!

deem-these humanistitvalues to be relatively unimportant might well
. . .

seek sol'utions.outSide.of theMselves and hence accept external authorities.

One element of.. he 'Computer mystique, At should be remembered, As.Un7

crititaLacceptance of the computer as an authority.ormdecision maker.

Most oftheyariablesthat:Were rejected from the stepwise regression

analysis were affective or attitudinal scales.. Those who believe in the

computer mystique are not particularly positive or negative in their .

m
feelings about computers. The one exception is with "attitude -toward

educational computing,' and An this case the computer mystique and a

positive. attitude otcurAogether The, scale on attitude. tOwarcredUca.,

tional:Comput'ing contains items that are more Prescriptive than the.

other stales;:e.g.., whether or not students shouldtake'COMputer courses.

T' This suggests-that those subscribing to thecomputer mystique may possiblY

see the computer as a "necessary evil." Perhaps they see it as normative

.and, hence, something-to be familiar with even though they' :don't enjoy

personally.

Taken 4.s:::4';:miloTe.;. the Computer Literacy. Field Study data support
. _

the hypothesis that.tbe computer:MystiqUe cais caused by more thanillit-
.

.
.

',-;.ered j u+ifamili a.ri ty Values, attitudes,;.:and undekstand14are.all

necessary to.atcOUnt for,VariatidrisJ!-(acceptance of the computer

Exaggerationof computer, power is:linked in very complex

ways to peoples:' feelings and bellets:
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THE COMPUTER LITERACY EXPERIMENT

This study was designed to investigate the impact of a brief computer

based education (CBE) experience on the attitudes, beliefs, and know- 4

ledge-of different types of students.. .CBE refers to the'administration

of a complete course unit via a computer terminal that delivers content,

provides exercise , and tests the students (Bailey, 1979). Our strat-

egy in design g a CBE unit for the experiment was to, modify of typical

classroom computer simulation reducing it ,to a self-contal ed unit that

can be administered without teacher intervention in a 20-'30 minute

period. A Huntington II program called POLUT was reconstructed and-pro-

grammed for the APPLE II microcomputer with high resolution graphics on
o

a color TV monitor. The unit began as-a tutorial, presenting textual

material on water pollution and the impact of sewage dumping on dissolved

oxygen. The program then tested the student 'briefly before going on

to.simulate and-present graphs of the process of the, re-equilibrium of

dissolved oxygen after sewage is dumped under various conditions. The

last section of the unit contained a "game-like" exercise in which the

student is to findspe largest sewage dumping rate, or the highest water

temperature, that will not kill the fish. To'get the answer the stud

must repeatedly re-run the simulation making progressivelY- better

guesses or estimates. After running the program, the student completed_

a paper and pencil test on the material.-

EXPERIM6TAL DESIGNk

A two; by two fact4a1 design was used tojntroduce:twe'treatments

a planned'malfunction and enriched displaY Slightly more than ysub,

jects were randomly assfgnedto each of the'fOur

t,
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.7-treatmentHcontisied-of-TsystemTfailure'aboui two-thirds. of the way

through the lesson. At the,predetermined time, jut-E. after a;t\tudent

had 'entered:a number in response to a question froM: the comPUter, thee.
.

screen. was blanked out for two secorids. Ne Xt ,random characters were

. printed along ..the -.bottom. and the:top of.the screen. after whiCh'the screen.,

blanked out except for a flashing cUrsor. Atthis-.0.oint the

"computer would not to ant-entry ,on Tthe keyboard except, a secret

code which only the assistantAnew.; Nhen the student called for assist.H.

ance from the assistant, he looked surprised and went over to try:

-

help the .student subject at that point the assistant said':: "I don'ts', .ae

know' what happened but I think I can back to where you left off..11
.

.

The assistant then rapidly typed several _keys,. While TOoking-baCk and

.forth from the screen to the keyboard:- He eventually enter00- secret:

code. and the',programmedTlesson resumed, The assistant then
.

this :where yOU left off ?" The student responded and then with

,-the computer unit.

The enriched display treatment contained three feaures to increase
,

the communicability of the program. The enriched features were

(1) Animation with a little fish Wimming across the top of the,tcreen

during the simulation of dissolved oxygen. change. Whenever the:dissolved
. .

oxygen Went below the .danger level, the Moving fish .stopped and turned

into a skeleton. (2) 'A multicolor mosaic was drawn on the video,'screen

by the computer*atthe very begfngitib of the session., The drawing' took

30 seconds to complete and the pollutioirtutorial began immediately

after the.draWing was Completed: (3) color was sed to differentiate

lines in graphs when two lines were displayed simultaneously: This

feature was used-in,two-displOs about'lilidway through the :lesson:

-155
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, The- subjects were students at,a Minneapolis high school which Was:.

'selected in part-because it contained a particularly broad representa7

tion of social gf!oups; race and socio-economic status groups. ,,The

mple of 340- subjects was obtained as follows: ' a list of,all 9th'and

11th grade student was first compile4-subjeCts were then randomly drawn

frorri thesetWo':liSts-sO as .to, produce approximately equal divisions -Oh.
. , .

.Sex as,'Well as.:rade..-. Table 4.. demonstrates thatthiS objective was
H ..

.aChieved-.
.

40-

:,..The.:experiMent was set. uP in the .school 's formercorriputer

Dividers were placed between the four APPLE II computer systems that

were used to simul= taneously administer the -CBE unit. Students were Called

out
-

'of:class -.four at z time:3D partlCipate:in.:the7:Study, ..With- pre and

posttesting the entire session tdok,slightly less 601::60,..flour on the

eTrage, ,The collection of data was 'completed over a two-month_period

in the spring of 1979.

4NDICAgORS

In addition to the' MalfunctiOn and Enriched:Display.treatMent.-

variables_ the' following
,

-Indicators were created from the pre and post

10estionnairs, ' '74

Prior exposure to computers. An indeX was created frOrrithe fellow

ing three questions

<

I have used, computers i in
this' es tionA

) k".have taken. a course abOut,compqters (45% answered
'yes.').

have written computer, prOrams:. (.47% answered 'yes..?")

A "yes" response to any two of the three questions constituted "high

exposure. while, all others were''ccinSidered 'low, exposure. ". .pattern
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Table

DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE MAJORCOVARIATES:
SEX, GRADE, AND COMPUTER EXPOSURE

Sez= Gt..ade HPPior. E)posure ,to COmputert,;.

-54
9th '49% ' Low 57%.

47% -11 0 51 High 43

100% 100% 100%.



."0.res0Onses°46:thesetifrie qUestiont was tested for unidiMensionalitY.

and cumulativeness by perfkrming-a Guttman(scalef,analysis. An unusUally

high'fit-betWeen the-MbdeKia'xd-the data hid? found; the three'questions

ftoduced a coe\fficientOrrOrOdUctibility of 95 and a coefficient-O.::

ttalability of ,.83. As reported in Table 4, there'were.43% classified4-5

as "high exposure." . Almost all of these students (98%) said they,had

writterCcompuier:TrOOms and-only.5%.:of those: classified as` "Tow

exposure" said they-* written.. rograms. JhUtOelf-reported pro-

gramming experience isthe priMary.:67t0if the exPOsUrendex. The
r, A

level, of, exposure is slightly higher among our subjects thanthe average

MinnesOta-high.:sehoot.:J4eitatewide assessment mentioned earlier,

'fOund-35% of all MinnesotaTllth'gr4de students claiming to haMewrJttVh:,

computer Programs:. "Thusthe level of expOSure sa4lej ,only'
. .

slightly higfiethan the state,aYerage and both tWekperiende'di:and::,

unexperien*;Are well represented AIMOSt,;all prior exposUre.to computers;

'ha0:_been via teletypes to...reipte type-:sharingtysteMs. .TWo students,had:.

previouslY used theAPPLEI system and these stUdentsmaere.drOppecfrOm

our analysts:

Computer Rytique., additional item was added to the three items used

n thb Computer Literacy Field Study to measure the computer mystique.

This item is the last one listed in Table 5. Again the incorrect-res-
.

ponses to thitemswera added to ther toprodUcee scale SCOre:: The

reliability of thisStore, as meat r d.py Cronbach'SAlpha coefficient;

was .62, which is quite respeCtable and a slight improvement over the.

measure used in the
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ta

COLLEGE AND SECONDARY STUDENT RESPONSES RELEVENTTO'ThE COMPUTER MYSTIQUE ' f

. 0',

?..',- .: - ,::

College. Computer 'Secondary (9th & llthi
.

..`Question--.!Question
,

...-Computers' help. people

makededislOns

yidinw.cOrrect-OnS.Wers

any question:

Science Students Grade) Students .°'.

h

(NF137) Pre . Post

ii:92;

85.

Don't know
6,

100:i
(1 37).

, .

55% 8:t

y
29 33'

'16' 11

X oo 100
(340_ (340)

C6mputers",helO:peo016 .True'`}
make 4660f6803Ytelling_ 'False*

them: if their problem ,is' Doet know,

NZ]

PComputers,are'ahle4O:

think in.every way jUst-.

Aikepeo0i.

,4.

Some computers have good True, 2
OJ

and bad feelfngs like False 93

PqQ01e. t' DOn't know .5

.(0.7)

9.
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`:.Computer Awareness. Ten items were selected from the computer literacy

tests used in the Field Study: Questions With relatively low difficulty

Were selected-to- determine if learning_about computers might occur from

a
,

relatively ,bri ef exposure to a CBE unit . Thei- rel iabi 1 ity (Cronbach' s

alpha) on the awareness test was .63 at pretest. The average-perfor-

mance on the computer awarenes_test wax5.59 (out of 111---Possiblie) correct

at pretest and ,5.68 correct after the exposure to the cOmputer

Locu_of-Control.' Eight items were, elected from the. NoWicki-Strickland

(1973)-test of internal (vs external) locus of control. Tfre items are

scored 'in the direction of 'greater internality; i.e., higher scores.

represent a higher likelihood of attributing events to sourc s internal

to the lildividual. The reliability (Cronbach"s .A1Pha) of this eight

item sca.,le was ;,59 and this attribute was measured at pretest only,.

RESULTS

The mean.level of computer mystiqn was -0.9 before and

the exposure to the half,hour CBE science learning,unit. The increment

in computer, mystique was .15, which according to t-test is-significant
, ;

at the .001? level. AS illustrated in Figure 1, 'Subjects'

levels of :computer mystique were negatiVely correlated with .prior ;computer

expoSure,'Selfrf-reported school grades, educational' asp4rations, and
0:

computer awareness. In addition, females.; and 9th graders 'weYe7slightly

more likelY,,to express the' cOmputer mystique than= males and llth graders,

although the differences -on sex and grade are not statistically sigkificant

and thus :eould easily be due to chance.

A fiye-wa.Y analysis of variance on the change in computer mystique

from,pretest to post-test was computed in order to examin&the simul-.

taneous effects of the treatment variables (nip:function and enriched

4:
160
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Figure 1

CORRELATES OF- COMPUTER MYSTIQUE

Before the experiment computer- mystique was higher for ose .who have

the following characteristies:

= female (vs: maid)

.
.

9th-gradqr (vs. `11th grader)

low. pri0:-Coriiputer. exposure*

low GPA **

lolw educational aspirations **

hi h "computer' enjoyment"

computer aWareness.

Signif. at .05 level "'

Signif. at .01.160

Alo
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display) and sex, grade, andprior -Computer exposure. The only,signifi-
,

cant (.01 ) level) 'Main effect was 'prier. computer :'exposure and the!;,"...
significant interaction' was between" sex and grade. Table. gives the

mean change in computer mystique_by sex and ,gradeir911igiide- males and

llth grade females experience relatiyely large increased in computer

-mystique whereas 9th grade females and 11th gra-de males experience

essentially no change. A dummy variable was constructed to represent

this complex interaction term and 'it, along with anumber of pther var-

iables, was includethin a regression analysis prediclOing the post-test

computer mystique,(see Table 7). OnCe the effect of the pretest level of

computer mystique was taken out, only computer awareness and the sex .by

grade interaction term were significant predictors of post,test mystique.
.

Prior computer 'exposure, Locus of' contrOl"; sei f-rePOrted grades, and

,-:eduCational.aspiration all failed to .produce sign ficant .effects`.. Appar-

ently:th6 effect;of ,pri oar. co 11t9rexitsUre was ale fferential
, I

omputer 'awareness` becaUst once computer awareness entered.the regression

eqUation,'-expOsure no longer explained a significant amoun.of variance

tireomputer Mystique '(posf-test)..

Whilejthe -Kantied. Ilialfunct ion did not resultt
e

in,any

computer mystique, a persan's level of, computer, mystique maYaffeot,his/her.

reaction to malfunction. After.the comp.uterrexerCise:Was over, sub,r,

JeC*5:were. asked i they experienced, a mat-function or breakdown: -Table

T140 tS e1 responses to this question and shows that, for the most

'Part, . Subjects perceived the Situation the way it was planned. , However,

. it:is interesting. to note that 10% of those exposed' to a .breakdown did

note perceive it as such; and a' few, (3%) who Were:.not exposed actually

thought they were, -

..;
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Table 7

PERCENT OF SUBJECTS' PERCEIVNG A BREAXDOWN (Q 9)*



Tabl-e
I

gTMULTIPLE REGRES. ON RESULDS.:* p Einci-leK OF
COMPUTER MISTIQOE" (N.313) ':-.ATIAB STUDY POSTTEST

Zero-Order
Correlations

4+. VarIables dropped from model due to insignificant effects include:
sex, grade, prior computer, exposure, locus of control, malfunction
treatment,-enriched display, GPA, and educational 'aspirations.

Signif. at level
Signif. at .01 level
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Subi -.ts were also asked-what they" thought-caused the breakdown:
Ai,

the computer sYstem,- themsel yes, or 'both the computer: and themsel veS.. Of

those yerceiving the Occurrence .of a malfunction, 42% blamedthtmselves;

26% blamed the computer; and 32% said it was .both :.i.- Those subjects

receiving the enriched display treatment were7-
,
more likely (49%) to blame

themselves, than those not giveh.the'enriched display (35%).., Table 9

repOrts theSe data and;'.41so shows ,,that one's level of coMpUter mystique.

magnifies the effeCtOfl-the enri'ch'ed cOnditiOn. ThOse exposedIto the :_. ;'t
enriched° condition and also high in compuer mystique are'mare ,likely to

bl6Me "self"- than are those low on ,,,computer mystique (GamFria =. .22).

. An 'Opposite relationship (Gamma'. -;20) exists for thoSe not receiving.

an enriched display treatmenttrea.___

DISCUSSION

The results of till's experiment show that not only 'is the computer

mystique not just a/riAtOr of ignorance but that a very brief exposure.

to .;a computer activity can magnify the mythology 6nderlying. this mystiqu,--

Whereas's orie--wo-uld expect exposure.tO technology to reduce misguided

beliefs, we\,have found an instance where it dpes just the opposite.
\

,.Obviously we\must look more closely at the situation. The haTdware

used i5 rolattvely neW and-allows one to product impressi,ve displays,;
, .but when we,,erfriched the display, even more by a.ciding dnimatiorj, computer.'

art,, and more color, ttvise,-did not result.ln a,greater gain in computer'
7.4-*

mystique. Thus source of effects probably does not reside in the..
. .

,.:machine itself but resides in the mecliium; i.e., the way information" is
.

communi§ated and the way interaction is structured. In the',,tradition

of comp'uter..based beducaion (CBE), the CO ter subsstituteS fo r. a

tt!acher, .eVeri.,,ironlY for a few minutes... The CBE program not only



.
... . . . .:

ATTRIBUTION. OF 'BLAME .FOR'BREAKDOWN.-.BP .COMPUTFR
. MYSTIQUE. AND 01. .

EXPOSEDENRICHED DISPLAY .FOR :THOSE .'TO PLANNED.MALFUNCTIQN .(N 160.)
, ..

`Attribtifion tompUte'r, or both
of Breakdown t

, .

Mystique

,ow
... ,

59% 68%

1 32 ,.

100 100
(29) (50)

Ffied Di s01 a.y.'701t1y,:".

Nlyst q (16

High



supplies inferMatiOstructures the'floW.of interaCtiOd; As such

the CBE program acts as -a control System'and bY defauTt appears to take

on the:authOriti.of the human teacher: Not all CBE prOgraMs exert. as

muth:power over the:sequence of learning,asourPOUT program. For inH.

.stance, `our 06gra6,0ever aSked the.ttudentJf he /she wanted to stop and
.

read up on related topics before continuing.

,CBE is often highly structured in order to maximize efficiency. As

such it may produce meta communications that:imOly control. For instance,
_ /. .,,

: ,4 :,
.

_ ..
the'lacL of a choice to exit frOM a7progra6 implieslhe meta-coMmUni h

iiiessage."You.:fiaye to go on:" TheseJnteractiorr:mechanismt. ma;y,

students, ar at leastme of them, to attribdteiauthoritY and

the computer sySteM-beYond it 4ctualpOWer... ,OverextehdinganOther

authOrity,, esoeciallylf thatother'S authority is.ambigUoUS:.,:maY.w01
.

result i:rvanexajgeraticin.af his/herfits-qa*Ifities;-5tUdIeSW
.

"-Chi tdren!s.'perception.0'authority: have -found, acceptande) of.T.:.piqb12i c.-auihOr- :
.

. us, . ,
_,..

:Aties.e.g., president:;:paliCemanndtpaCherto Occur.Welrbefore..adaes,

cense. (EastorrandDennis 1969). -Not only .is*-there':ecOptatite.Alut...a,

sense of respect d legitimation which'i's Tearned-in role relationships

ihvolvingauthority "figurpS." The ability to differentiate legitimate

from illegitimate authorities is a skill .which requires Considerable

time and -e4erience..::. Consequently; we should .note e surprised that some

:have'difficultY making Suchjudments in t
t

auporityjsuChaS a computer system.

The responses: we fO-und in connec'tton with
.

ambiguous

-A

ibutions of blame f r

thejmalfOncion Tend support for our.sUppatitionthat'acCeptahCe Of.
_

_- . ..,

.. .
. .

.

,

authority and commitment. to the computer mystigUe:go hand in4fand: .The..-.,..
ii'. ..

,.

Students who, Were exposed to the enriched SysteM:apparently.were 's
..,,.



,

impressed by the pOwer of the system 'that, they chbSe to trust the compUter.-,-

more than themseles,. In'the,face of uncertainty,. their attribution

blame to themselves`? was implicitlysan acknowledgement-of the computer'

superiority in the situation. Such 'acknOwledgementS constitute', the,

fundamental basis for ,the emergence df authority.,,

CONCLOSIOiuS,

The computer myStique is an orientation to computers that is fouhded

in false beliefs about the capabil ity of :'-the computer or a paitiC6lar

computer

COMputer

system. The data from the Computer Literacy ,Field Stud dArand the

Literacy Laboratory ExperiMent togethersubstantia.te.the cfeasi

bi 1 ity of measuring the subtle beliefs and feel ings assoccia4ed wath the

computer mystique. Our indicators ox.tho mystique are diffuse and_not

speci fie; to part) :computer systems SUbsequent research

expand this assesSiiieptif,the comPUtdp mystique, particularly w

:to specific information systems.

The test results from over .1,000' Minnesota high schOol studen

support our oviginal hypothesis that the Computer mystique is mode tha

illiteracy..and ignorance. The data:c y show that the computer__

mystique as linked to iniportant val iies ttitudess in' domain-s other than

computing .

The laboratory exPeritlient designed to study the social -impact of

Computer Based EduCation (C8y) disclosed that a mere 15-30 minutes of a

CBE learning- activity can magnify the mythology central to'othe computer

mystique. While students 'obviously learn a. great deal from CBE, we

found an instance where they unintendedly..:learned misconceptions about

the,medium that delivered the instruction:..
Thest:findingS should' not be construed as a univers.al' indictment

169



of the use of computers: in education The Compker Literacy Field Stufly

,'Jpiind that the comiikiter mystique among students' decl ined during the- per-,

$of the computer' cl asses' they; were ta,ki,ng.. Consequently;. the typical

-.'mode,df .cOMpUter' uti 1 i zatiQn i n :fidutati on appears to' reduee the

computer mystique.

haVe reported here al l seems to suggest ttrat computer
. .

literacy (knowledge), ik the' beSt inssultqtion against the computer mystique..

every CBE system there is an impl :fed control system which may

indirectly foster the tompiiter-justjstue:...-,Des,i,gners ,OBE:sy.stems

would do well to be more cognizant of theAmpl icit social assumptions

embedded within these .systeMs.

This empirical effort has,' 1 ed us into a conceptual arena that; we

not i nitially 'foresee. The ke glit7. which has emerged from the

da ta is the intimacy of the connecti=on between- an exaggerated

the computer and an orientation toward authority: Several facets of the

aythority orientgtion 'deserve further attention... One is' the ability t

differentiate legitimate from i 1 1 egi timate authorities. Aqother is

acceptance and trust of authority. These-facets of authority appearto .

b"6.-most clOsely'rel 'E'6d15tb.....the attribution of pOWef.^and- blame to rridn and
,.,, :.);=;;,,-,,

.,,

ma dill ne.
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"A-SURVEY ABOUT EDUCATION AND- COMPUTING"



'A.-SURVEY ABOUT EDUCATION AND -COMPUTERS'.

page ,l.': To be completed 'by aWteachers.

1. Dittrict Name!andNumber°

. Grade levels that you teach. Circle all that

7 Et '9 10's 11

Areas in which youare teaching. Check all
that apply.:

matheniatics .1.
science
compbter science
business education
data- :processing

other (please iricli_C;ate)

other (pletse indicate)

5. Haveyou received training (through cellege
coursesii, workshops, self=learning) abr.&
CornPuOts 9r computer use in education?;

In 'your school how many computer keyboard
terminals or computers are available ,for

A ,
stuaent use? Circle the one that applies.

0 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 8 9 10+ don't know.

. Is. a compUter terminal available for use.with
your classes?

yes t

4no,%

yes., anytime = I ,need sit

yes; some of the time
no

don't know

Does your school have a 'student
;club?

yeS
no
don!qt knewL.'

Number of years (including current
year) you have been teaching':

If yet clieck each area that applies:

commiter use in your discioline
business data processing
-computer. programing
survey of computer's in education
computer science,' r
other (please indfcate),..":-,..

* * * * * * * *, -*, * *

school

0: Number of years (incliiding current school
year) you' -have been using or teaching
about the 'computer, in your classrocim.
Circle the, .one that applies.

0 1 2- 3 .4 6 7^r---£1.-.9 10 11 12 13+

. Your sex: 'female

male
* * z*, *

46,J0pase read;eackseatemeri67',and.,circlethe:humber
7.7on the scale that.best.rePresents yo;ir

:

ie

12.. Every secondary school studeritshould have someminimal
understanding of car.p-nters...! . . . . . .,..

J3. Every secondary school ttudent Should be 'able .too write
a simPle program. . . . .

14. 'Every. Secondary school
:role that computers

student shGuld learn about -the
ay in our, so'c ,etp ..... . . .

15. My training has 'ad tately ecrui pc'd Me. to 414:deci SIO.ns

about using Coput in my teaching.. .

16. _The effort neces:SarY to':int rate computers'.into
teaching .is an inefficient u e of iny'time. .

17. Computers can be a useful instructional aid ;in many.
subject areas other don mathematics. . . .. . .

..1B. Computers provi'de more di sadvantacies" than advantages

in education. . '
* * * , * *, * * * * *

,

The second page of Oil s questionnaire.i's to be filled out only by these teachers ho use the
computer or teach about cqmputdr-related topiCs. If you do ,riot todch about or with computers,
please fold the questionnaire so that the t!F.CC address and postage permit are, visible, staply
it, and mail It.' t.'

.

,
.) Thank. you, for your ,hclp.,,*1 75 '.



.,Pee 2. -To b- corrileted .14 teachers' who teach about ors.,with;ornputers.i.

I. Below is 'a list:of different_yays that teaChers :use or:teach' about E.bmpliters. In the spaces
prOvided (columns 1-6), pleate the .courses yOu 'teach that involve.c,Rm pliters and check all
cate'grries that apply.' °The'example.at the left illustrates how a teacher rho is, teaching two
.sections *of4eneral-ilkthi grade 9; Where the com rpute.is use..cfot..cal.platitin, and. one
of Socil-,Problems, grades 11-12, Whichyineltides oinputers cfn society, would
complete this form. .4

0"-'_

EXA ripts .; YOUR .COURSES

.GADE:. LEVEL (-SI

NUMBER OFSECTIONS.
w .

COVRSE 'TZT1.'E

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
t..-as a Calculator

X rut, simulations.... . .
student instruCti6nal games ...,...'.::. . ..

.,student leisure:time. aetivity.::........
student Problem solving
drill students " in math, spelling, etc..
as a tutor (teaching specific content)
demonstrate 'Conceptt
score. teacher-developed tests ..,
instrulcfpnal n-anagement ....:......'
material generatiOn (test or. worksheet)
informe,tion retrieval (e.g., MO'S, "GIS)

,

,--::

.

%
,Student analysis of data ....-;.... ... . .

teach electronics ..... .. . . .. . ........e.
teach programming ..... ....:..''.. ::......
teach computertermi operatian .
teach data proCessing rocedures
teach hardware and Software _concepts .
teach history of computers .. .. ... ....

how computers -are applied :.-:.:.
teach 'aboue,computer careers
teach about role and impact of

computers in society ... : ...... .....

..4..
. ..

.

. , r 6 '4;
/,' ..:y AIL 4

,:teach
:-'

o,

If your students use a compiter,whi.ch-mode of .input do they use?' (Cheq t \apply.)
keyboard terminals punchs:cards mark sense cards paper tape .magnetic tape

* * * * * *^ * * * * * * * * * * i * * * * * * -11 * * * ' * * * * * * * *
. .

To hal p us identify teachers who are using different approaches, we need your name:
. @

Your Name (pleas print)

We neecL to identify t chers inJorder to select a sample to participate:in the next phase of thestudy. Teacher who ar ee to partiCipatrkfUrther will fie asked to provide u5 with wore a.n forma t on. in add i ti , they 1.111. be: :ed to use tothoU ter. literacy tests developed to meas.ure:chan.jes in their student ' attitudes, ow edge, and skills: In this way, cat' gain moreinsight into the effects various ap roaches .of i c"-i-nntrodug-computers'Into the 'CurriculUm, andthen develop lappropriate nrfterials or eachers;

.Thank .you for taking your Valuable tirrec.tb complete this questionnaire:- NOli.,khero'ccmes the easypart - -just -fold, staple, and drop it in the

..Thanks again. 176
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anie qplease print)

Dear StUdent:-

14e would' appneciate.gour, help.by,havirig. you answer the questions
in this boil 1.0t. ,There.'are two parts: the first part asks for
your opiiiiont-:#d attitudes and the second part is a test of,:your.
knowledge about computers.- Keep in mindAhat in the:.fi.rst part.
(the attitudeqUestions)- there are answers:,z wrong
answers; ° just slect the answer that best expressee'how youfeel.
In the second part. (the computer knowledge test) there may be-.
items .you have not yet Tearned. Just answer as manyjas you can
Keep in mind that the right arisweris the _best choice :.for each
question.



PART .1 ,"
0, - ,ist

r. DIRECTIONS Indicate how'MUch, o'r DISAGRECWitif each of tfie.-folloWIng
statements by . circling the approprite' letter. Circle -"a" if yb1,1 STRONGLY
DISAGREE .with tcie statement. Circle "b". if. you DISAGREE witit,the statement alittle. -:CirCle ",c".if-you are UNDECIDED aboutwhether you e4ree or disagree
with the statement. Circle "d" if-you.AGREE with the statement alittle.....Cirtle
"e" if you STRONGLY AGREE With the,statement:

an example, if you AGREE a little that cOmputers,aret.noisy*, then circle "d'"
as shovin beloW:,

Computer's are noisy

Or,-if ,-yeltiarelJNOECIDED about whether computers' are noisy,.-,circle "c"'as sjlown
below: .

CoMPiitersi

:Any questitms-, ask your teacher.

2. 4 Working,.with 'coMputer would: probably makeo
''me feel uneasy or tense., 'F.

I truld "very.
computer,

I would
courses........

...
-

the idea 'of taking co
... . .

7:: . I-eRjoY using computers in 'Myl'classeS

8. 'tialking..tgrbugh, a ,room fined:wits co r'
would make:Die feel uneasy .. t



'! :r?' 4

.

I feel uneasy,ighenll'iam with people who are
talking,about comPV4 .

'10'. I enjoy- workiniiiiiitit
IV -

1 feel confident about niy74a bi 1 to use
computers ....... ... ......

my guess' that I a.m. !Tot the' kind.of
, -person who works mel 1 w-ftti, computei--g%

1'
.On the whole,. I scopetope with computers,...in

my .daily ....
' -

I am able to work ith computers,
most others my

CoMputers are gaining;. too ,:much control
peop 1 e' s' lives i57:

.+!
.

),

:In general , females ,c,an dci list. as w
malesln computer

More females that males ha0,.the-,atili.ty to
become cOmOutti4peci al i sts

Using.tvitip4terc is_markfor maleVrthan -for.; c'female's, . ... . ....... . ......

1,

19. :Studyjng about co puters is just as important
for femate ..... . , ....

20. Men make, better scientists and engineers: h4n\
women do 44`

Falsifyitig information in computers is a
serious crime........... . . .....

tk

22 Access to Personal information in computerfi i s. a serious prob.1 em.

23.. Organizations should nat be allowed to 'create
. secret cOmpinlormation

rdiii9 people's personal
infiles containing detailed

lives; .. . . .. . .....

24. Because of computeriZed .infcirmatiOn..files, too
many' people.:have infOrmation aboatmother.
peop.le



To protect _people s prj vicy it is necessary to
have 'laws regarding computer files- that
contain personal- data..

;1=. Every secondary schOol student- should have
slime minimal understanding of computers..

27.- Every secondary school student should:be
to writea simpl e program. .'.

,
. 28, Ev,ery secondary. shool student shbul d-

about- the role that computers play in our
society 4 ir4

29. Computers cart Ge a useful instructional aid in
many subject areas other than mathematics

30. Cbmputer `provide more . ditadvantdge,s, than

ativant es in educatfon....:.....

d

- " `"t
DIRECTIONS Indicate whether you think l'each. stal 1 owl ng values is tyll ORTANT°,
IMPORTANT,---ti. .:EXTREMELY" I MPORTAMT by ci rcl I ne appropriate letter. Cfi rcl e "a1' i f

think the value S UNIMPORTANT. Cfrcl "b" i f You ;th'ihk value. IMPORTANT.Crkrrl -e "c" i f yau think it is EXTREMELY ORTAN? - ti

As an examplt , think saving money i is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT,
as -shown



36. Technological Advan4ment

37. Computerization.. . ..... ......
Effi ci ency ....... .. .
Love and.friendship.

DIRECTION K Be .-'are adjecIives that can be used to describe computers.
For each adjective circle the alternative which best expresses how you/feel
ab e computers. If you aren't sure-how you fell , circle "Undecided.'

example, if you feel that computers are every big, then circle as shown
here:

:not :bi g b. big
very,

b d. undecidedrg

computers are not big, ihert§.1rcle aslitiwii- here:
-t4772.

b ig c. very big' undeC'ided

Circle one liernailve, reach of the'eight aajctives.
I

COMPUTERS ARE':'!'

not personal.

not frustj,ating-

;e:

personal c . very personal unde ideds 4? 1

frustrating . very frustrailtig itojec..1 ed

'43.' .- not go .od good. c. veqf good- c,L12' undecided
....

44. n humanizing . humaniling c. very humanizing d.. undecided'
46..'. nO frdba I le .

-46. '. not, bad

47. a.. not impersonal b.

48. , a. not dehumanizing' b:
-.

.., , rc.

challenging ' very challenging undecided

bad c. '-ve d

i ersonal c . r, very i p'erSona

e LiMarifzing:" c ery dehumanizing d.,%..
:.. 4 , 7,- -, . ..,

4.-

-. - ..,
-is

undec4dedC\

...undecided

undecided
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PART II

DIRECTIONS: For each of,,the. following questions, circle fie letter,beside the,best artswer. If you dO not know the answer to a question; o not-` leave 'the, ;1,1item MIA; circle the letter beside "I don't know." U the don't knoW"
response as, little as posSible. Use the "I don't::know' e onse only when you
don't even have a guessabout the best answer. Do NOT leavg item blankthat you attempt; either circle the letter beside an answer LI don't know." .'"
1. Police- sometimes use computers to help identtify stolen cars.

a. true
b. fAI'r.se.
c.

.
knoW

MoSzt hospitals give inject,'
.:.3a, true

b. falS-es,,,
O. I clOn't know

_Computers. cannot be used.
.a. true'.
'b. ..fal,se

GoMpUtersare not+really.used very m

.true
'false

Governtenta of,fi ci si..uge. co
-tnfq-rtnat4on about,cittze

a. 'true'
.b. 'false

'I don't know

People often .Use c
to uSe:o.ver and ove

a. true
b. false

don !t

7. -CompUterS help pe4p
question.

uters to, store large -amounts of information they wish
again.

a..° -true'.
134'..: false;
c -I "acin t

0;,"<*;



8. 9mputers help people make decisions by tell ing';them if their prciblem is
Important..;

Computers have been fiseci'to m#Ice more,iriformatio and
-to: the consumer.

a. 'true
b. ,,,false
c.. I don' tknow

Computers are used' to",, comnii t: cr-; fries , especially ste(ng money and stealing
or falsifying igft-.tici,n.

a. true
b. fal se'`-
c. I don't know,

tion numbers passwgr4Ss`:are a ary mean's-for restricting
undesi accesst to c o m pu t e r fi lest.

a

e: 0,
p

fn't'etti)Catiofii',athyos results in ,less persdnal treatrtgrat of

[5'

PrI"vacy -is

a.
b. fal se
c. II -don t

I
14 'the ntreased use of computers in :our society both 'el imi

jobs.",- ''
' 'tque.

b. false
I ,don t know--.'

AlmoSt all lieople in our 'society are

true
b. false, "

don' t know e

saffetted in some W'ay:by computers-.



In order to use a computer you would have
the ,computer.

Pi

!faIse

c., don' t know..
. .1t

. Using computers can free olig..,to do-more
. to more dependence upon machines.

a. true: ,

b. fal.se

I don't, know-

crea.ti. ye

..

tasks, -bilt this may lead

1,9. In order to use any computer

a true
b. false
s. I don't know

'In:'7Order to. use

a. 'true.

b. false,

4 I donit know

21:- Computers Are not .goodjirbs task

a.' speed
b .accuragy
C. intuition
d. sOmith'ing` to be done -over and:Ott: a
e, I'dW-t know . .

22. If your charge',Laccount bill has an error,

,a. reakdpwn of the computer
b. . mistakes made by people(

poor desigh of the computer, " "':'
d gene-ral weaknesses of maChineS"
e. I don't know'

,9,;,-ie

e ain duty' of a Somputer 'programOefAt: toe:-

1

. operate 'a -.Computer

b.. prepare instr ions for a computer:.
S. schedule jobs. 70 a- computer

design computers
e.. I' don" know ,
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24. The Computer related job closest to that:of a typist is

a. computer operator
b. keypunch operator
c. systems: analyst
d. computer programmer
e. I don' t know

. 'Which of the following Persons is the most likely to
,; the design of 'computers?

a. keypunch operator
b. computer ,operator
c. computer programmer
d. computer scientist
e. I don't know

26. A basic use of computers in libraries invo

a. information storage and retrieval
Simulation and modelling

c.-- process control
d. computation
e. I don't know

27. A basic use for computers -in the design of airplanes is:
.

a. simulation' and modelling
b. process control
cy, -making reservations
cif keeping inventory

te. I don't know

The Most: questionable, us.e of large.` computer files i :

goverment pllannirig
research. n#:
checking on pebple

. 'admi.nistratiOn.:of Social programs
don't know: e

- 29. .Which-of-the folloWing is a

a. cost
b. softWarg availability
c.. stOragfircapa

all of the W6ovt
e.' don' tknoW

.

30. "Which 1 Characteri sti c

Ye .a.
b. th

1

Ith
d. the

g
rm

tias .c
costa.

ass-ad-fated:with

ting -consideration fo using computer

o.

nforinati on systems?

e ,qf inform .lon is stored and Use,d-
im:is organfze4.
p s is to,praide' reports s,uMmarieg.-of the .data

da

k,

ar:11.auf

V.



31. The clecade of fi tit extensive

a. 1860's
t..;4- 1890's
c. 1920's
d. 1950's
e. I, don't know

y
",., -P:

,.:r. software is , describing:.

., -er programs
.

44' T'Onic components encased in soft plastic ribber
."<ple who work with comoUters
mechanical and electronic?parts of a computer system:
I don't know

it4on to input and output equipment, computers contain:
-41

terminals, paper,' trahsistors
memory units, ,control units, arithmetic units

w
rinters and typewriters
1 ephones , keyboards, television screens
don't know

, .

34. A computer system is best 'described as:

a. processing
b. programming', input,- and output
c. Input and output
d. input, processing, and output
e. I t know -

35.- The physical parts

a. programs..

.liardwa're
C. softWare
d. manuals -

e. t ktiow

-111 -7

When in operation, .a computer:

a . fol lows .a set p instructions
b.; thinks juSt.lik a perion
c. ..recal ls answ from memory
d. translates data from digital to. anal.qg code irst,/"'-'t
e. I don' t know IN

37.. Computers cannot withotit:
, .

/blinking lights
keyboardsY..

instructions
al 1 of the 'abovEm!

dont know ,,.
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-43

n ,order tb program a comPuteri:a perion:

can use
can- use

°must

any Engl sh language; words .
an ng1isli`!or fOreignlanguage war:4s

ramming :language- ftuiabprs, not 'words
words from::'a programming language-

w

.39. At ',any given Moment; a computer' s memory , Can' store.`:

a. programs
data
answers:
al 1 of the above
I -don' t know

rocessing is ,,best described 4s:

b.
c.

e,

°40. pat

a. the collection of data.
o b. produclng :reports _

.c.. mani_om, ating data according-to instruCtiOnS;,
d.. uSf*ng::Punched cards' in a keypUhch machine

,=.,,,, .e: I -dan_ t know , .s.

..i
A compute program is .a:

on computers
instructions to .ckitroff thl3compi_uter

a. co urs
b. set` -n
c. comput generated presentation
d: of tbmputer. ha i'dware
e.- I .ciftp',,t know"--

, Computer processing of data may inV,':1ve:

a searching
b. Sunimay=iii.ng
c., del ettrig
d. al1 of the ab
e. don.14.,know

43> Pit computer M ustfi,avetwo types, of lin

1 , tile problem 'lid thenswet "7)
t6ea--J, rile'of the progiraM a ' 7num4e
e data and ihe inScnutt IlkN

the name Of ,prte.4prg-r4141,:a , yar,,-
411; don 't..-kt(ow i.,

-.:1<s

.;:: . ."4



le A

.J. '
.6.. A,,1 T,

4.4:-: A 'newspaper pail i sher has the folTowing -about s,UbsCrtbers:information
, !

stored in the computer.. They are name, address and ,tenewal date:' HOW
wo ul d you"arrange the informa to be most useful 'To the deliyery ---

person? - 'N

a: ordered listing by, address
b. ordered 1 is ti n g by _renewal /dates:
c. alphabetical '1.istingiof streets
d. ordered listing by zi'p code
e.' I don':t know

. .

Choose the correct' output:' for the procedure described below:

. .,,,1.- List the three names Brown; Anderson and Crane in alph etical
.. . . .order

2 Rembve the-last name from theaist
3. If only one name is left, s(thp. . Otherwise, go
'4. List the repining .names in reverse order -.1.
5. Go back. to step 2...' -.-

Ut t

on 'to step, 4

Anders° Brawin; Crane
Brown

. Andersbn Bram
Anderson
I don't know



,Employees are also paid Htime-and-:a4alf" ($.,6.per hotr) fpr overtime hoursorked.over 40). Hoy would you extend the flo chart below to includeovertime pay: Select answer a,, b, c, d

Multip19.1".by 6, till ih
tr -4

Print 'B1

b.. imult41Y 3. by

print



:DIRECTIONS!' ifoou hae never written'a_compUter program,_STOP:do NOT.
answer 31gelbw. Answer items If ybu have:written
computer program

1: Choose the correct 'output4fdr tbe.computer program shown below:

1 LET A =
2 LET 'B =

3.. LET C =-A
4 'LET B C

5 LET A .= B
'6 PRINT A,B
7 END

When run on a computer, the following program will:

LET S.=A-1-Q+C-T.Di

LET M 4:S/5
PRINT 5,14 ;

-. END

=P. ..,... -

0, CalWate the suM.0:-five input values
b.

. Calculate the ayer'd'ge.offiveLipput values..
c. :' Print the sum and average.of five input values -:.
'cL- all of_the'abcvei

, Li
e. :I don't know

193.



This program instructs the *pot

.10 LET M =

Which change will .produce a. pro
(For' example; A=3, 5, o 8.)

5 READ
7 DATA-3,5

5 .LET M = A
30 PRINT A
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,COURSE/UNVI ACTIVITY LOG AND

PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE



Week o

Name

and .Object'i'ves.

'''Topics Covered

Student Activities

linos 'Features

'Materials'

Use; of the Coripute.r



COMPITER LITERACY PROJECT -- PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE

Your name:

Name of the course being used -in the :study:.

Check the_appropriate.,box. for each statement. or question in some eases 7y uare
asked, to Enter a Number).

.

.Part Course BaCkground.

Enr011ment

_
.

The 'eourie71 s requi red for all. Tfudenls1,

T4e course is re ired for some students.

The course is elective for afi.'students,

HoW often the coUrse. meets (cfa'St perjl* per weeW.

3 times per week

times per.week

Other
1 (Pleasetfi-ter a. Number-as well, as

How long is each class period.

Enter 'a number

a. chebk mark.

,

4. Hat many: el Ass se-ssiQns-.0ere held-h.l6twee'n: the srtudY.. Pre- and posti-:tbst
(dd. not: include ' the and 'post-test Sessi-ons).

.16

Enter a Number

Indi cate how many class sessions (between the study- pre- ahT post-. test)''
includ4eCOmPutpr topjCs or actual computer use;

Ent6r_ar_Romber

.
Estimate" .ho-w many `hours per week the typical student, in your class ac.
Spent using. the -computer (using a terminal or dirett access to tbeinaClii

_ .

.Ent er a

Outside of <lass - Enter a Number

Z. How many terminals and computers are In your._ school :buil cling?:



2 -

8.. Is there a specially designated' computer rooln or computer labor:afiry in your
school building? -

.

. .

Yes.

No

. Estimate. the average number of hours per day that your 'students have 6pen
access to ,a terminal or computer in your school building.

.

Ekter_a_NuMber
°

, ,
10.. _Do you use or teach abOUtLcomputers in other bl,assesithat you g6ach?

. ,

.

4Yes

Whic.,W7of the fol lowing BASIC progr'amming Statements do you expect' your
s-6ildetits to be able to uge (if .you use other..languages, pleaSe,attach -a-list of the StatprietitS-from that -language) : :If:your answer to this is

.!..bnone
II, please leave this blank and ,go on to .,question 11...

it+
, .PRINT

,

END

RETURN.

REM

0thers (please check and list)

EAD,, DATA



Part II Objectives

J a '

The.foll4yiin§ list reflects.a number of possible objectives in the area of corn.--=.
Plitr. .eracy. Please check
not this was an objective (major or minor) for the course.

'

-Hardware Ma

Computer Literacy Objectives Cognitive

11.11 Itlentify"the five Major components b a tomflUteri

control unit, arithmetiC unit; output

11 1. 2 r-Identify the basic operation* of a coniputer en.

input equipment, memory unit;

11)
u0 0 a)

.,... e go an
_

iliPiit'of data or. InforMatien -
processing of data or informatiOn - clutput-Of data or information;

11.1.3" Distin-qui-s-hbetween eardware and`software.
N..

.11.1:4 Identify hew aperson can access -a computer; elg.,

1. via. a 'keyboard terminal

..' .a. at site of coniputer

b. any distanct,Vfa 'telephohe lines

via punched Or marked cards
.

3.. via other magnetic media (tap'e, diskette).
H.1.5 Recognize the, rapid- growth of computer hardware since the.3940's... \- - ,

. .H:2.1- Determine that the basic components function.as an interconnectedNwstem under the
"..' control of.a. stored program developed..,. -

t.-11.2.2 : : ompare cdtriputer processing and storage capabilities to the human brain listing
. -_

some general similarities and differences-,..
-.:

----Rrortamming and tlgorittuns :(P)
.

NOTE: .,_The student shouli be able to accomplish obiectiof EfiglisKtlanquage instructions and in the forM of .6co
kJ. i*cognsize the definition of: "algorithm:

-
Follow- and, givt the Corlect .output ftvr a simple a orith.m.

P13 Given,&.simple algorithm explains:What it accemolith interifret'& ffeneralizelf
:11.21 Modify 'a tipple, algorithm tO aCcopplish !IN. b'ut relaled
1).23 CorroC4 erro.rS in..an imprOperly functioniri algOrithrtt. .

.:13.2.4 Develop an algorithm for solvingv speqfrIc protilem

,P:25 Develop'ail aigor'ithm Which can be usedito: solve a set of similar.problerls./

. 4,1

1.2 - 2.g when the algorithm is expressehts a' set
Pte. program. :...

t
. .

a. `Nota:that the Coding is '11 - Hardware; P ,- PProgramming and goritlIms, S - Software and Data ProcesSiff ,V:;.... .,A - Applications,. and, 1_,- I Impart. Also, loreath.'statement 11* first digit after the letter refers tell "cognitite .7

. untrstanding. treAuiring .2Orti analysis. and/or synthesj - The final digi t ri's merely a count of items within each '.

le el r'. if indicattng a log lever,..; generally a skill or Of facts and 2 standing for a higher le4eltof_
level. While no priority is intended with' the final d filth:ere hasbeen an attempt to place the ideas trt some- sort of logical sequence. .. . .. /

,
:: ,t

I * .



C4

Software and Data Processing (S)

ti . . w

the.faCt that we cormiiimitate with:Compufers. 'through a .binarY Code;
,, . ,

the need for data to beorganized if it is to be useful.

m
44 .1`,

...
>w

L u
wc fr-,

.0.- .0= .0

, ">.w

S- 0
, et (1,

-0 .0'Z. 0

.

.'
.

i
7...1

5.1.3 Identify "the'., fact 'that. information is data whi.ch has 'been:given. Meaning..

SS.1'.4 Identify the fact 'that data is a coded mechanitm for communisation.

S..5 Identify the fact that communication is- the trantmiStion Of information via coded

messages. . .

S.1.6 Identify. thefactthat data', Rsocessing involves the transf`ormati on of data by 'means

of a set. of. pre-defined rules; )

.'S.1.7 , Recognize that a co-mPuter needs instructions to operate.

S.1,8- Recognize that a computer gets instructions, from a program written:in-a programing

language.

.Recognize that a 'comOuter is. capable of storing a program and data.
-

,S.1.10 Recognize that computers, process data by searching, sorting, deleting,updatipg,

summarizing, moving, etc.

S.2.1 elect an, appropriate attribute for, ordering o? data for a particular task.

S.2:2 D1si n an elementary 'data, structure for a given application (that is, provide

or er for the data).

Desilgn an elementary coding -system for a given appliCation.'S.2.3

Applications (i1)

A.1.1 Recognize specific uses %f computers in some of the following.fields:
-

a. medicine. g. military defense e systems - r

b. law enforcement h. weather prediction. .

c. education recreation

d. engineering J. government --,'

el4 .business kr the library
f. transportation 1. 'creative arts

Identify-thw.facV that ,'there arse many Programming Janguages

particulir application for business or Stierite.

.1 ,
A.2.1. Recogniig that -;the following activities are amopg major types'uf applications of

the computer:

a. information storage and retrieval d. colpputatidn

b. simulation and modelling e. data processing

c. process control.- decisign-making



5-.:
, .

.. .. , i. ". .
..A.2.2 Recognize _ that computers. are. generally good at information pfocessing tasks.. tha .

benefit from:

. accuracy'? !"

c. repetitiveness .

A'. 2.3 Recognize that some 1 ting considerations for usi ng computers.. are,:

a. cOSt 1

b. software availability

. ,
, C.P; .

.: ..- . .

c) c).
.0 Joc:3

c. storage capacity .

A i2.4 r- Retiignize the basic features of a computerized . nformati on system::,

,

-,deteriii ,hovi computers 'can assist the -corltiMier.
. _ _

Determine how' compUtiers can assist decision-maktng!process.
A.2.7 Assess theleasibilltY of potential aripliCatIon.

Develop a new
. . .

'1mgact (I)

1 . 1 . 1

O ;

Disif.nguis§ amen§ the f011oWiiig career's:'
6.a. 'keypUncherikeyOperator, 's stems analys

computer operator' e. , ,mputer scientist,
r.. computer progratinek

.
a

. .1
1.1:2 Recognizethat;coniputers are used to.coMmit a wide 'variety of sdrious.Cirmis but ;

_ .

especially stealing money and steal ing...,a4ormation:

1.1.3 Recognize -t identification -codes (nUmbers) and passwords are a primary !beans
for restricting -lige of computer- systeins,-, of computer prograiiik;"iiirof dati':fi les I:

1;1.4 Recognize that prpcedures fOr detectint compuferi,based- crimes are not iielkdetifeloped.
.1.5 identify some advantages or disadvantages of .a data -bws.e.,,. containing perstnal. ip-

,.

forMation..orc a lailrnumber of-tpeople e'.:§. , Pie list,Sight include value for

. i

, . ,
reearCie.arid. potential for privacy invasion.) .., : /

1.1..6 Recognian Several regulatory 'pr oceddes; 6; g. ,.poivilegb. to review one's lawn ''.

-end restrletion041,-..us'e of universal, personal identifiers, which help ',to instite the ,. s
.

i:1. .. % . .

. . .

integrity. of pers . tas. -,e:file
. ..

. 1integr

i . 1. 7-21 Recognize that Mos tVprli-cy 'priabltitis'' are,:'Charabteristic of l'arge i nfdrinati on'

. .

I J

fileS..Whether,.iar, not t '.computerized..
. .. .. . .

1.1.8 Recognize that CompUte . ttt\intreaS'es4n#* reat es eMployment.
1.1;9; Recognize thate'cOinputeriz betb,Persor0 and :impersonal izes procedures in,

V,'

fields-sach as education.

4'



: - 6
,.
-

1. 1. .... . . .

i .
. .

. 1

I 61 0' Obto.91iizi that compUterizitions: tanRad, .ti'11:10,'Or, greater. independence and
,

dependpncp-;upon: ones tools. :;.' - :, . \: . .' ' "..
. .....

.r.-
4-0 4-3f- U 1. U

43 e a .

c. w4,
.r.,. p n-f- 4,-.),-;

0 -13 -43 43
2....- cs M 0 ? 7...: C:$

1-1
-1-.--V1HRktoigiii ieEthtic-whi le computert l:ia-not ha ftrtareaW y that humans do,

.' ;:t60ilgii:tOchniciUbs incl.,' as, artificial intql, gennce;.icomputers have teen able ,
- .-..*; . :i ',, i, ' -;!

. ;1 :
to Modify 'their own instructionr set -and do Many of the information protesting.

..,

tasks that human .'do. -' .. .

1:1.12 Recognize that alleged "computer-mistakes" a're usuallY mittkieOlade by. peoPle.
,

Plan strategy for tracing, and: a computer. related error such as-
s

a bill 1 ng .error'.' " i )
t.

4.2.,2' pcplain.tiow computers make public sUrveillance more feasible.. . r, ,. ,

I . 2 .3 RecomIi ze that even though ''a pergian doesiiot..go near a computer, he or she is::-k s. ,,-

. affectecrindi-rectly badause'tle society is -different .i manysectOrs as a -

--
consequeacelof;computerizatiori.-. . a'

11 I

hoy computert.can be used to 'impact tlie.dfitribution and use of
.

economic andpolitical:power.

.".

Compliter Literacy, Ob3ectives *= AffectiNie

itude, Values, and llotivation4v9b

Dosnot,-fee-1-'fear., C;'-`r intimidation from .computer experiences -. .

Feels confident". about his/her ability to use ,and.: control computers;V.2

'C:31 1" 1.

.V..3 Values' etfiCient information proteSsiog provided'that it doe's not' neglect-

-accuracy,. the protection of rights", and social-needs.-
.

. , .

V 11J. comP_utPriZatisui_of roldine tasks so: long frees PO.OP18. to ewe

in otiltr'activities,Irid:',,it not an end in itself.

Values increased tiomuni cati_oN-,fand.avai abi of_AntorMation made 'possible

through Computer use provided -tha4 it does* not violate personatrightt to
privacy and accuracy of .person r data.

`V.6. Values-economic benefits. of toMputerizatfOK:for aSoiety.
V,-7, tnjoYs and desires work :0; play with-,computert;',especially computer assisted

.1

Desriiies 'past experientet:'"Wth computers,with positive-affe:ct WordS

egtityg, challenging, ett,.
.

149. '_GiVen an :opPorttintty;- sPeinit some free time using la computer.

b The coding scheme; = V.9, is merely fOr recording purpotes and is: not/hierarchy::

1=1:12=. f

1 C=3
priorities or

,

.
...

intended to convey any



of Computers

.,

Below is_.a list of different ways that teachers use or teach about computers. For
ei.ch activity estimate the total hours of class time-(between the study.pre- and
post-test) for Which this activity was ihcluded or had some -role in the educational
process:

Hourss.df
lass Ti -me

As a calculator

. Run Siniulations_

StUdent`instructional games.

Student-leistire time actiyi.ty..;

Student problem shlvin

students- spel 1 Vg, etc.

As a tutor (teachi=ng Specific content)
,-

,Demonstrate coneepts,

Store teacheKrdeyeloped tests

InStrUctional ri44erne.nev..

Materials generation (test or worksheet)

InfOrmation retrieval . MOISrGiS)

Student analysis of data
. ,

Teach electronics

Teach,,programming .

'1=1each computer term\inal operation

Teach data.* proCessing ..p.rpcedures

'leach.'hardware'an0,:sOftwar'e coriCepts.,

Teach .hstory computers . .
,Teach hoW computers 'a're .applied .

TeaCh 'abOut computer 'careers

Teach about rOle and impact `Of computers.,in



Student' Achievement/Ability Data'.

On the following page is :a list of students in your class who,participated in the
CoMputer Literacy Project. We would like you to:. ----

Indicate the gradtthe student reeeived in the c1as

(2) Estimate .whether the student is above average; averalle or below average..

in overall acadqmic a6ility Compared to other ttyntsin-your school.other.
. .

.We. have included: the Student.;*triUmbers thatme_use match_ pre and pdsttests
:fOr individual.:sttidentS.: Age have also :included the names .of thd,stOdents. After,

You:have:cOpfeted'theYforMilileaseciltoff the,sttUdentnames. ASilbted pre-. . ..
. 7 a o' .'vious corretpondence- students will,notbe.identlfied as IndiVidUaTS..
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Part V Student. Cornputer_Li ire
J.

Questions 11 - 15 are your ratings of -the:study Computer Literacy-Questi,onnaire ,as
td its difficulty for your students.

12. lEvel of -reading

difficult.

abobt right.

easy

sort.
JftStruotiChs

confuSing

-understandabl

. Content

difficult

abOUt right

16. Ua4itY Of,the. questionS

Poorly stated
I.

. .

r

Part VI - Other LommenU please use. this space, to give US' any reagtions you hp.ve
regardifig any topic ;elated to. this study. (iJse bad:. side of paper if more .Space
is nOeded.)

.


